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Abstract  
The Church of England’s Influence on the Divorce Reform Act 1969 

Rosemary Michele Sinclair 

This study traces the Church of England’s influence on the development of the 

Divorce Reform Act 1969 from 1964, with the setting up of the Archbishop of 

Canterbury’s group to examine divorce law, to the end of the 1970s, by which time 

the special procedure was used in all undefended divorces. The first chapter 

analyses the Archbishop’s Group itself, its formation, membership, deliberations and 

conclusions, contained in its report, Putting Asunder: A Divorce Law for 

Contemporary Society. The second chapter examines the negotiations which took 

place between the Group and the Law Commission, from which emerged a 

document known as The Consensus. The third chapter demonstrates how The 

Consensus evolved, first into a draft bill, and subsequently into the Divorce Reform 

Act 1969, as a result of its passage through Parliament. The final chapter examines 

the statutory interpretation of the Act by the courts to assess how much of the 

recommendations of the Putting Asunder remained ten years after the law was 

implemented.  

The methodology used is that of a legal historian and thereby the work differs in 

emphasis from studies done on this legislation by theologians, historians and 

sociologists. It focuses primarily on a detailed analysis of the change in the law 

during that period, as influenced by the Church of England. Thus, it closely examines 

the workings of law reform groups, negotiations and drafting of the Bill, the Bill’s 

passage through Parliament, and statutory interpretation of the Act in the courts. It 

builds on the work of others, particularly that of Professor Stephen Cretney, an 

eminent academic lawyer who analysed the part the Archbishop Group’s Report 

played in the process of divorce reform. This work develops this theme but appraises 

that role of the Church of England more comprehensively.  

 It uses some of the historical and legal materials used by others, but also some 

material not previously used such as the Dunstan Papers, the papers of D. R. 

Dunstan, a member of the Archbishop’s groups and biographical materials of other 

members of the Group and their own writings. This gives a more detailed 

understanding of why the Church of England contributed in the way it did.  

The thesis concludes that whilst the Church of England appeared a powerful 

influence on the Divorce Reform Act 1969, its influence was constrained by its 

agreement with the Law Commission. It did contribute to the Divorce Reform Bill 

becoming an Act, but was not able to safeguard the conditions on which its support 

for the new concept of law, irretrievable breakdown of marriage, was based.    
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Introduction 
 

This research will examine the nature and extent of the Church of England’s 

influence on the development of the divorce law contained in the Divorce Reform Act 

1969. The 1969 Act was a major milestone in divorce reform changing the concept 

on which the law is based from the matrimonial offence to irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage. However, unlike many other jurisdictions it came in a specific form which 

Jane Lewis and Patrick Wallis have called ‘breakdown by proof’.1 This specific form 

meant that breakdown could only be proved in one of five ways.2 It is well 

documented3 that the Act emerged in a form that was very similar to the proposals 

contained in a document (commonly known as The Consensus),4 which was an 

agreement between an Archbishop’s working group, convened in 1964 (the Putting 

Asunder Group) which reported in 1966,5 and the new Law Commission, established 

by the Law Commission Act 1965, who also produced a report entitled The Field of 

Choice in the same year.6 

This work will consider what form the Church of England’s influence took and who 

the people were who determined this influence. It will assess how much the Church 

                                                             
1 This term distinguishes it from breakdown without proof which was how the Family Law Act 1996 pt ii 
was framed. However, despite what the writers say this full irretrievable breakdown of marriage, 
though passed in Parliament, was never implemented and the current law remains that originally set 
out in the Divorce Reform Act 1969 and subsequently consolidated into the Matrimonial Causes Act 
1973 as amended. See Jane Lewis and Patrick Wallis, ‘Fault, Breakdown, and the Church of 
England’s Involvement in the 1969 Divorce Reform’, Twentieth Century British History, Vol. 11, No.3, 
(2000), 308-332 (p.309) 
2 See Divorce Reform Act s2(1)(a-e), Appendix 3 
3 See for instance, Stephen Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 

1998), p.69. 
4 See Appendix 1, Reform of Grounds of Divorce: Result of Discussions between Archbishop’s Group 
on Divorce and Law Commission, Ramsey papers, vol 117 fols 328-336.  
5 Putting Asunder, A Divorce Law for Contemporary Society (London, Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge 1966) 
6 The Law Commission, Reform of the Grounds of Divorce: The Field of Choice Cmnd 3123 (London, 
Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1966) 
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of England’s input shaped the new law and how far the Church of England’s 

contribution secured the successful passage of the new law through Parliament. It 

will also consider the statutory interpretation and procedural changes in the ten years 

after the passing of the Act to assess how far that influence was sustained. It is 

offered both as a case study in the wider academic study of the Church of England’s 

influence on public policy7, specifically family law policy, and an examination of the 

development of the legal principle irretrievable breakdown of marriage which still 

governs our current divorce law as a result of this influence. It will not only ask how 

the law emerged as it did due to the Church of England influence but also why the 

Church of England contributed in the way it did.  

The justification for a project detailing the development of one piece of legislation 

can be no better explained than by the leading, indeed only, family law legal historian 

in this area, Stephen Cretney, who in his preface to his book ‘Family Law in the 

Twentieth Century, A History’, says  

I believe that studies of the process of law reform can be revealing and that 

there are examples in which what are sometimes dismissed as technical 

details influence the development of law and policy.8 

He goes on to comment on the place of compromises in a democratic system 

 

Again, the fact that legislation in a democracy is almost always to a greater or 

lesser extent the outcome of a compromise between different interests is 

frequently not appreciated, whilst the tactics of those who wish to promote or 

                                                             
7 See in particular the work of the William Temple Institute 
8 Stephen Cretney, Family Law in the Twentieth Century: A History, (Oxford: OUP, 2003), p. vii  
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resist change often influence developments (sometimes in an unforeseen 

way).9 

Both of these statements can be said to be true of the study of the Divorce Reform 

Act 1969. It is hoped that by this study lessons can be learned for future law reform, 

particularly the warning that compromised reform in particular can lead to unintended 

results.  

The Church of England’s influence on divorce law has had a distinctive history for 

two reasons; one being that the Church of England is the established church10 and 

as such is a unique form of pressure group, with its senior bishops members of the 

House of Lords; secondly because historically the ecclesiastical courts had control 

over the ways that marriage could be ended or spouses separated and even when 

the secular courts took over control of these legal procedures divorce law was 

initially based on the Church of England’s biblical understanding of divorce.11 Thus it 

is not surprising that the Church of England had something to say about divorce 

reform in the 1960s. What is more intriguing is what it had to say. The Church of 

England had previously been, to a large extent, a seemingly conservative influence 

on divorce reform.12 However in its attitude to the 1969 reform the Church of England 

appeared to be a liberalising influence. This research will examine why this was and 

why the working group set up by Michael Ramsey, the Archbishop of Canterbury of 

                                                             
9 Stephen Cretney, Family Law in the Twentieth Century: A History, (Oxford: OUP, 2003), p. vii 
10 For an explanation of what this means see Russell Sandberg, Law and Religion, (Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 2011), chapter 4 
11 Though it is clear from the parliamentary debates over the Matrimonial Causes Act 1857 that 
adultery as the sole ground for divorce was not undisputed between churchmen. However the 
differences were theological.  
12 The Church of England bishops were split over the Matrimonial Causes Act 1937, though ultimately 
only on bishop voted against the Bill – see A.P. Herbert, The Ayes Have It, (London: Methuen and Co, 
1937) p.188. The Archbishops of Canterbury and York both abstained. However the Church of 
England did oppose the bills for divorce on separation grounds in the 1950s and 60s.  
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the Church of England, to consider divorce reform not only gave its endorsement to 

this seemingly liberal piece of legislation13 but appeared to give the lead in this 

direction.  

The academic literature written on the subject of the Church of England's 

involvement in divorce reform in the 20th century has been written from three 

historical perspectives – social history, church history and legal history. Of course it 

is impossible to categorise these approaches completely as, for example, the social 

historian will have made an attempt to some degree to understand theology and the 

law while the theologian and lawyer will look at the historical process of law making 

as well as the theological and legal influences on that process. However, primarily 

this study is done from the viewpoint of legal history which approach is described by 

David Ibbetson as 

…studies whose primary focus is the development or functioning of legal 

ideas or institutions at some time in the past.14 

Thus the close examination of the processes by which the Divorce Reform Act 1969 

was conceived by law reformers, debated by parliamentarians and adjudicated by 

judges will be at the centre albeit through the prism of how the Church of England 

contributed to these processes.  

Still the work of those in other fields inevitably overlaps and has been useful to this 

work, whilst it does not attempt to give a detailed analysis of the law in the way that 

this work will do. Social historians have tried to identify the reasons behind a change 

                                                             
13 Professor Stephen Cretney says the legislation was based on a humanitarian view - see Stephen 
Cretney, Family Law in the Twentieth Century: a History, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2003), p. 
321.  
14 David Ibbetson, ‘Historical Research in Law’ in The Oxford Handbook of Legal Studies,ed. by Peter 
Cane and Mark Tushnet (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), pp.863-879 (p.863). 
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in attitude towards divorce. Lawrence Stone, for instance, identified a change in 

culture putting pressure on the law to change. This included a loosening of Christian 

influence from a divided church. Whilst this is a fascinating and wide-ranging study, 

the section on the 1969 Act is relatively limited and not always accurate. O. R. 

McGregor, who refers to himself as a ‘historically minded social scientist’15 in his 

book Divorce in England published in 1957 also observes that the Church is divided 

on how far Christian teaching on marriage and divorce should be implemented in the 

1950s16 and the disagreement between the church and lawyers caused a stalemate. 

However in subsequent works17 relating to the 1960s, he sees the Church of 

England as an instrument of social change. Jane Lewis and Patrick Wallis built on 

his work in relation to divorce reform, viewing the Church of England as leading 

social reform rather than just not objecting to it. They, unlike earlier writers such as 

Stone, had the advantage of using the Lambeth Palace archives.18 They pointed to 

the Church’s enduring idea of marriage as a life-long vocation19 coupled with the 

Church’s new approach to public policy20 as the pivotal reasons for the new divorce 

                                                             
15 O. R. McGregor, Divorce in England, (London: Heinemann, 1957), p. ix 
16 This work appraises the work of the Royal Commission known as the Morton Commission 1951 and 
is scathing of the evidence looked at and the conclusions reached. The author points out that 
historically divorce reform has been dictated by clerics and lawyers who disagree. As a social science 
he believed that it is only empirical evidence submitted by social sciences which will help determine 
the best divorce reform.  
17 See for instance O. R. Mcgregor, ‘Equality, Sexual Values and Permissive Legislation: the English 
Experience’, Journal Of Social Policy, 1 (1972), p.56. 
18 These archives contain the papers of the Archbishops of Canterbury, including those of Michael 
Ramsey who was the Archbishop in the 1960s. They also include other official Church of England 
documents including minutes of official committees such as the Putting Asunder Group.  
19 It is not clear where the writers’ have derived the word vocation from. They do not give a reference. 
The marriage service in the traditional form in the Book of Common Prayer talks about ‘holy estate’ 
and ‘covenant’. However the word vocation does imply a life-long commitment and this principle is 
implicit in the forms of service authorised by the Church of England both in the preamble and in the 
vows. For a full explanation of the Church of England teaching and practice of marriage see Martin 
Davie’s The Teaching and Practice of the Church of England with Regard to Marriage, unpublished 
paper from the Council of Christian Unity of the Church of England, 2011. 
20 Their work centres on the influence of the Church of England’s Moral Welfare Council and identifies 
a new way of working for the Church of England in investigating moral issues – firstly the Putting 
Asunder committee had a more mixed group of people, including lawyers, sociologists and doctors 
and took evidence from many secular groups rather than being a group of churchmen. Secondly that 
there was a change in theology, the group's  view being that to argue from a biblical point of view 
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law being no fault based but only in what they refer to as a partial form.21 They 

conclude that the reformers had to settle for a not very satisfactory law to avoid 

church opposition. ‘Clarity was secondary to compromise between secular and 

religious ideas of reform’.22 Their conclusion that the church’s view of marriage was 

at the heart of their strategy towards divorce reform will be endorsed by this study, 

whilst recognising that the Church’s own theology on marriage was not entirely 

settled.23 Yet they rather underestimate how much the Church of England had to 

relinquish in the compromise. They conclude that the new principle of irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage was unworkable in principle but they do not investigate this in 

practice by researching subsequent case law. This study will include an examination 

of case law and procedural changes in the ten years after the new divorce was 

implemented to show whether the principle of irretrievable breakdown of marriage 

was indeed unworkable. None of these writers fully appreciate that the Putting 

Asunder Group felt the new law would not necessarily make divorce easier, only 

fairer, and did not therefore regard themselves as necessarily a liberal force.  

Other historians, including church historians, have also examined the changing and 

divided nature of theology during this period. E. R. Norman uses the term Two 

Christianities to explain the difference between the liberal and conservative wings of 

                                                             
would no longer be appropriate but the importance of the church's view of marriage must not change 
which meant it would not countenance divorce by consent (as this would undermine the concept of 
marriage as a vocation) . They conclude that ‘The confused principle of “breakdown by proof” was the 
price of the church's support. Clarity was secondary to compromise between secular and religious 
ideas of reform.’ 
21 Jane Lewis and Patrick Lewis, ‘Fault, Breakdown, and the Church of England’s Involvement in the 
1969 Divorce Reform’, Twentieth Century British History, 11.3, (2000), 308-332 (p.308) 
22 Jane Lewis and Patrick Lewis, ‘Fault, Breakdown, and the Church of England’s Involvement in the 

1969 Divorce Reform’, Twentieth Century British History, 11.3, (2000), 308-332 (p.332) 
23 This was recognised by the Church and led to a commission on the doctrine of marriage, known as 
the Root report, after its chairman Howard Root. It reported in 1971- see Marriage, Divorce and the 
Church: The Report of a Commission appointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury to prepare a 
statement on the Christian Doctrine of Marriage (London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 
1971) 
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the church.24 McLeod adds a third category of pragmatists into which he places 

Archbishop Ramsey.25 This study will seek to show that, given these differences, the 

success of the Putting Asunder Group was that it managed to incorporate all wings 

of the Church, including evangelicals, and this left much less opportunity for 

Christian opposition to divorce reform outside it.  

Cordelia Moyse in her study of marriage and divorce reform in the interwar period26 

shows how different factors such as the process of enacting a bill, pressure groups 

and ideologies of marriage came together to bring about legislation based on once 

controversial ideas. She recognises that the Church’s position is dictated by the 

legislative pressures outside itself but also the balance of ideas and parties within 

itself. The 1930s was a period when the Church finally had to accept that its views 

on marriage were not in line with the State’s and that it no longer determined the 

terms of state legislation on marriage. It is possible to see the Church's position in 

the 1960s, then, more as a continuing acceptance of what had occurred in the 

1930s. The Church realised it could no longer influence the secular law and the 

Putting Asunder committee was a last ditch attempt to stop the juggernaut of secular 

thinking which would mean a complete split of church and state on marriage issues. 

However, an alternate view is that it was rather the church leading from the front with 

a new concept of divorce.  This study will seek to demonstrate that both 

considerations influenced the Church of England’s part in the process. Archbishop 

Ramsey regarded himself as a reformer and the Church of England took part in 

                                                             
24 E. R. Norman, Church and Society in England 1770-1970: A Historical Study, (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1976) p.417. 
25 Hugh McLeod, The Religious Crisis of the 1960s, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), p.230. 
26 Cordelia Moyse, ‘Marriage and Divorce Reform in England and Wales 1909-1937’ (unpublished 
doctoral thesis, Cambridge University, 1996) 
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many other social reforms during this period. In his book Sacred and Secular based 

on the Scott Holland lectures that he gave in 1964, Archbishop Ramsey referred to 

the duality of the Christian life, the Christian living in the world but also of another 

world, the eternal world.27 Thus ‘Christianity is concerned essentially with the 

unselfish adoration of God and with the service of humanity’.28 A good reason to be 

involved in matters of law reform was for the good of society. However, there was 

also an element of self-preservation to protect divorce law from becoming 

incompatible with the Church of England’s teaching on marriage. This work will 

demonstrate that irretrievable breakdown of marriage is not first and foremost a 

biblical concept but that the Church of England promoted a secular concept for a 

number of reasons and, to a degree, provided a theology to support it.  

Professor Stephen Cretney who brings to this subject painstaking research and 

incisive analysis, refers to the part the Putting Asunder Group and Report play in the 

reform of divorce law in his three major works. He first mentions the compromise 

between Putting Asunder and the Law Commission in bringing about the Divorce 

Reform Act in his Principles of Family Law.29  

In his book Law, Law Reform and the Family Professor Cretney devotes chapter 230 

to the specific subject of 

 …how the report of a committee set up by the Archbishop of Canterbury was 

used to influence opinion and provide a justification for the changes made in 

the law in 1969.31 

                                                             
27 Michael Ramsey, Sacred and Secular, (London: Longmans, 1965), pp.1-16. 
28 Michael Ramsey, Sacred and Secular, (London: Longmans, 1965), p.48. 
29 Stephen Cretney, Principles of Family Law, 5th edn (London: Sweet and Maxwell,1990), pp. 86-87. 
30 Stephen Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), pp. 33-72. 
31  Stephen Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), p.34. 
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 His writing on the subject is extremely thorough but, by his own admission, this is a 

narrow topic and he does not seek to find out why there were changing attitudes to 

divorce reform. In particular, he does not enquire beyond the statement of the 

Putting Asunder Report itself why the Church of England embraced the concept of 

irretrievable breakdown. He does demonstrate how the Putting Asunder Group was 

reassured into thinking it had achieved a new concept in the law when in reality it 

had only achieved the maintenance of the matrimonial offence principle with the 

introduction, for the first time, of divorce by separation and divorce by consent, the 

two principles it was most eager to avoid. This study will show, particularly by 

consulting the Dunstan papers as well as the Ramsey papers that this happened 

because the Law Commission dominated the negotiations between the two groups.  

In his Family Law in the Twentieth Century published in 200332 he develops his 

coverage of the Divorce Reform Act 1969 primarily from the parliamentary process 

point of view and later statutory interpretation and procedural changes. His 

conclusion is that not much remained of the Putting Asunder Report’s original 

recommendations.  

Both Lewis and Wallis and Cretney regard B. H. Lee’s contemporaneous work33 as a 

sufficient analysis of the parliamentary debates and do not include a detailed 

analysis themselves. Yet while Lee includes mention of the Church of England’s 

contribution there is far more room for analysis of this, particularly to see exactly how 

the Putting Asunder Report was used in Parliament and why it was so influential, 

given that there were other Christian views expressed, particularly that of the 

Archbishop of Canterbury. This work will also consider whether there was any 

                                                             
32 Stephen Cretney, Family Law in the Twentieth Century, A History, (Oxford: OUP, 2003) 
33 B. H. Lee, Divorce Law Reform in England, (London, Peter Owen, 1974) 
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possibility that the original Putting Asunder Report position could have been revived 

in Parliament and whether there was any real desire to see that happen by members 

of the Church of England.  

This work will re-examine and scrutinise the Church of England’s contribution to the 

development of the Divorce Reform Act 1969 from the setting up of the Archbishop’s 

Group, its deliberations and conclusions contained in the Putting Asunder Report, 

the Group’s negotiations with the Law Commission, the passage of the Bill through 

Parliament and the interpretation of the Act in the ten years after the law was 

implemented. Whilst this will centre on the opinion and role of the Putting Asunder 

Group, it will also recognise that there were other Church of England opinions,34 

even if ultimately these had little influence. Cases in the 1970s will be examined to 

see how enduring the influence of the Church of England was. In chapter 3, on the 

Bill’s passage through Parliament, it will ask the question why The Consensus  

position dominated the debate, even without the Archbishop’s support.  

This study is a library based study which will draw on the legal historian’s tools of 

internal sources such as statutes and case law but also external sources, documents 

such as parliamentary papers and the Ramsey papers which set the law making 

process in context. It will also incorporate previously unused biographical materials 

and the writings of the Putting Asunder Group’s members for additional 

understanding of the viewpoint they brought into the process. It will also analyse the 

Dunstan papers which previous writers have not used.  

                                                             
34 See in particular chapter 2   
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The MHRA system of referencing will be used as this is the referencing style 

adopted by the University of Chester law department. However, where this system 

provides no guidance for legal sources the OSCOLA system will be used.  

In January of this year a book was published by an American historian, Ann Sumner 

Holmes, entitled The Church of England and Divorce in the Twentieth Century.35 

This traces the Church of England’s history in that period of time both in its 

involvement in public policy and its own pastoral discipline. Chapter 4 is specifically 

on the Church of England’s involvement in the emergence of the Divorce Reform 

Act, the subject of this study. The research and writing up of this thesis was done 

entirely independently of this work. However, a recent reading of this book has 

revealed that many of its conclusions corroborate the findings of this thesis, that 

while the Putting Asunder Group did not fulfil all its ambitions for the new law, it did 

have a major part in introducing the new concept of irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage. In particular, as in this study, she recognises the important influence of G. 

R. Dunstan and Helen Oppenheimer, on the Putting Asunder Group’s conclusions. 

As a historian, Ann Sumner Holmes does not give a detailed appraisal of how the 

new law was implemented and interpreted by the courts. 

                                                             
35 Ann Sumner Holmes, The Church of England and Divorce in the Twentieth Century: Legalism and 

Grace, (New York, Routledge, 2017) 
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Chapter 1: The Putting Asunder Group and 
Report 
 

1.1 Introduction 
The Church of England’s influence on the Divorce Reform Act 1969 came primarily,1 

though not solely, through the report of a working group which was set up by the then 

Archbishop of Canterbury, Michael Ramsey. The report, entitled Putting Asunder,2 

was subsequently published, with Archbishop Ramsey’s permission, and became the 

basis of negotiations with the Law Commission following their own report, The Field of 

Choice. 3  This led to agreed proposals between the two groups, known as The 

Consensus.4 In a slightly revised form it became the basis of the two Divorce Reform 

Bills which were introduced into Parliament in 1967 and 1968 consecutively.5 How and 

why the group was set up and reached its conclusions is central to understanding the 

Church of England’s contribution to the divorce reform debate. 

 

1.2 The Old Law under the Matrimonial Causes Act 1965 
The law that the Group reviewed was that contained in the Matrimonial Causes Act 

1965. This statute was a consolidating act which included various family law statutes 

including the grounds for divorce as they were conceived in the Matrimonial Causes 

Act 1937. The grounds for divorce were based on a number of different matrimonial 

offences listed in s 1 Matrimonial Causes Act 19656  - adultery, desertion for a period 

                                                             
1 There were other influences which became apparent in the parliamentary debate on the Bill (see 
chapter 3 below) but these were of little influence compared to the Putting Asunder report.  
2  Putting Asunder: A Divorce Law for Contemporary Society (London:The Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge, 1966) 
3 The Law Commission, Reform of the Grounds of Divorce: The Field of Choice Cmnd 3123 (London, 
Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1966) 
4 See chapter 2  
5 See chapter 3 
6 See Matrimonial Causes Act 1965 S1(1)(a)(i)-(iv) and s1(1)(b)  
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of three years, cruelty and incurable insanity7. There were limited provisions to 

encourage reconciliation. s1(2) Matrimonial Causes Act 1965 provided that, for the 

case of desertion, the court should discount any one period of up to three months 

when the parties resumed cohabitation, in an attempt at a reconciliation, in 

determining whether desertion had been continuous.  S2(1) Matrimonial Causes Act 

1965 precluded a petition for divorce in the first three years of marriage although 

there was a discretion contained in s2(2) to reduce this period in ‘grave hardship’ 

cases. S5 of the 1965 Act referred to the 

duty on the court to inquire, so far as it reasonably can, into the facts alleged 

which for the purposes of this Act were to establish whether there was any 

connivance or condonation on the part of the petitioner and whether any 

collusion exists between the parties. 

 

1.3 The Putting Asunder Group 

1.3.1 Why was the group set up? 
The first public indication that Archbishop Ramsey intended to form such a group 

came in a speech he made to Parliament, on 21st June 19638, opposing a bill of 

divorce presented by Leo Abse, though private discussions on the Church of 

England’s involvement had been going on previously with Government officials.9  

If it were possible to find a principle at law of breakdown of marriage which 

was free from any idea of consent,...then I would wish to consider it. Indeed, I 

                                                             
7 Incurable insanity was the only ground which was not strictly fault based. 
8 HL Deb 21st June 1963, vol 250, col.1547 
9 see Cretney’s Family Law in the Twentieth Century, p. 355. The Archbishop’s lay secretary Beloe 
had a meeting with senior officials in the Government on 21st May 1963 –see Ramsey Papers vol. 43, 
f. 5, Beloe’s note of meeting on 21/5/63 – Cretney says the idea of ‘Substituting for all other grounds 
the ground that a marriage had come to an end’ emerged 
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am asking some of my fellow churchmen to see whether it is possible to work 

at this idea, sociologically as well as doctrinally, to discover if anything can be 

produced.10 

In a subsequent letter of his dated 17th January 1964,11 inviting Reverend Canon 

Bentley to be part of such a group, he wrote the following 

The C of E upholds the meaning of marriage as a life-long union, and 

attaches the utmost importance to the fact that, both in a church marriage and 

in a registry office marriage, the parties enter upon a life-long covenant.  

He gave this as the reason why he and other church leaders opposed the Bill in 

Parliament allowing divorce after seven year separation as if it included consent it 

would ‘undermine the nature of the marriage covenant’ as a life-long intention but if it 

allowed divorce without one of the parties’ consent it would lead to ‘great injustice’.12  

However, he also wanted to look into releasing people from marriages that had 

broken down and to deal with the ‘bad features’ of the current law.13By this he meant 

the fact that the present law of matrimonial offence did not, in his view, legally reflect 

the reality of why some marriages had broken down. He particularly disliked people 

having to resort to fictitious adultery to escape from marriage and the dilemma of 

illegitimate children because their parents were not free to marry.14  

In the first meeting of the Putting Asunder Group on 26th May1964 the chairman 

Bishop Mortimer, Bishop of Exeter, expressed the aim of the Group as trying to 

                                                             
10 HL Deb 21st June 1963 vol 250, col. 1547 
11 Minutes of the Archbishop’s Group on the Reform of the Law of Divorce, Lambeth Palace library 
12 Letter of Invitation to Reverend Canon G. B. Bentley, 17th January 1964, contained in the Minutes of 
the Archbishop’s Group on the Reform of the Law of Divorce, Lambeth Palace Library 
13 Letter of Invitation to Reverend Canon G. B. Bentley, 17th January 1964 
14 Michael Ramsey, ‘Marriage, Divorce and the Royal Commission’, York Quarterly, Feb 1957 p.3. 
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reform divorce law so that it would be acceptable to both Christians and humanists 

and allow Christians to regard any marriage contracted, whether by Church or State, 

under that amended law, as a valid marriage.15  Bishop Mortimer stated that the 

present law of divorce, governed by the matrimonial offence, did not affect the 

Christian understanding of marriage which had a life-long intention.16 The Church of 

England was eager to ensure that any new divorce law would also be compatible 

with life-long marriage. 

All the above gives some indication why the Church of England wanted to be 

involved in the discussions surrounding reform of the divorce law. Firstly, there was 

compassion for those entrapped in ‘broken down’ marriages which the Church, 

through its pastoral ministry in parishes, would be aware of and a desire to see the 

reality in peoples’ lives reflected honestly in the law.  

Secondly, there appears central to the setting up of the Group the dread of seeing a 

divorce law which was incompatible with the concept of life-long marriage. This 

would happen if the parties could consent to a divorce. The matrimonial offence 

basis of divorce did not threaten the concept of life-long marriage, as even in its 

extended form, in the MCA 1937, it could be argued that the actions of the offending 

spouse went against the heart of the marriage covenant17 and therefore allowed the 

release of the innocent party from the marriage obligations.  However, a divorce 

based on consent would go against this concept.  

                                                             
15 Minutes of the Archbishop’s Group on the Reform of the Law of Divorce, 26th May 1964 p.1. 
16 Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, 26th May 1964 p.1. 
17 See the purposes of marriage as expressed in the Book of Common Prayer. Arguably only the 
ground of insanity is incompatible with these. However, in the parliamentary debates on this bill, this 
was a disputed point amongst Christian MPs. 
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Thirdly, and linked to their concerns about divorce by consent, the Church of 

England wanted to be able to continue to recognise secular marriage and no desire 

at all is expressed at this time for a separate form of Christian marriage which would 

have higher obligations and a different, or no, divorce law.18 Thus the Church of 

England wanted to help steer the course of what they saw as the inevitable reform of 

the law to a law that was compassionate, acceptable to Church and State alike19 and 

compatible with the principle of life-long marriage.   

 

1.3.2 Why was the group set up at this particular time? 
Pressure for divorce reform was building and, despite the conservative and divided 

tenor of the Royal Commission Report in 1955, known as the Morton Report,20 and 

the effective parliamentary opposition to the Abse Bill21, there was clear indication 

that another reform bill based on separation was on its way.22  Left to private 

members’ bills, the form of the new divorce law would be a law based on divorce by 

                                                             
18 In the debate on the Matrimonial Causes Act 1857 Gladstone had nearly come to the conclusion 
that it might be best to have a separate Christian marriage based on indissolubility of marriage 
because of the difference of opinion between parliamentarians, some of whom believed in 
indissolubility and others who believed that divorce should be allowed on limited matrimonial offence 
grounds. See HC Deb 31st July 1857, vol 147, cols 825-856. However, the Church of England in the 
1960s were not contemplating this dual system, particularly as they were conducting the majority of 
marriage services which they might lose if a separate non-christian form of marriage was established 
and because they would not know how to treat such marriages.  
19 Jane Lewis and Patrick Wallis point out that if the Church of England had a separate form of 
marriage for its own members it would lose its central place in providing marriage services on behalf 
of the state.  
20 The conclusion of this report, the full title of which is the Report of Royal Commission on Marriage 
and Divorce 1951 – 1955 (Comd. 9678) was divided with 9 members wishing for an additional ground 
for divorce by separation (which in essence would allow divorce by consent) and nine against. 
Another member, Lord Walker, wished to see the matrimonial offence replaced altogether by the 
doctrine of breakdown.   
21This Bill was introduced by Leo Abse who was a solicitor, a Labour MP and well-known as a 
campaigner for social reform. His Bill was based on divorce by seven year separation. See Cretney, 
Family Law in the Twentieth Century, biographical notes p.777 and Abse’s own autobiography Private 
Member, (London: McDonald, 1973) for more information. 
22 Beloe had been told this by the permanent under-secretary – see Cretney, Law, Law Reform and 
the Family, p46 – note 2nd May 1963, Ramsey papers vol 43 
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separation, which would be tantamount to allowing the dreaded divorce by consent.23  

If the Church was to prevent this it needed to be part of the discussions for reform 

and advocate an alternative. The Government were keen to encourage this as they 

could not give support to divorce reform based on separation given the divided view 

of the Morton Commission.24 

In the previous decade, when Archbishop Ramsey was Archbishop of York, he was 

already anticipating the evils which might occur if divorce by matrimonial offence was 

abandoned and replaced by a divorce law based on breakdown which would be 

proved by a period of separation, either with the other party’s consent or without 

consent. He gave examples of these evils, for instance that in the first case it would 

destroy the Christian idea of life-long marriage as the parties could end the marriage 

just because they had become tired of each other and this amounted to marrying 

with a break clause, or in the second instance a person could divorce the other party 

even when he or she was in the wrong, say, guilty of adultery.25 He expressed these 

views, in an article in the York Quarterly which he co-edited, using a quote by Bishop 

Mortimer from a House of Lords debate in 1956 to emphasise his point.  

Those who contract a marriage under such a system of law can only with the  

greatest difficulty be said to be contracting a lifelong and exclusive union, for 

they would then be contracting a union which could be terminated by the will 

of either or both of them…the Church therefore would be exceedingly 

embarrassed, because we should not know whether any two Christian people 

                                                             
23 In fact in the next three parliamentary sessions Private Members’ Bills were introduced by Labour 
MP John Parker on the ground of five years separation. Though not likely to succeed as they were 
brought in under the Ten Minute Rule, they publicized the reformers agenda of achieving divorce by 
consent. See Cretney, Family Law in the Twentieth Century, p. 355 footnote 220.  
24 Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, p. 39. 
25 Michael Ramsey, ‘Marriage, Divorce and the Royal Commission’, York Quarterly Feb 1957 p.3. 
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marrying in the Realm of England were intending to contract a Christian 

marriage as this land and Realm has always understood it, an exclusive and 

life-long union, or whether they were contracting a marriage terminable at will 

by either or both of them.26  

Archbishop Ramsey believed that to go down this route of reform was to change the 

essential nature of marriage as a life-long union. Again, there appeared to be no 

thought to the idea that state marriage and Christian marriage should go their 

separate ways.27 

Archbishop Ramsey regarded himself as somewhat of a social reformer and this is 

evidenced by members of the Church of England, both clergy and lay, being involved 

in other issues of social policy reform such as the decriminalisation of homosexuality 

and debates on abortion in the 1950s and 1960s.28 It is not surprising, therefore, that 

the Church of England, with its tradition of being involved in matrimonial matters, 

both in the creation of marriage and historically, through its involvement in nullity and 

separation through the ecclesiastical courts, its ending, should decide to deliberate 

divorce law. Those interested in reforming the law were increasingly secular groups 

such as the Divorce Reform Union and the Humanist Society.29  The Morton 

Commission had not invited a member of the Church of England to be part of the 

Commission and the Church of England only took part by giving evidence. This 

                                                             
26Michael Ramsey, ‘Marriage, Divorce and the Royal Commission’, York Quarterly, Feb 1957 p.3  
27 This was because marriage was deemed a divine ordinance for the whole of humankind and if there 
was this separation, many of those on the edge of the Church might be put off having a marriage in 
church.  
28 See Owen Chadwick, Michael Ramsey: A Life (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991) particularly 
chapter 6 pp.145-176. 
29 In June 1964 the idea for a Law Commission made up of lawyers to advise Parliament on reform of 
the law emerged (see 2nd reading of Law Commission Bill, HC Deb 8th Feb 1965, vol 706, cols 47-
158) This was five months after Ramsey had invited people to join his working group. It is possible 
that the Church of England saw this coming.  
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made it imperative that the church set up its own group if it wanted to have a role in 

the process.  

 

1.3.3 Who served on the group and how were the members chosen? 
The Group consisted of fourteen members, a mixture of churchmen, academics, 

lawyers and one Member of Parliament.30  

Professor Cretney raises two important issues when talking about the Putting 

Asunder Group. First he asks whether the Group consisted of a group of churchmen 

or was it in reality a mini-commission31made up of the ‘great and the good’. 

Secondly, he observes that the Group reached its conclusions early on, in only the 

third meeting, that breakdown should be the new basis of divorce law.  

As regards the first question, he appears to be asking whether the Group’s 

contribution to the debate on divorce was specifically Christian or no different from 

the conclusions of any other groups convened by the Government to discuss this 

issue.  Initially Archbishop Ramsey had referred to a group ‘of my fellow 

churchmen’32 but by the time the invitations went out to potential members the 

Archbishop was referring to a group ‘composed of members of the Church of 

England and others’.33 There was discussion about the proposed members with 

Government officials and the Home Office suggested two names, Viscount Colville of 

Culross and Mr E. Short, Labour MP for Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Both became 

members.34 However, the second of these resigned in November 1964 when he was 

                                                             
30 The names and occupations of members are listed on page 1 of the Putting Asunder report. 
31 Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, p.48. 
32 HL Deb 21st June 1963, vol 250, col 1547 
33 Minutes of the Archbishop’s Group on the Reform of the Law of Divorce, Lambeth Palace library, 
Letter of invitation to Canon Bentley, 17th January, 1964 
34 Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, pp.48-50. 
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appointed as Labour Chief Whip so he only attended two meetings. He was replaced 

by Mr A. J. Irvine, QC and MP at the 8th meeting on 9th April 1965 after the decision 

for irretrievable breakdown of marriage had been made35. 

The essential question is whether the Government’s intervention on the make-up of 

the group affected the Group’s conclusions in any substantial way. The central 

players in the discussions, those that wrote the Report and those that were involved 

in subsequent negotiations with the Law Commission,36 were central Church of 

England figures and it is unlikely that their views were swayed by those that the 

Government recommended. Even the inclusion of a sociologist, which Cretney says 

was imperative37 because of criticism of a lack of such expertise in the Morton 

Commission, was something that Archbishop Ramsey himself thought necessary. 

He wanted the Group to look at matters sociologically, as well as doctrinally, as he 

believed God’s revelation on ethical issues could be aided by an understanding of 

secular disciplines. The theology that was embraced by the Report made the use of 

other disciplines, in deciding on the form of divorce law, a necessary tool. Whilst he 

believed that humanism, as a doctrine, was not a sufficient explanation of mankind, 

he did think that Christians and humanists could sometimes be allies.38 However, the 

influence of sociology on the Group’s thinking should not be overstated as Donald 

McCrae, the sociologist on the group, was only able to attend four of the earlier 

meetings and his appendix is fairly inconclusive and was not ratified by the Group 

because of his ill health.39  

                                                             
35 He also resigned – see Putting Asunder report p. 2. 
36 See chapter 2  
37 Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, p.41. 
38 Michael Ramsey, Sacred and Secular (London: Longmans, 1965). See in particular chapter 5 pp. 
59-71.  
39 See Appendix F, Putting Asunder Report p.162 
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Cretney’s other observation, which is made out in the minutes of the meetings of the 

Group, was that the Group reached a consensus about the doctrine of breakdown at 

an early stage, by the third meeting40. There are two possible reasons for this, either 

that the Group had a formidable and directive Chairman, who knew what he wanted 

to achieve through the Group or, alternatively, that many of the members had 

already come to that conclusion themselves through their own individual thinking 

prior to being on the Group. Certainly Archbishop Ramsey had expressed what he 

hoped to achieve from the outset 41and Bishop Mortimer reinforced this aim at the 

Group’s first meeting.42Yet the other members of the Group were unlikely to be those 

who bowed to Bishop Mortimer’s thinking under pressure. The academic credentials 

of the Group were truly impressive. It is more likely that the lack of rigorous 

theological debate between the members of the Group, in the Group meetings 

themselves, as a precursor to making a decision in favour of breakdown, was 

because many of the members were already coming round to the view that the basis 

of the state divorce law should be changed. There was a theological sub-

committee43 set up together with other sub-committees at the 8th meeting of the 

Group on 9th April 1965 but it clearly was not to discuss the theological basis of 

divorce law or the theology of Church and State. Rather it was to determine what the 

implications would be for the Christian doctrine of marriage, of any law based on 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage, and how religious scruples could be 

safeguarded.   

  

                                                             
40 Putting Asunder, Minutes of meetings p.14 
41 See above p.15.  
42 See below p.41 
43 This sub-committee consisted just of Bishop Mortimer and Canon G. B. Bentley. There are no 
minutes of the theological sub-committee in the archives at Lambeth Palace library.  
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Chairman 

Bishop Mortimer was an obvious choice, by Archbishop Ramsey,44 for the Group’s 

chairman in view of his being one of the senior Diocesan bishops and his academic 

credentials. He was Regius Professor of Moral and Pastoral Theology at Oxford 

between 1945-48, prior to becoming Bishop of Exeter and thus the most senior 

Anglican academic on the subject of ethics. He had published on Christian ethics 

and been involved in Church discussions on other public policy issues45. He had 

substantially revised and updated Lacey’s Marriage in Church and State in 1947.46 In 

this publication Lacey and Bishop Mortimer argue that all, and not only Christian 

marriages, are indissoluble according to natural law, that is divinely ordained.47 

Whilst the book ends with the view that the Church does not deny the State’s 

authority to allow divorce for ‘the hardness of men’s heart’48 it does not in any way 

suggest that it should lead the way in this. Additionally Christians should encourage, 

through example and word, ‘a healthier public opinion’ of marriage which would 

ultimately lead to the state divorce law being redundant.49 However, this publication 

was nearly two decades in print before the Group met and thinking on the Christian 

attitude to public policy had changed. Bishop Mortimer’s view of marriage and 

divorce for members of the church remained the same but his position had moved in 

                                                             
44 See above p.19 where the Archbishop quotes Mortimer. 
45 Such as the issues of decriminalising suicide and homosexuality. See B. G. Skinner, Robert Exon: A 

Biography of Dr R. C. Mortimer, Bishop of Exeter from 1949-1973 (Bognor Regis: New Horizon, 1979) 
pp. 130-132. In the homosexuality debate he voted for decriminalisation which according to his 
biographer was due to his compassion, though some felt his position was ambivalent. 
46Lacey, T A, (revised by R. C. Mortimer) Marriage in Church and State, (London: Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge,1947)   
47 Lacey, T A, (revised by R. C. Mortimer) Marriage in Church and State (London: Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1947), p.23.  In David Atkinson’s book To Have and to Hold the 
author describes this as the ‘rigorist view’ David Atkinson, To Have and To Hold: The Marriage 
Covenant and the Discipline of Divorce, (London: Collins, 1979) p.25. 
48 Lacey, Marriage in Church and State, p.212 
49 Lacey, Marriage in Church and State, p.213. 
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legislating for the state as a whole.50  For Archbishop Ramsey to appoint Bishop 

Mortimer and for Bishop Mortimer to advocate breakdown as the way forward 

suggests that Archbishop Ramsey knew Bishop Mortimer’s stance on divorce reform 

and that it agreed with his own.   

Other members 

The rest of the Group were also very well qualified academically and comprised at 

least seven Oxbridge graduates and five first class degrees. Two were clergymen 

but two others taught and wrote on Christian ethics, six were lawyers or members of 

the judiciary (though only one was currently practising in family law), three were 

academics, including a professor of sociology and one was a psychiatrist. The 

Church of England members came from a range of churchmanship. Several had 

connections with Cuddesdon College, the theological college where Ramsey had 

trained and with which he still had a close association. Others already had a working 

relationship, for example Canon Bentley was the examining chaplain for Bishop 

Mortimer during this period. He had also written a foreword to a book written by 

Helen Oppenheimer.51 

(a) Clergy 

The choice of members, particularly the clergy, must be seen against the 

background of different views on marriage and divorce in the Church of England. 

Whilst the discipline of the Church, set down in a Resolution of the Lambeth 

                                                             
50 As late as 1962, Helen Oppenheimer, in her book Law and Love, (London: The Faith Press, 1962), 
p. 68, refers to Bishop Mortimer as a indissolubilist but she is basing this on his book, Christian Ethics 
published in 1950. That his position had moved from this strict position is obvious from his being 
prepared to chair a Group whose task was to consider a new divorce law and his speech in 
Parliament supporting the Divorce Reform Bill -see below chapter 3, p.129 
51 The book was entitled Law and Love, (Leighton Buzzard: The Faith Press, 1962). He praised its 
conclusions while not agreeing entirely with them. See post p. 28. 
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Conference in 1948 and not altered by the Lambeth Conference of 195852, was that 

a divorcee could not be married according to the rites of the Church of England 

where their former spouse was still living, this did not mean that everyone in the 

Church had the same view of marriage. Clergy were legally able to marry couples in 

this position, though discouraged from doing so by their Bishops. 

In simple terms there were broadly four positions: indissolubility, the view that 

divorce could never be allowed; life-long marriage with the possibility of divorce in 

two specific circumstances prescribed by scripture – adultery and desertion by an 

unbelieving spouse; the view that marriage was intended to be for life but could be 

broken by specific acts which were a breach of the marriage relationship such as 

adultery, desertion or intolerable cruelty; and lastly, the view that the essence of 

marriage was a living relationship of loving cohabitation between two people, 

intended to be life-long, but which could die if that relationship no longer existed, 

even if no specific offence against the marital relationship could not be established.53 

Yet even in these categories of belief there were variations and nuances. Most of the 

members of the Putting Asunder Group, whatever their attitude on marriage for 

Church members, were open to a different standard for the general population.  

Reverend Canon G B Bentley, Canon of Windsor, was the writer of the Report, and 

probably the most cautious about change. He was a distinguished scholar with a first 

in classics and theology from King’s College, Cambridge and like several of the other 

members had connections with Cuddesdon College, (having done his ordination 

                                                             
52 What the Bishops have said about Marriage ((London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 
1968),pp.39-41 
53 These are the categories recognised by Marriage, Divorce and the Church: The Report of a 

Commission appointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury to prepare a statement on the Christian 
Doctrine of Marriage, (London, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1971) 
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training there). This college was regarded as being on the Catholic wing of the 

Church of England but open to new scholarship.54  His career was varied as were his 

publications and he was regarded as one of the leading moral theologians of his 

day.55   

The Reverend G.R. Dunstan was a key player in shaping the Church of England’s 

social and public policy. He was secretary to the Church of England’s council for 

social work and edited their journal. He was author of the 1958 Church of England 

report The Family in Contemporary Society56  which fed into the Lambeth Report of 

that name.  He was most well known for strongly supporting family planning at the 

Lambeth Conference in 1930 which resulted in a move away from the strong 

prohibitist stance.   In 1967 he was appointed the first F. D. Maurice Professor of 

Moral and Social theology at King’s College, London. Dunstan’s approach to ethics 

started with the study of philosophy rather than the Bible. Helen Oppenheimer, who 

gave the address at his memorial service in the chapel at Exeter University, raised 

the question of whether Dunstan was a traditionalist or a liberal.57 Her conclusion 

was that ‘he had a traditionalist heart, nurtured by the Book of Common Prayer, but 

he followed the argument where it led and was capable of changing his mind…’58 His 

book The Family is not Broken59 had an optimistic view of the stability of marriage, 

                                                             
54 For a  history of Cuddesdon College during this period see Mark D. Chapman, ‘The Triumph of 
Wit:The Runcie Years’, in Ambassadors of Christ, Commemorating 150 years of Theological 
Education in Cuddesdon 1854-2004, ed. Mark D. Chapman (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), pp. 156-194. 
55 http://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/obituary-canon-g-bentley-1364957.h (accessed 
26.08.2014) 
56 The Family in Contemporary Society, The report of a group convened at the behest of the 
Archbishop of Canterbury with appended reports from the U.S.A., Canada & India (London: Society 

for the Promoting of Christian Knowledge, 1958) 
57 This question may have been posed as his background was the College of Mirfield, Yorkshire, an 
anglo catholic college. 
58 Nicholas Holtman, ‘Dunstan, Gordon Reginald (1917-2004): Church of England clergyman, 
theologian, and writer on medical ethics’, Oxford Dictionary National Biography, 
<http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/printable/93116> [accessed 12.09.2014] 
59 This book was Dunstan’s reply to the Mothers’ Union’s  assertions that the family was disintegrating 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/obituary-canon-g-bentley-1364957.h
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/printable/93116%3e%20%5baccessed
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believing that the post war rise in divorce had been due to the strain on marriage 

through war and had fallen since 1947 meaning that ‘the marriages of the post-war 

generation may well prove to be more stable.’60 This book was published in 1962, 

two years before the Putting Asunder Group started meeting, and suggests Dunstan 

was not unduly worried that a change in the law would lead to a significant rise in 

divorce.  

(b) Academics 

Professor Anderson, who appears to be Mortimer’s right hand man in the later 

negotiations with the Law Commission61, was an academic lawyer though his 

specialism was Islamic and Oriental law rather than family law. He was also a lay 

reader at All Souls Langham the church where the eminent evangelical theologian, 

Reverend Doctor John Stott62, was rector and they were close friends. He was a 

sought after Christian speaker in evangelical circles.  It was almost certainly in this 

capacity, rather than for his legal expertise, that he was invited to be part of the 

committee. As director of the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies he had organised 

some cross disciplinary meetings including those between lawyers and theologians 

so he had some experience of discussing an issue such as divorce with those from 

other backgrounds. In fact, some of those who he had met with at these meetings 

also became members of the Putting Asunder committee63. He was concerned for 

                                                             
60 The Family is Not Broken, p. 70. 
61 See chapter 3. 
62 John Stott’s book, Issues facing Christians Today (Basingstoke: Marshall, Morgan & Scott, 1984), 
p. 276 refers to the Church of England’s part in the reform of divorce law and whilst stating that 
marriage is a ‘creation ordinance’ and God’s purpose for it ‘are the same for the church and the world’ 
he continues later on ‘…the church may have been right to propose the “irretrievable breakdown” 
concept as the least unsatisfactory basis for legislation in a secular society. But …must exercise its 
own discipline’.  
63 Norman Anderson, An Adopted Son: The Story of My Life, (Leicester: Inter Varsity Press, 1985), p. 
181. 
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and wrote on what he called ‘Christian wordliness’, essentially what part Christians 

should take in politics and law making. Despite being an evangelical the minutes of 

the Putting Asunder Group do not indicate that he objected to a move away from a 

biblical model of divorce for the wider community. In fact in his book Into the World, 

the Needs and Limits of Christian Involvement  published in 1968, a book to urge 

Christians from the evangelical wing of the church to be involved in politics where 

traditionally they had emphasised personal evangelism rather than secular 

involvement, he recognised that a Christian in politics ‘…must necessarily settle for 

the best legislation which public opinion will accept…’ as politics is ‘…the pursuit of 

the possible rather than the attainment of the ideal…’64 Yet he believed Christians 

will still hold onto principles which are apparent to all in creation such as justice 

which withstand the transience of public opinion65 and he would not concede, in a 

way that he felt some humanists might want, that matters of religion were 

unimportant in government.  

What this suggests is that Stott and Anderson and other evangelicals were putting 

their minds to the question of divorce in Church and State, and whilst holding on to 

the ideal of God’s creation plan for all society realised that there was an inevitable 

diversity of views on divorce and were, therefore, not absolutist in their approach to 

secular divorce legislation. John Stott was not primarily concerned in his book with 

Government legislation and gave a more cautious view that the legislation might be 

the best in the circumstances. It is unclear whether Anderson formed his views 

before sitting on the Putting Asunder Group or as a result of being part of the Group. 

His thinking on these issues are very evident in the Putting Asunder Report and he 

                                                             
64Norman Anderson, Into the World: The Needs and Limits of Christian Involvement (London: Falcon 
Books, 1968), p. 42. 
65 Anderson, Into the World, p. 52. 
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defends the theological underpinning but also the pragmatic conclusion of the Report 

in his 1968 publication.66 However, in this publication he says his opinions on 

Christians in politics came out of a paper he delivered to the National Evangelical 

Anglican Conference (NEAC) at Keele University in 1967 so it may be that the 

Putting Asunder Group was a crucial factor in shaping his thinking. Though an 

immensely able man in his own academic field and an able Christian thinker, he may 

not have been well placed to negotiate over the terms of a parliamentary bill with a 

family law judge such as Lord Justice Leslie Scarman, as he was later required to 

do. Yet, in some respects he showed more insight in these negotiations than Bishop 

Mortimer did.67 

Lady Helen Oppenheimer was another Oxford graduate and taught Christian ethics 

at Cuddesdon College. She wrote extensively on marriage and was regarded as a 

leading academic in this field. Her book Law and Love,68 written in 1962, devotes 

one chapter to the issue of divorce. Her plea is that marriages should be 

relationships of quality not just duty and that Christian faith and morals cannot be 

reduced to a set of rules. Law is needed because of the hardness of men’s hearts69. 

Subsequent to the Putting Asunder Group she sat on a Commission set up by the 

Archbishop in 1968 on the meaning of Christian marriage, commonly known as the 

Root report70, after its chairman. Its conclusions were criticised by many as being too 

liberal. In The Marriage Bond71, published in 1976, but comprising essays written in 

the early 1970s, she defended the view that in reality marriages can break down 

                                                             
66 Anderson, Into the World, pp. 61-62. 
67 See chapter 2 
68 Oppenheimer, Helen, Law and Love, (Leighton Buzzard: The Faith Press, 1962) 
69 Oppenheimer, Law and Love, p. 73. 
70 Marriage, Divorce and the Church: The Report of the Commission on the Christian Doctrine of 
Marriage (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1972) 
71 Helen Oppenheimer, The Marriage Bond, (Leighton Buzzard: The Faith Press, 1976) 
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against the idea, based on a metaphysical understanding, that it never can and 

advocated that people be allowed to remarry in church in certain circumstances 

where the marriage bond had broken irretrievably.72 She justified the theology of the 

Putting Asunder Report that a secular divorce law was needed to accommodate 

people’s ‘hardness of heart’73. She combined traditionalism with openness. 74 

Those from other disciplines included Professor Donald McCrae, another Oxford first 

and a leading academic in the sociology department at LSE, whose faith is not easily 

ascertainable 75 In any event due to illness and other matters he was only able to 

attend four of the earlier meetings and he was not able to write his appendix in time 

for it to be adopted by the group.76  Also D. A. Pond, a neurologist, who also 

published on the nature of marriage and divorce. 

(c)  Lawyers 

The Viscount Colville of Culross was a very able barrister and politician who courted 

controversy. His first marriage was dissolved in 1973 with his wife citing adultery with 

a colleague’s wife whom he later married.77This might suggest that he was 

sympathetic to a more liberal divorce law but it is hard to be conclusive as, in fact, it 

                                                             
72 Atkinson,To Have and to Hold p.28.  
73 Putting Asunder Report, p.12. 
74 See her review of Brian Hebblethwaite’s book ‘Ethics and Religion in a Pluralistic Age. Collected 
Essays, The Journal of Theological Studies, 49 (1998), 932-933 (p.932),  where she praises his 
‘combination of traditionalism and openness’ which she says is particularly congenial to her, almost 
nostalgically so.  
75 It is not clear whether he had a Christian faith. Cretney said all the members were supposed to be 
broadly Christian but no observance was necessarily required – see Cretney, Law, Law Reform and 
the Family, p. 50. No faith is mentioned in his obituary in The Independent and his first marriage was 
dissolved – see http://www.independent.co.uk/news/obituaries/obituary-professor-donald-macrae-114 
(accessed 26.08.2014) 
76 See appendix F, Putting Asunder Report 
77 http://announcements.telegraph.co.uk/deaths/114796/colville-of-culross (accessed 26.08.2014) 
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was his wife who brought divorce proceedings and on a ground which was possible 

under the divorce law before changes.  

Lord Devlin, who in 1964, the same year as the Putting Asunder Group was set up, 

retired as a Law Lord.  He had been brought up a Catholic but had rejected this faith 

at University. He was well-known for his debate with L A Hart following the 

Wolfenden Report on how far the criminal law should be used to enforce private 

morality. His conclusion was that there was such a thing as a shared public morality 

but this could no longer be determined by religious doctrine and he replaced it with 

the ‘reasonable man’s view’.78 His interest in law and its basis in morality made him a 

natural choice for the committee. However, due to other commitments, he was only 

able to attend one meeting79 though he was sent all the documentation and read a 

draft of the Report. In chapter 6 of the Report there is a footnote to indicate that he 

could not fully endorse all the recommendations of the Report as this would require 

an overhaul of the procedures.80 Had he been party to all the discussions and had 

the group heeded his warning that their proposals were impractical might the Report 

have recommended something different? His and Lord Justice Scarman’s 

evidence,81 that an overhaul of the procedures by which divorces were granted was 

very unlikely to be accepted, appear to have been ignored. 

Of the remaining two lawyers, Quentin Edwards was a circuit judge and prominent 

member of the Church of England being a legal adviser to the General Synod but 

with no expertise in family law.82 The Right Honourable Sir Henry Josceline 

Phillimore was educated at Christ Church, Oxford, and was a member of the 

                                                             
78 This test was incorporated into the Divorce Reform Act 1969 s2(1)(b) 
79 Putting Asunder Report, p. 2. 
80 Putting Asunder report, p. 63. 
81 See pp. 48-49. 
82 http://www.ukwhoswho.com/print/article/oupww/whowaswho/U14719 (accessed 12.09.2014).  
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judiciary including three years as a High Court Judge in the Probate, Divorce and 

Admiralty Division. However his experience of family law matters does not appear to 

be extensive, prior to sitting on the committee.83 Most of his family law experience 

appears to be in the early 1970s after the Report was published. Joan Rubenstein 

was the only currently practising family lawyer.84 She wished for a divorce system 

which would end the adversarial nature of the process under the 1965 Act.85  

The background of the members of the Group provides some evidence that they 

were open to a change in the principle that governed divorce law to irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage. This may well be why they were appointed to the committee. 

They were also all clear that this is what the Archbishop had in mind. Anderson and 

Quentin Edwards who were both evangelicals, were the most likely to object to a 

divorce law which moved away from biblical principles. Anderson, however,86 was 

moving towards a position of accepting a divorce law for the State which was based 

on general Christian principles rather than a specific biblical blueprint. The greatest 

surprise in leading the Committee to a new formulation for divorce was the chairman, 

Bishop Mortimer, historically an absolutist. The adamant statement in the Group’s 

Report87that what was being recommended was for the State and not the Church 

might have been his way of reconciling these positions.  

                                                             
83 He appears to have been on only ten family law cases prior to the publication of the Putting 
Asunder Report and not all these were divorce cases. This is evident from on search against his 
name on LexisNexus (accessed 12.09.2014) 
84 Cretney refers to her as a practising Methodist – see Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, 
p.50, footnote 116. 
85 www.womensolicitors.org.uk (issue 45// Spring 2012 pp.8-9) (accessed 12.09.2014) 
86 See pp.27-28 above 
87 See p.34 below 

http://www.womensolicitors.org.uk/
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The Group members generally appeared optimistic about the state of marriage and 

were not unduly concerned that any such change would lead to unprecedented 

numbers of divorce.   

   

1.3.4 What were the Terms of Reference? 
The formal terms of reference88 were to review the law of England concerning 

divorce and  

recognizing that there is a difference in the attitudes of the Church and State 

towards the further marriage of a divorced person whose former partner is living, 

to consider whether the inclusion of any new principle or procedure in the law of 

the State would be likely to operate 

(1) More justly and with greater assistance to the stability of marriage and the 

happiness of all concerned including children than at present; and 

(2) In such a way as to do nothing to undermine the approach of couples to 

marriage as a lifelong covenant 

The terms of reference, which had been agreed with Government officials,89 

emphasised that there was a difference between the Church’s own discipline for 

marriage (ie who can remarry in church after divorce) and the State law of divorce 

and remarriage and that the Group were looking into the State law on this occasion 

and not the Church’s requirements of its own members. In chapter 1 of the Putting 

                                                             
88 Putting Asunder Report, p.ix 
89 See Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family p.123, footnote 123 
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Asunder Report this was emphatically emphasised and should be underlined in ‘the 

reddest of red inks’ 90 

How the doctrine of Christ concerning marriage should be interpreted and 

applied within the Christian Church is one question: what the Church ought to 

say and do about secular laws of marriage and divorce is another question 

altogether. This can hardly be repeated too often”. Their report was only 

dealing with the second of these questions.  

This raises again the criticism by Cretney. If the Church of England group was only 

considering the secular law and from a worldly, rather than theological perspective, 

why was it justified in having a special role in considering this law? Whilst the Group 

included some heavy weight theologians, the Group did not examine divorce law 

from a theological point of view. Its very brief theology91 allowed it to examine 

divorce law without recourse to the Bible. Moreover, the evidence they heard was 

primarily from lawyers, judges and other organisations concerned with family 

breakdown, rather than academic theologians.  

Cretney concludes 

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Putting Asunder has no more 

authority than any well-argued statement of opinion made by an 

unrepresentative body…92 

Yet this conclusion ignores the long history that the Church of England had as a 

guardian of marriage, the converse of divorce. The members of the Group 
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themselves sought to justify their involvement because the Established Church had a 

special interest in the secular law and a special duty to help improve the law for the 

better. The special interest was because the Church had a part to play in the legal 

formation of marriage and therefore what the state decreed could have an effect on 

the Church, even preventing the Church from carrying out its own discipline in 

marriage (ie forcing clergy to marry divorcees). 

In particular it was anxious that nothing should be done which would prevent its 

recognizing civil contracts of marriage as valid for its own purposes. This concern 

explains why during the Putting Asunder Group’s involvement in the process, its 

members and Archbishop Ramsey were so anxious not to allow divorce by consent. 

If this was permitted the Church would not be able to accept marriage that was 

entered into on the basis that it could be ended by the agreement of the couple 

themselves; even worse by the unilateral decision of one of the parties.  

The special duty was because the Church should take some responsibility for the 

present state of the secular divorce law, having interfered at every stage of reform in 

the past and should take some responsibility for its imperfections possibly arising 

from the State’s need to compromise with the Church. 

 If then, as many voices are to be heard declaring, the existing law is gravely 

defective, it is for the Church no less than the State to be active in promoting 

reform93.  

Certainly the approach taken by the Putting Asunder Group appears to be a 

significant change in how the Church of England contributed to debates on family 
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law issues. However, Cordelia Moyse, in her doctoral dissertation on marriage and 

divorce reform in England and Wales 1909-1937 saw the antecedents of this 

approach to family policy reform during that period. She observed that Cosmo Lang 

(the Archbishop at the time of the 1937 reform) objected to divorce reform as a social 

evil because of its effect on family life rather than because it was unchristian and that 

in this he was attempting to separate morality from theology. The Church was 

starting to come round to the view that the Christian belief could not be the basis of 

secular legislation. This led to accusations that the Church had a schizophrenic 

personality in arguing that divorce reform was needed for the good of society yet 

disallowing its own members from remarrying following divorce (ie saying it was not 

good law for its own members). This was why there was a necessity to include a 

section exempting clergy from the need to remarry divorcees in Church.94 In 

conclusion she 95says 

 By 1937 the Church had finally to admit that its views on marriage were no 

longer coterminous with the nation’s and that it no longer determined the 

terms of statutory legislation on marriage96 

This approach was open to criticism. The Putting Asunder Report in chapter 2 

attempted to meet some of these issues which it realised were ‘capable of causing 

uneasiness in many minds, both in and outside the Church.’97  

It pointed out that historically the secular divorce law had been based on only one 

ground, that of adultery, and while this was the case it could be argued by 

                                                             
94 Matrimonial Causes Act 1965 s8(2) 
95 This paragraph was consolidated into the MCA 1965 s8  
96 Cordelia Ann Moyse, ‘Marriage and Divorce Reform in England and Wales 1909-1937’ 
(unpublished doctoral thesis, Cambridge University, 1996), p.192. 
97 Putting Asunder Report, p.6. 
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churchmen, on one interpretation of the scriptures at least, that there was no 

difference between the state and Christian view of divorce. Once the law of divorce 

liberalised it became clear that it was not compatible with Jesus’s teaching in the 

New Testament.98 Thus the Church had its own rule that a decree of divorce should 

not entitle a person to remarry in a Church.99  

The Report goes on ‘What then is the Church to say about the status of a marriage 

law that is at odds with its own beliefs and discipline?’100  

The Report did not think that it was the place of the Church to impose its discipline of 

marriage on a secular state. The report rejects the natural law concept that a human 

law which is not compatible with the law inherent in creation (which Jesus referred to 

in the gospels by looking back at the creation story in Genesis) is no law. Jesus 

when questioned about divorce referred back to the creation and the lifelong union of 

husband and wife from the beginning being the intention in creation for all mankind. 

But if Christians believed divorce law was legitimate law should they still reject it as 

bad law if it did not follow Jesus’s teaching? If this was the case the Church would 

have nothing to say to a society that allowed some form of divorce and remarriage. 

However, the theology of the Report places great emphasis on Jesus’s reference to 

Moses, in the Old Testament, allowing a law of divorce because of the hardness of 

heart of the people. Hardness of heart, the report pointed out, could be interpreted 

as unteachable rather than its more natural meaning of sinful. So in a society where 

it was no longer obvious to the majority of people that divorce was not right, either 

because they did not give credence to the teaching in the Bible or because it is not 
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apparent to them by the law of nature, the State is permitted to legislate for divorce. 

Furthermore, the Church is entitled to accept such a law for the purposes of the 

secular sphere. In fact it would be unjust to impose a Christian model on the world.  

Any advice that the Church tendered to the State must rest, not upon doctrine that 

only Christians accept, but upon premises that enjoy wide acknowledgement in the 

nation as a whole. No one should think, therefore, that advice from the Church in this 

matter is bound to represent an ecclesiastical attempt to obtain legal enforcement of 

specifically Christian tenets.101  

The only Christian interests that need to be declared are the protection of the weak 

and the preservation and strengthening of those elements in the law which favour 

lasting marriage and stable family life; and these are ends which Christians are by no 

means alone in thinking socially important. 

So the Church felt it could still argue for lifelong monogamy as in doing so it would 

join forces with like-minded humanists but it could not argue for a restrictive divorce 

law.  

Later in the Report the writers admit  

…we are bound to confess that we have found this world singularly 

impervious to any specifically Christian contribution.102  

This is perhaps why the Group felt they had to operate with a more secular mind-set, 

whilst still appreciating the need to use Christian character as an illumination on what 

is just. However, there is almost a spirit of resignation in accepting that Christian 
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input may need to be used in a different way, rather than law making, to help those 

whose marriages are in danger.   

Should a Church of England Group have confined themselves to their own area of 

expertise, theology? Oliver O’Donovan criticises their approach as the Church 

coming to the conclusion that biblical study had no more to say on the question of 

divorce. He thought that even if a blueprint of Jesus’s teaching was not possible this 

did not mean that all the Church’s input had to be on ‘non-theological premises’.103 

The logical conclusion of their approach would be that theology had no place in 

formulating the law. The Group believed they could uphold the Church’s teaching of 

life-long marriage without adhering to Jesus’ teaching. Certainly, in Bishop Ramsey’s 

preface to the Report, he says if legislation is along the lines suggested in the Report 

it would allow the Church ‘to maintain their own pastoral discipline’.104 The criticism 

that can be made of the Group is that they never had any substantive theological 

debate as a Group as to whether their reliance on ‘hardness of heart’ was good 

theology or how it fitted into the wider debate on the relationship of Church and State 

or whether given the hardness of heart, Christian theology had no further place in the 

devising of a new divorce law.105  

  

                                                             
103 Oliver O’Donovan, Resurrection and the Moral Order: An Outline for Evangelical Ethics, (Leicester: 
Inter-Varsity Press, 1986) pp.20-21 
104 Putting Asunder Report p. vii 
105 This does not mean that there was not thinking behind the scenes, which seems probable given 

the members’ published works.  
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1.3.5 The Meetings of the Group 
How many meetings? 

The Group met eighteen times over a period of two years and eight of the meetings 

were for two days. Additionally there were three subcommittees – theological, legal 

and sociological.106  

How quickly did they reach a consensus on ‘irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage?’ 

As Cretney points out it did not take the group long to reach a consensus.107 At the 

3rd meeting the Group largely agreed that there was a strong prima facie case for 

substituting the breakdown of marriage principle for the current matrimonial offence 

one. This was before the Group had heard any evidence and the Group was 

undoubtedly influenced by Archbishop Ramsey’s letter of invitation in which he 

mentions the breakdown principle as an alternative and very much rejects divorce by 

consent. His views expressed back in the 1950s had already outlined the ‘bad 

features’ of the present law and this was referred to again in his letter of invitation to 

group members.108  The fact that the chairman Mortimer said the aim of the Group 

was to amend the law in a way which 

 …would be acceptable to “humanists” and Christians alike and would enable 

Christians to regard any marriage contracted under that amended law…as a 

valid marriage,109  

                                                             
106 There are no minutes of these sub-committees at Lambeth Palace Library.  
107 Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, p.51. 
108 Letter of Invitation to Canon Bentley, Minutes of Putting Asunder Group MS 3460 
109 Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, MS 3460 p.2,1st meeting, 26th May 1964.  
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gave the Group very few options110.However, having cut themselves off from a moral 

framework which derived its authority from Scripture, they were now reliant on a 

more utilitarian ethic which would weigh the overall happiness of the parties involved. 

The evidence for this must therefore be empirical. Yet the empirical evidence 

adduced by the Group was not much better than that presented to the Morton Report 

in the 1950s and inconclusive.111 

Shortfalls of divorce law based on the ‘matrimonial offence’  

The general discussion that the Group had in the 1st meeting pointed out the 

shortfalls, in their opinion, of the present law based on the matrimonial offence. 

The majority of divorces were, in reality, because the marriage had already broken 

down and the fallacy that it was due to the matrimonial offence alone brought the law 

into disrepute. It gave advantage to an unscrupulous petitioner who cloaked the 

reality of breakdown into one of the matrimonial offences. To address this problem 

judges in the courts were stretching the meaning of ‘cruelty’, for the purpose of one 

of the matrimonial offences in an effort to free spouses from unhappy marriages.112  

Furthermore, the number of illicit unions of people who were not able to secure a 

divorce from their original spouse was both a concern and against the public interest. 

The Group’s concern for the institution of marriage as opposed to cohabitation made 

the idea that these relationships could be regularised, attractive.  

                                                             
110 This is the conclusion of Jane Lewis and Patrick Lewis in their article ‘Fault, Breakdown, and the 
Church of England’s Involvement in the 1969 Divorce Reform’, Twentieth Century British History, 11.3, 
(2000), 308-332 
111 See in particular pp. 48-58 below 
112 See for instance Gollins v Gollins (1963) 2 All ER 966 and Williams v Williams (1963) 2 All ER 994 
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Again, these criticisms of the current law were made before any evidence was heard, 

so the Group either based this on what they thought was common knowledge or their 

own personal experience.  In fact, some of their witnesses thought some of these 

points were exaggerated.113 

Influence of morality  

 In the 4th meeting the issue of the morality of the law was raised and this question 

was put to the Right Hon Jocelyn Smith who was giving evidence. At the heart of this 

discussion was whether the law should allow an offending spouse to petition for 

divorce.  

 

The law has an ascertainable moral basis, and to permit a divorce at the suit 

of an offending spouse would be to destroy the moral basis of the law and to 

put an immoral basis in its place.114 

 

The morality talked about here was the idea that a guilty person should not benefit 

from a legal remedy. The Group felt the difficulty lay with the conflict of what was 

morally right and what should be done for the public advantage. This appears an odd 

idea of dilemma for a Christian Group as you might assume they would think that if 

the morally right thing was done the good of society would automatically follow. 

 

Despite raising the issue of morality there is surprisingly little in the discussion of the 

group as recorded by the minutes on moral issues.  

                                                             
113 See below para.1.3.6 
114 Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, MS 3460 p.21. 
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The influence of sociology  

Professor Donald McCrae, an academic sociologist, was part of the Group115 and the 

author of Appendix F which dealt with sociological issues. Cretney says he was 

invited onto the Group due to the criticism that there was no sociologist on the 

Morton Commission.116 However, due to McCrae’s illness the other members of the 

Group were not able to read the draft and so it was not formally adopted by the 

Group though it was published as part of the Report. However the minutes of the 

Group’s 17th meeting states that a considerable part of its contents had already 

been discussed.117  

 

Some observations in the Appendix might have particularly influenced the Group in 

reassuring them that a change in the basis of divorce law was unlikely to lead to a 

considerable increase in the number of divorces.  

 The popularity of marriage was increasing not declining and an Increase in 

divorce was not as great a danger as people think ‘Alarm about divorce as a 

social phenomenon seems ….singularly ill based’.118 Marriages during the war 

years were particularly vulnerable. ‘Marriages contracted since are far more 

stable, and though there are secular variations, less than five per cent of 

marriages seem likely to end in divorce.’119 

 There was not enough evidence as to whether sexual permissiveness led to 

more divorce and change in sexual behaviour may well not have changed as 

much as some studies suggest.  

                                                             
115 See p.31 above 
116 Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, p. 41 
117 Putting Asunder Report, p.167. 
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 Moral duties towards family members were increasing rather than decreasing 

‘Society, not the positive laws, is its own strongest sanction for the 

permanence of marriages’.120 The law had less effect on people’s behaviour 

than lawyers seemed to think (though he offers no evidence for this).121   

Generally he concluded that it was hard to predict what will happen to marriage and 

divorce. It is possible that people in the Western world will have higher expectations 

of marriage and this may lead to the abandonment of marriage more quickly. On this 

there is no evidence and we can only hazard a guess. 

He points out that the Group did not consider or commission any research and until 

more research was done the sociological conclusions can only be guessed at. 

Given this it is not surprising that the Group did not fear dire long term consequences 

of a change in the law or envisage in anyway the drift to around a third of marriages 

ending in divorce by the end of the century.122 They concluded in their 1st meeting 

that it would be difficult to predict the outcomes for society of any change in the law. 

In their 2nd meeting they again emphasised their reliance on sociology but what was 

also emerging was a new theology that marriages can be broken to the extent that 

they are not real marriages anymore. 123 

If a marriage is broken and dead from a sociological point of view, it is not 

upholding the sanctity of marriage to say that it still exists.124 

                                                             
120 Putting Asunder Report, p.166. 
121 Putting Asunder Report, p.167. 
122 In 1995 33% of marriages ended in divorce. The current rate of divorce is 42%, Office for National 

Statistics, Divorces in England and Wales, 2014. 
123 See p.30 above 
124 Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, p.7. 
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Their optimistic approach is compatible with that of contemporaneous sociologist 

writers such as O. R. MCGregor and Fletcher125. Dunstan’s publication The Family is 

Not Broken also takes an optimistic view of the stability of marriage. 

 Influence of psychology 

The psychological considerations are contained in appendix D. This appendix 

appears to have been written by the social sub-committee whose members 

consisted of G. R. Dunstan (chairman), Professor Donald McCrae, Dr D. A. Pond 

and Miss J. R. Rubenstein.126 

The Appendix considers a popular discipline at this time known as ‘depth 

psychology’127 the implications being that divorce cannot just be understood in terms 

of one party’s misdemeanour but by a complex web of considerations going back to 

childhood. The ‘seeds of disharmony’  are often there before marriage and are 

internal matters of personality rather than the external factors thought to be at the 

root of divorce as described in the Morton report128 Therefore an act of adultery 

might be seen to be an endeavour to fulfil ‘personal needs which the marital 

relationship has failed to meet’. Thus, the reasoning is, that it may not be the act of 

adultery which is the root cause of the marriage difficulties but only a symptom of 

deeper problems. The implication is that this should be reflected in the law. A law 

based on the matrimonial offence of adultery, for instance, may encourage people to 

                                                             
125 O.R. McGregor, Divorce in England: A Centenary Study (London: Heinemann, 1957); Ronald 
Fletcher,The Family and Marriage in Britain, (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1962) 
126 This subcommittee together with a legal subcommittee and theological subcommittee were set up 
at the 8th meeting – see Minutes of the Putting Asunder Group p. 71. Unfortunately no minutes of 
these meetings survive. The minutes of the 11th meeting (p. 115) refer to the Group’s Report which 
includes the psychological view of marriage.  
127 This term is attributed to the psychiatrist Eugen Bleuber who built on the work of Sigmund Freud 
and others. It is the idea that people’s behaviour can be understood by past experiences and 
underlying issues. 
128 Such as lack of housing forcing newly married couples to live with their parents.  
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divorce when this happens rather than encouraging them to try to understand the 

complexities of the situation from a psychological point of view. Even the new 

interpretation of the courts on the offence of cruelty being based more on the effect 

of the behaviour than the behaviour itself is not satisfactory because it still ‘isolates’ 

one of the parties for consideration by the court rather than looking at the ‘marriage 

relationship itself.’129   

Elsewhere when talking about a couple’s intentions for life-long marriage the Group 

declare that marriage breakdown is caused mainly by unaddressed psychological 

factors in childhood, suggesting little is influenced by what they know of divorce 

law.130 

In this Appendix there are several other issues which are of significance in 

understanding the Group’s non theological approach. One is the idea that marriage 

guidance should be neutral and non-judgemental, in fact it rules out pastoral help 

from clergy as being often inadequate due to the tendency to stereotype and 

moralise.  

The other is the lack of conclusion concerning whether children are better served by 

being with both parents in a marriage where there are arguments or with one parent, 

where their parents break up.131 

 

                                                             
129 Putting Asunder Report, p.144-145. 
130 Putting Asunder Report, p. 43. 
131 Evidence given by the Mothers’ Union to the Morton Report, was of the opinion that children were 
almost always better off in a home with married parents, even where the relationship was 
antagonistic. Executive Committee minutes, 21st June 1951, MU/EX/001/15, fol. 275 from Mothers’ 
Union Archive, Lambeth Palace Library, London. 
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1.3.6   What evidence did they consider? 
They heard oral evidence from nineteen witnesses and of these five were judges, 

including the President of the Probate, Divorce and Admiralty Division of the High 

Court, Sir Jocelyn Simon and a judge from outside the jurisdiction from New South 

Wales. Six were lawyers who specialised in family law and one a professor of law 

from Frieburg. They also heard evidence from probation officers, marriage 

counsellors and a psychiatrist. There was no evidence from clergy or moral 

theologians. There was written evidence from five organisations, the Lawyers’ 

Christian Fellowship being the only explicitly Christian one.132They also received 

letters from individuals.  

 Evidence of judges  

The evidence of Sir Jocelyn Simon and Lord Justice Scarman were given the most 

attention by the Group. Sir Jocelyn warned that whilst the rate of illegitimacy might 

be reduced by easier divorce it would have an effect on the stability of marriage and 

consequently the children of those marriages. He felt ‘hotel cases’133 were 

exaggerated and were only a minority of cases. These views were shared by Sir 

Geoffrey Lawrence QC who thought divorce should be exceptional. However, if the 

law was to be changed Sir Jocelyn favoured divorce by consent with ‘massive 

support for reconciliation.’134 If the breakdown principle was accepted that was 

tantamount to accepting divorce by consent anyway. Whilst a judge could adjudicate 

on breakdown, it would be difficult to question a respondent on his efforts to be 

reconciled with his wife where a third person was involved.   

                                                             
132 These written submissions appear to have been lost and are not available at Lambeth Palace 
library.  
133 These situations were set up in order that the Petitioner had evidence of adultery. The respondent 
would spend the night in a hotel room with a woman who was not his wife and ensure that one of the 
hotel staff was a witness to his being in bed with that woman.  
134 Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, MS3460, Minutes of 4th meeting, 12th December, 1964 
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The Group was not convinced by Sir Jocelyn’s preference for divorce by consent as 

the members felt that allowed the parties merely to follow their desire to part and the 

court would have no option but to grant this; whereas if divorce was based on 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage it could still refuse to grant a divorce where it 

was not convinced the marriage had irretrievably broken down. It could also grant a 

divorce where one party did not consent. They did not agree that divorce by consent 

with huge support for reconciliation would reduce the amount of divorces. They also 

considered the views of Sir Geoffrey Lawrence as backward looking, indicating their 

preference for the new concept. 

 

There was much consideration of the issue as to whether irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage was a triable issue. Different opinions were expressed. Mr Justice Ormord 

took the view that a judge cannot be an inquisitor, ‘only the parties really know 

whether their marriage is at an end’.135  Mr Justice Herron from New South Wales 

concurred with that view. He also warned that such a system would cost more.  

 

Lord Justice Scarman thought irretrievable breakdown of marriage was a triable 

issue, as did Sir Jocelyn though he favoured the inclusion of the irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage principle as an additional ground for divorce where there was 

no matrimonial offence in a particular case. He did not like the law to leave too much 

to a judge’s discretion as this placed too great a burden on judges. If the matrimonial 

offence was to remain the only basis of divorce he would want the number of 

offences extended. He flagged up the improbability that the family law courts could 

                                                             
135 Putting Asunder Report, p.76. 
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be overhauled sufficiently to move to a totally inquisitorial system, though this might 

be achieved in the long term.  

 

It is ironic to note here that the Group, in its findings and conclusions, rejected Lord 

Justice Scarman’s recommendations but in the subsequent negotiations with the 

Law Commission, following the report’s publication, much of what Lord Justice 

Scarman suggested did come to fruition, particularly the rejection of an inquest style 

hearing.136. 

 

Generally the judges thought de facto divorce by consent and abuse of the current 

law was exaggerated. That this was occurring under the current law was a particular 

criticism by the Church of England because of its strong objection to divorce by 

consent. This point was laboured in chapter 4 of the Report. However, it appears that 

the Group decided not to give much consideration to this view or any evidence which 

supported the status quo as they viewed it as backward looking. They did not want 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage added to the existing law as they felt judges 

would not take the process of enquiring whether a marriage had irretrievably broken 

down seriously as, if the circumstances of the marriage included similar facts to the 

matrimonial offences, they would automatically assume the marriage had broken 

down irretrievably. 

 

The dialogue between the Chairman, Bishop Mortimer and Sir Jocelyn Simon in the 

4th meeting137 is particularly revealing and reinforces the view that the Group were 

                                                             
136 See chapter 2 
137 Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, MS3460, Minutes of 4th meeting, 12th December, 1964 
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not unbiased in their sifting of the evidence of the witnesses called. Mortimer outlined 

to Sir Jocelyn that the main aim of the Group was to discover if the principle of 

breakdown was compatible with the Church’s teaching of life-long marriage. They 

obviously already favoured this basis for divorce. This being the case they were 

prepared to disregard the recommendations of the President of the Divorce, Probate 

and Admiralty Division of the High Court.  

 Lawyers’ evidence 

The evidence here was divided with some witnesses, for example Mr R. J. A. 

Temple QC,138 expressing the view that irretrievable breakdown of marriage would 

lead to divorce mindedness, that it was not a triable issue and any alternative to the 

matrimonial offence would ultimately lead to easier divorce.139 Whilst, on the other 

hand, others were in favour of the matrimonial offence only being retained as a way 

of evidencing irretrievable breakdown of marriage.140  

Evidence from other jurisdictions 

In a similar way to Royal Commissions and Law Commissions the Group looked at 

the law of divorce in other jurisdictions. Details of this are contained in Appendix B of 

the final Report. However, by their own admission they had to rely on limited and 

almost exclusively documentary evidence. There is almost no evidence of how the 

law panned out in practice in these jurisdictions so the exercise of looking at this law 

relied on theoretical law much more than experiential evidence.  

 

                                                             
138 Putting Asunder Report, p.87. 
139 This view was also expressed by Sir Charles Russell and Mr G. C. A. Doughty, Minutes of Putting 
Asunder Group, MS 3460 p.109-112. 
140 Mr Norma Lermon and Mr B. J. Wakley, Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, MS3460, p. 92. 
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(a) Belgium Code Civil 

 

In this code the three grounds of matrimonial offence (adultery, aggravated adultery 

and cruelty) were joined by a ground of ‘mutual and persisting consent’141 of the 

parties. The procedure was very complex requiring  the couple  to come before the 

court several times to make the declaration of mutual consent with many other 

conditions attached, not least the consent of parents and many attempts at 

reconciliation.  

 

The unsuitability of adopting this system in England and Wales was not, in the 

opinion of the Group, however, primarily because of the cumbersome procedure. 

They rejected the model more because they discounted divorce by consent as a 

matter of principle. Even if it were accepted it would contaminate the law ‘…by 

introducing an inconsistent principle…’142 The law would also be illogical in that if the 

court would be able to find a marriage broken beyond repair when the parties both 

agreed, why could it not find the same where there was no mutual consent? Thus 

the objections of the Group were more a matter of principle rather than weighing 

evidence as to whether the process led to more marriages being saved.  

 

 

(b)  New Zealand Law 

In New Zealand the concept of breakdown of marriage had first been introduced into 

the law as early as 1920. It was contained in the Matrimonial Proceedings Act 1963 

                                                             
141 Putting Asunder Report, p.96. 
142 Putting Asunder Report, p.98. 
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in the form of a discretionary bar to divorce where the grounds were reasons of 

separation rather than matrimonial offences. The original rationale for this was that 

where a marriage had de facto ceased to exist it should follow that it should end de 

jure unless there were compelling reasons why not.  However, the Group rejected 

this form of divorce law on the basis  

…if the principle of breakdown is sound, it ought to dominate the whole law of 

divorce: it is not suitable to be introduced in the shape of a new ‘ground’…added 

on to the list of matrimonial offences.143  

 

In the Group’s view the danger of adding on in this way was that a genuine look at 

the breakdown of marriage by the court was unlikely.  If one of the offences had 

been committed as part of the state of affairs of the marriage, the court was likely to 

grant the divorce automatically rather than trying the issue of breakdown. Again it is 

ironic that the Divorce Reform Act 1969, in practice, did exactly this as the ways of 

proving irretrievable breakdown of marriage were reduced, in the first three 

instances, largely to the matrimonial offences.144 

 

(c)   Australia 

The Group rejected the format of the law under the Commonwealth of Australia 

Matrimonial Causes Act 1959 for the same reasons that it objected to the New 

Zealand law. They disliked a ground of separation, where cohabitation is unlikely to 

be resumed, being added to grounds based on matrimonial offences.  

 

                                                             
143 Putting Asunder Report, p.103. 
144 Divorce Reform Act s2(1)(a-c) see Appendix 3 
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Two aspects of the group’s analysis of the Australian law are noteworthy. One is that 

it does involve some statistics on decrees granted from 1961 to 1964 giving a small 

indication that once separation is included in the grounds for divorce, this may be the 

preferred ground. However, by their own admission, this conclusion is based on 

quite flimsy evidence.  

 

Secondly, mixed grounds do not lend themselves to helping reconciliation   

 

…since a finding of breakdown is a finding that no further recourse to 

reconciliation is likely to be successful, a law based wholly and exclusively on 

the principle of breakdown would presuppose vigorous reconciliation 

procedures in a way that a ‘mixed’ law does not.145 

 

The philosophy behind the breakdown element of the law was summarised by Sir 

Garfield Barwick, Commonwealth Attorney-General in Parliament that marriage was 

 

… a real relationship playing its part in the organic life of the community 

 

and consequently 

 

… a formal bond which had no vitality, where the spouses bound by it are 

irreconcilably estranged, apart from each other and in many cases 

                                                             
145 Putting Asunder Report, p.111. 
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entertaining intense hatred of one another, is not performing the social 

function of stable and sound marriage.146 

 

The Group concluded that the English law should not follow the Australian example 

and tack on irretrievable breakdown of marriage to a law based largely on 

matrimonial offence grounds as it was not convinced that the courts would take the 

enquiry concerning attempts at reconciliation seriously in these circumstances. 

 

(d)  Hungarian Law 

The Group’s knowledge of this was based on only one article in a law review. The 

one ground for divorce in Hungary is based on ‘…a well-founded and grave 

reason…’ 147 which the court determines. This law replaced an earlier one based on 

specific criteria (offences). This model of divorce law best reflected the Group’s 

desire for English law. It emphasised a full investigation of all the facts, a court’s 

discretion not to order a decree when there was hope of reconciliation and took into 

account the interests of the couple when a marriage had died; whilst, on the other 

hand, encouraging stable marriage, by not ordering a decree automatically. The 

author of the article cited 25-30% petitions not leading to a decree thus tending to 

show that the law discouraged divorce and this must have heartened the group in 

proposing a similar system. However, again, they were candid in pointing out that the 

evidence for this was flimsy and they had no other information available on this 

system so were limited to how much they could comment on it. 

                                                             
146 Putting Asunder Report, p.104. 
147 Putting Asunder Report, p.112. 
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Overall conclusions on evidence of judges, lawyers and law regimes 

The Group heard a substantial amount of evidence from judges and law practitioners 

as well as considering the law from several other jurisdictions.  The evidence of 

judges and lawyers was mixed but on balance suggested that abuse of the current 

law was exaggerated. Some of the viewpoints were subjective and anecdotal and 

not necessarily based on facts and figures. The law from other jurisdictions was 

mostly theoretical and lacked an analysis of how this affected divorcing couples in 

practice or whether it had a tendency to encourage easier divorce. The Group, which 

had decided early on in the process what the basis of the law they favoured was, 

had a tendency to agree with evidence that supported the irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage concept and to reject the evidence that was not compatible with their views. 

They rejected any evidence which tended to support divorce by consent, as this was 

contrary to their view that all couples should enter marriage with the intention of life- 

long marriage. Also they did not approve of a mixed regime which they thought 

would detract from the new principle of irretrievable breakdown of marriage and 

reconciliation and reconciliation attempts. It is hard not to come to the conclusion 

that their minds were made up early on and they were not open to examining all the 

options in a meaningful way.  
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Evidence concerning reconciliation of marriage 

Evidence was heard from Miss M. Hamilton, a probation officer from Bow Street 

Magistrates’ Court, Lady Ormrod, a member of the London Marriage Guidance 

Council and Mr G. Sanctuary, Acting Secretary of the National Marriage Guidance 

Council.148 

The conclusions of the Group on this matter are contained in Appendix E149 of the 

Report. They largely approve the Morton Commission’s conclusions that marriage 

guidance should not be compulsory or an inbuilt process in court procedure but 

works better if entered into voluntarily. They also urged the Government to spend 

more on services and training pointing out- using evidence from the 14th Report of 

the Law Society-150 that the Government only spent 1% on such services in contrast 

to the amount spent on legal aid for divorce proceedings. Their recommendations,151 

particularly their desire to see irretrievable breakdown of marriage at the heart of 

divorce would enable a judge, at an inquest style hearing, to adjourn a case to 

enable attempts at reconciliation using the available services.152  

  

                                                             
148 Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, MS 3460, pp. 47-51, Minutes of 5th meeting. 
149 Putting Asunder Report, p.150. 
150 Legal Aid and Advice, The Fourteenth Report of the Law Society and Recommendations of the 
Lord Chancellor’s Advisory Committee 1963-1964 (1965), p. 57, para.21 cited in Putting Asunder 
Report, p.156, footnote 10. 
151 See below para.1.3.7  
152 A memo from the Lawyers’ Christian Fellowship to the Group suggested that all cases should only 

be heard on the production of a certificate that all possibilities of a reconciliation had gone. This would 
not require compulsory attempts at reconciliation but it should become the practice of the court to 
adjourn matters where no efforts to reconcile had been made by the parties. Unfortunately there is no 
copy of this memo at Lambeth Palace Library but the memo is discussed at the 8th meeting on 9th 

April 1965, Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, MS 3460, pp. 72-73. 
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1.3.7 Key Recommendations 
A divorce law compatible with life-long marriage 

The Group’s absolute bottom line was that any divorce reform should be compatible 

with the Christian ideal of a life-long union. They accepted that marriages could be 

dissolved in some circumstances and that life-long marriage was not achievable for 

some couples but they were adamant that every couple entering a marriage, by way 

of Christian ceremony or civil ceremony, should do so with the intention that it was 

life-long. The Group realised that they might be criticised on this front as regarding 

marriage as ‘perishable’153 and went to lengths to dispel this concern. Firstly, they 

were not advocating divorce by consent which could be said to be incompatible with 

the idea of life-long marriage. Secondly, they were not making worse the already 

widely adopted view in society that marriages can die and that, although there is little 

evidence of people’s state of mind on entering marriage, they still believed that most 

people entered marriage with a view that it was life-long.  

Reconciliation 

The Group advocated that reconciliation should be at the heart of the law of divorce. 

It reasoned that a divorce based on the matrimonial offence ‘does not allow the court 

to consider reconciliation at all…’154 whereas divorce by irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage ‘…presupposes…genuine though unsuccessful efforts by the parties to be 

reconciled…’155 or an assessment by the court that attempts to reconcile will not lead 

to saving the marriage. 

                                                             
153 Putting Asunder Report, p.42. 
154 Putting Asunder Report, p.63. 
155 Putting Asunder Report, p.63. 
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The Matrimonial Causes Act 1965 Act did include some provisions to aid 

reconciliation, such as a bar to getting divorced in the first three years of marriage 

and, if there was an application to present a petition early, a requirement that the 

judge had to consider whether reconciliation was likely. Also, as regards the 

desertion ground, a couple could attempt reconciliation without prejudicing the use of 

the three-year period of desertion.156However, the Group concluded that matrimonial 

offences do not encourage reconciliation and suggested that a new principle of 

divorce and a new procedure would put reconciliation at its centre.157 This would be 

aided by the new marriage guidance organisations and while seeking the help of 

such agencies would not be compulsory, failure to do so might indicate to the court 

that the attempts to reconcile were not genuine.  

The Putting Asunder Group recognised that their idea of reconciliation was not 

original. The Morton Report and parliamentarians, such as Leo Abse158, had already 

advocated the necessity of encouraging this but believed that the doctrine of 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage would ensure that it was given proper 

consideration and not ‘dismissed as a platitude’159. These two principles went hand 

in hand and there was no point in changing the law to the principle of irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage if the court had no opportunity to enquire whether attempts at 

reconciliation had been made or a chance to assess that the marriage was too 

broken to make these attempts useless. The court should have a duty to enquire 

about these matters and the power to adjourn the proceedings if it felt such attempts 

                                                             
156 The first of these provisions remained and the latter was transferred into the Divorce Reform Act 
1969 s3(5) 
157 Ironically this was the same criticism that the Law Commission made of the Matrimonial Causes 
Act 1973 in their report, Facing the Future: A Discussion Paper on the Ground for Divorce, Law 
Commission no.170 (1988) 
158 Reconciliation had been a key feature of the Bill he introduced into Parliament on 8th February 

1963. 
159 Putting Asunder Report, p.65. 
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at reconciliation were incomplete. Thus the procedure was crucial in their 

recommendations for irretrievable breakdown of marriage determining the position. 

However, whilst many of these sentiments found a place in the final legislation, later 

procedural changes, as described in chapter 4, would severely limit the opportunities 

for encouraging reconciliation. 

 Inquest 

The only way to ensure that the enquiry into the facts of each case was not 

superficial was to conduct an inquest into the death of the marriage in each case. 

This would require expanded pleadings, an encouragement that both parties attend 

court and the help of a body of officers to operate as investigators into the evidence, 

including attempts at reconciliation, and to report on the welfare of the children of the 

family. Additionally, members of the Bar could be called on to take part when the 

public interest required it or to represent the interests of the children.160 Whilst the 

group envisaged that all matters, including those pertaining to ancillary relief, could 

be dealt with at the same hearing to save costs, they failed to recognise the 

Government’s imperative to save costs as the number of divorces increased. In the 

long term the desire to streamline proceedings, and to reduce court time and costs, 

was the thing that would prevail. However, the Group could not have anticipated the 

huge increase in the desire for divorce, which would make that necessary, as they 

were optimistic about family life, seeing the quality of relationship rather than the 

quantity of breakdown as the all important thing. They also thought their method of 

divorce would, in some instances, make divorce more difficult, not easier.  

                                                             
160 Putting Asunder Report, p.56 
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The process they advocated very much reflected the Church’s own pastoral 

approach to family difficulties. The current process, for instance, of deciding whether 

a person can remarry in church after divorce, requires a discussion of the history of 

the marriage and its breakdown, rather than the bald assertion that one event has 

led to its end.161  

 Increased protection for children  

In this the Putting Asunder Report built on the recommendations of the Morton 

Report that the interests of the children are vital. Whilst the law already gave the 

courts power to decline a decree absolute, if not satisfied with the care arrangements 

of any children under 16,162 the Putting Asunder group wanted these provisions 

strengthened. They wanted the court to consider this matter at an earlier stage and 

the power, if not satisfied, to withhold a decree nisi. Furthermore the parents would 

be required to attend court to reassure the judge of the arrangements. Where 

custody was in dispute, and even in undisputed cases where the petitioner was not 

to be the main carer, a report was required to assist the court (this would be done by 

what the group called forensic social workers). Additionally, where custody was 

granted by the court the local authority should be notified and, ultimately, the court 

should have increased powers to ensure that arrangements for children were 

implemented. 163Many of these recommendations became the basis of s41 

Matrimonial Causes Act 1973. 

                                                             
161 See Marriage, Divorce and the Church: The Report of a Commission appointed by the Archbishop 
of Canterbury to prepare a statement on the Christian Doctrine of Marriage (London: Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1971). The current guidelines are contained in a document entitled 
Marriage in Church after Divorce (London: Church House Publishing, 2000) 
162 Matrimonial Causes Act 1965 s33 – though in some cases the court might accept an undertaking 
that the issue be dealt with after the decree absolute. 
163 Putting Asunder Report, p.71. 
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 The same forensic officers could also assist in investigating attempts at 

reconciliation and, where necessary, Counsel could be used to represent the 

interests of the children as well as representing the public interest in upholding the 

presumption in favour of marriage.164  

As regards financial provision for children, this should be a ‘first charge’ on the 

parties’ assets.165 This might mean the primary carer of the children be awarded 

more than would ordinarily be due to a party to safeguard the children’s interests.166 

The court should have a mind to any children of a new relationship but not at the 

expense of the first family.  

Maintenance should not entirely follow fault  

The Group recognised that the present law of granting maintenance relied, to an 

extent, on fault and if there was to be a new ground for divorce then a new principle 

for awarding maintenance was required. They believed that the court should be free 

to consider the parties’ means and needs as well as fault. Additionally they noted 

that the present regime was weighed in favour of the wife as there were only limited 

circumstances where a wife would be liable to maintain her husband and children. 

The Group recommended a mutual duty to maintain based on the parties’ earnings 

and assets and similarly the liability for costs of litigation should be equal.167 

  

                                                             
164 Putting Asunder Report, p.55. Recommendations on officers of the court are contained in the 
Putting Asunder Report p.70. These officers, as well as Counsel, could be used for a number of 
different investigations.  
165 Putting Asunder Report, p.73. 
166 The current law is contained in Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s25(1). Minor children of the family 
are the first consideration in ancillary relief matters but this has been interpreted in Suter v Suter and 
Jones [1987] Fam.111 as not being the paramount consideration as fairness is the overriding 
consideration. There is a difference of judicial opinion on how the needs of the first family and second 
family should be balanced.  
167 Putting Asunder Report, p.73. 
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1.3.8 Prophetic words 
Whilst it is not the intention of this work to go beyond an examination of the central 

principle of divorce or to examine the implications of such recommendations beyond 

the 1970s, for the sake of completeness the other recommendations of the Report 

will be summarised briefly. This is particularly because, although none of these ideas 

were incorporated into the Divorce Reform Act 1969 or the Matrimonial Proceedings 

and Property Act 1970, some of these proposals were incorporated into legislation at 

a later date. For example the suggestion of pension orders reached the statute 

books in the 1990s.168These proposals, therefore, do show that in some areas the 

Putting Asunder group were visionary.  

Pensions 

 The Group envisaged a court having the possibility of awarding a wife a proportion 

of pension or insurance benefits that she would lose on divorce, commiserate with 

the length of the marriage. S25(2)(h) Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 did include, in the 

lists of circumstances a court should consider when awarding ancillary relief, the loss 

of pension entitlement. The Group had recognised the importance of this asset and 

the vulnerability of wives who did not have their own pension entitlement.169   

Community of property 

This principle of property law means that all property acquired by the couple from the 

date of the marriage is jointly owned by the couple.  The Report stated that this 

should be considered. It is a principle used in other jurisdictions, but is still not the 

law in England, which is underpinned by the idea that marriage does not change 

                                                             
168 Introduced by the Pensions Act 1995 
169 Putting Asunder Report p. 73 
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property ownership.170 However, recent deliberations in the Supreme Court and 

Court of Appeal, with an emphasis on the distinction between marital property and 

non-marital property, bear a resemblance to this concept and reveal that the group 

was farsighted in suggesting this idea should be investigated further.171   

 ‘Family Courts’ 

Though this was not a name the report wished to put on such courts, to distinguish 

them from earlier suggestions of allowing Justices of the Peace to hear all family 

matters, the idea is reminiscent of the present Family Courts. The idea proposed 

was that there should be local, specialist courts which would have the advantage of 

expertise, accessibility and continuity.172  

 

1.4 Conclusion 
Whilst the Putting Asunder Group had been commissioned by the Archbishop of 

Canterbury, its membership and terms of reference had been negotiated and agreed 

with Government officials. However, the dominant voices in the group particularly 

Bishop Mortimer, Anderson, Dunstan and Oppenheimer were high profile members 

of the Church of England who needed little convincing that a reform based on 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage was the preferred choice. The desire of 

Archbishop Ramsey, expressed in his letter of invitation to potential group members, 

and the background and views of the group members made it likely that this would 

be the outcome. In this sense it was more of a Church of England Group than 

                                                             
170 This was implemented by the Married Women’s Property Act 1882. Previous to this a wife’s 
property became that of her husband’s on marriage.  
171 See for example the judgements of Lord Nicholls of Birkenhead and Baroness Hale in Miller v 
Miller; McFarlane v MaFarlane [2006] UKHL 24 HL 
172 These recommendations, written by Quentin Edwards, are included in appendix C, part 2 of the 
Putting Asunder Report. See p.134. 
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Cretney gives it credit for. However his criticism that the tenor of their discussion was 

non-theological remains. As Cretney, Jane lewis and Patrick Wallis conclude, the 

Christian principle of life-long marriage was at the centre of their discussion and 

conclusions and this meant they spent the majority of their time ascertaining whether 

a principle of irretrievable breakdown of marriage was compatible with that. They 

missed the opportunity to discuss fully what biblical scholarship had to say on the 

shape of a new divorce law and almost entirely relied on not very convincing 

empirical evidence. Despite this, some parts of the report, though not worked out in 

detail, are visionary and farsighted.173In particular the recommendations of a 

structure of local, specialist family courts and that provisions should be made for 

wives to share their husband’s pensions were excellent, albeit too radical for the 

reformers to consider seriously.  

  

                                                             
173 See section 3.8, ‘Prophetic Words’, pp.63-64 above 
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Chapter 2: The Negotiations between the 
Putting Asunder Group and the Law 
Commission 
 

2.1 General Introduction 
The Putting Asunder Report itself1 indicates the conclusions that the Putting Asunder 

Group came to on divorce reform but this is not the end of their input into the process 

of reforming the law. In 1966 a new law advisory body known as the Law 

Commission came into being as a result of the Law Commission Act 1965 and its 

first chairman was Lord Justice Scarman who had previously been President of the 

Family Division of the High Court. One of the first tasks it undertook was a review of 

divorce law.2 Therefore in 1966 two groups investigated this area of law and 

produced reports. The interaction and dynamic between the members of the two 

different groups which developed into subsequent negotiations, a consensus (known 

as The Consensus) and a draft bill by the Law Commission, was highly significant in 

how the law was shaped.  Members of the two groups met during the course of 1966 

and early in 1967. The Putting Asunder Group responded to the early meetings by 

making some changes to their report to firm up their own position.3They realised that 

Lord Justice Scarman, was thinking differently from them. However, the Law 

Commission had the considerable advantage of being able to read and respond to 

the Putting Asunder Report before finalising their own report.4 

                                                             
1 See Putting Asunder: A Divorce Law for Contemporary Society (London, Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge,1966) which is examined and discussed in chapter 1 and Reform of the Grounds 
of Divorce:The Field of Choice, The Law Commission 1966-67 Cmnd. 3123 
2  Law Commissioner’s 1st Annual Report 1965-6 
3 Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, MS 3460 ,29th January, 1966, p.149 
4 Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, p.58. 
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In a meeting of the Putting Asunder Group on 29th January 1966 Professor Anderson 

gave an account to the rest of the Group of his meeting with Lord Justice Scarman 

and Professor Gower of the new Law Commission in which the Group’s Report was 

discussed.5  He quoted Lord Justice Scarman as stating that he considered the 

report to be an ‘admirable document.’6 However, Professor Anderson formed the 

impression that the Law Commission might use the report for its own purposes but 

not in the way intended by the group. He feared that the Law Commission might 

adopt the group’s support for the concept of breakdown of marriage but merely add 

that ground onto a list of matrimonial offences. This impression is likely to be correct 

as Lord Justice Scarman gave a talk at Bristol University two months later in March 

19667 in which he advocated just this.  

In response to this it was decided that the Group would strengthen its arguments 

against this formulation, particularly by referring to the words of Lord Walker in the 

Morton Report.8 They believed that adding breakdown as an additional ground was 

just a pragmatic response to ‘hardship cases’ and did not get to the root of the problem 

with the present law. They also thought it would generally make divorce easier and 

that the courts would never adapt to a new attitude to divorce as they would still be 

dealing with the concept of the matrimonial offence in the majority of cases and only 

a few cases of breakdown.9   

                                                             
5 Minutes of the Archbishop’s Group, MS 3460, 29th January 1966, p.149. 
6 Minutes of Putting Asunder Group, MS 3460 ,29th January, 1966, p.149 
7 Monrad G. Paulsen, ‘Divorce: Canterbury Style’, 1 Valparaiso University Law Review, 93 (1966), 93-
100 (p.93) 
8 On p.94 of the Putting Asunder report there is a summary of Lord Walker’s minority report from the 
Morton Report (Cmnd 9678 p. 341) where he advocates that the matrimonial offence doctrine should 
be abandoned and be replaced by the doctrine that a marriage is indissoluble unless the couple have 
lived apart for at least three years and the marriage is found to be broken down. 
9Minutes of the Archbishop’s Group, MS 3460, 29th January 1966, p.156. 
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Their reasoning is not spelt out at this point in the documents but it is evident from 

the Putting Asunder Report itself10 that this was their thinking. If irretrievable 

breakdown was just added as an additional ground the court would continue to look 

at superficial reasons for the divorce as it did in conduct cases and would not 

enquire more fully into whether a marriage was saveable.11 Divorce would be made 

more difficult to prove by a move to the principle of breakdown of marriage 

established by a judge through an inquest, as the finding of a matrimonial fault would 

not of itself be sufficient to show that a marriage was at an end. The judge would 

have to be satisfied, in addition, that notwithstanding an incident of, say, adultery, the 

marriage was not saveable as a result of that incident. Using irretrievable breakdown 

of marriage as an additional ground would have a tendency to increase divorces as 

parties who could not prove an offence, could try for divorce under this ground. They 

appeared to believe that a move to the breakdown principle would not necessarily 

increase the number of divorces - some divorces which were currently granted would 

not be, if a divorce was based entirely on irretrievable breakdown, and some 

divorces that were not currently granted would be under the new law. There was also 

a suggestion that the increasing liberal interpretation of the current law – conduct 

based on ‘cruelty’ and ‘insanity’ meant that the matrimonial offence principle of 

divorce was becoming more and more insubstantial.12 It is ironic, therefore, that the 

eventual compromise between the Putting Asunder Group and the Law Commission 

rewrote the cruelty ground in an even more liberal way, which was to lead to a large 

                                                             
10 Putting Asunder Report p.59. 
11 Putting Asunder Report p.57 
12See the discussions in the Putting Asunder Report, pps 57-59. 
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proportion of divorces, after the new legislation was implemented, coming under this 

ground.13 

Anderson also reported that Scarman had responded to the Group’s suggestion that 

all divorce cases should be dealt with in the high court as ‘absolute nonsense.’14 

Scarman was referring to ss100-102 of the Putting Asunder Report which 

recommended that all divorce cases be in the high court. In these sections the 

writers of Putting Asunder, in common with the Morton Commission15 and the 

Denning Committee,16 agreed with the Gorrell Commission of 1912 that matters 

should be heard in the High Court due to the ‘gravity of divorce and other 

matrimonial cases.’17 

There is no reason to believe that the Putting Asunder Group was not completely 

honest and straightforward about this suggestion, that even uncontested cases 

should not be heard in the county courts, and this does not appear to be a ploy to 

dissuade people from petitioning for divorce. In fact, an appendix in the Putting 

Asunder Report written by Quentin Edwards advocated a system of regional, more 

accessible family law courts where judges could sit continuously whilst retaining the 

status of high court judge.18 This was part of a wider concern that the Putting 

Asunder Group expressed that 

                                                             
13 See B.H.Lee, Divorce Law Reform in England, (London: Peter Owen, 1974), Appendix 4 , table 3. 
14 Minutes of the Archbishop’s Group, MS 3460, 29th January 1966, p.151. 
15 Report of the Royal Commission on Marriage and Divorce, Cmnd 9678 (London, Her Majesty’s 
Stationery Office,1956)  
16 The Committee on Procedure in Matrimonial Causes (1947,  Cmnd. 7024) 
17 And goes on ’…affecting as they do the family life, the status of the parties, the interests of their 
children, and the interest of the State in the moral and social well-being of its citizens, makes it 
desirable to provide, if possible, that, even for the poorest persons, these cases should be determined 
by the superior courts of the country assisted by the attendance of the Bar, which we regard as of 
high importance in divorce and matrimonial cases, both in the interests of the parties and the public 
interest.’(Report 1912 (Cmd. 6478) quoted in Putting Asunder p.77) 
18 Putting Asunder Report p.134 
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 There has been a discernible tendency, prompted no doubt by considerations 

of expense and judicial time, to draw too sharp a line between contested and 

uncontested suits and to favour dealing with the two classes in different ways, 

so as to despatch the latter more cheaply and expeditiously than the former 

 whereas if the court had a duty to look into the ‘condition of marriages’ and together 

with 

… the public interest in the stability of marriage, an uncontested case could 

on occasion call for greater care and judicial skill than one that was 

contested.19 

 This highlights the difference between the view that people should have a certain 

autonomy in deciding about the future of their relationship, which is increasingly 

prevalent in modern family law policy, and the view of the Church that it is a matter of 

public policy and the decision about the end of marriage should be decided by a third 

party, ie the court. 

Furthermore, arguably, this highlights the difference between how clergy view 

divorce as opposed to lawyers. For clergy all marriages that break down are a cause 

for concern, whereas, from a lawyer’s perspective, those cases that are agreed or 

not defended are usually thought not to be a problem and can be dealt with 

expeditiously. A clergy person, who had in their care a couple who were jointly 

thinking of divorce, would counsel them as much as a couple where only one wanted 

a divorce.  

                                                             
19 Putting Asunder Report, p.77. 
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The feedback by Anderson to his first meeting with Lord Justice Scarman gives a 

useful insight into the relationship which was forming between the Putting Asunder 

Group and the Law Commissioners which was to be one of the key factors leading to 

the compromise between them that formed the basis of the Divorce Reform Bill 

1969. Scarman was a very able lawyer and negotiator, as befitted the head of the 

Law Commission, but his charming language suggests he was eager not to alienate 

the Archbishop’s group. The Church of England had proved an obstacle to divorce 

reform in the past and presumably he was eager for that not to happen in the future if 

it could be avoided. The impression that Anderson formed - that the Law 

Commission would use the church’s support to promote law reform - proved to be 

right20; additionally Scarman could dismiss a suggestion by the Church as to 

procedure in one dismissive comment using his experience as a judge to convince 

them of his greater knowledge of such matters.  

In a subsequent meeting of the Group on 19th March 1966,21 the Chairman, Bishop 

Mortimer, informed the group of correspondence in which the Archbishop of 

Canterbury had agreed to Scarman’s request that the Law Commission should be 

sent a copy of the Group’s report in confidence in advance of publication. This gave 

Scarman and the Law Commissioners the advantage of reading the 

recommendations in Putting Asunder before publishing their own report in October 

1966 and being able to point out what they described as the basic weakness in the 

Archbishop’s Group’s proposals, the  

                                                             
20 See chapter 3 
21 Minutes of the Archbishop’s Group, MS 3460, 17th meeting, 19th March 1966 p.167. 
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call for an elaborate, time-consuming and expensive investigation to satisfy 

the court that the marriage has irretrievably broken down22  

Mortimer had met with the Archbishop earlier in the year and had fed back to the 

Putting Asunder Group in a meeting of 11th February 196623 that the Archbishop had 

decided the report should be published. This was not a foregone conclusion when 

the Group was set up.  

This was the formal end of the Group’s deliberations. The Report was subsequently 

published in July 1966.The Law Commission wrote and presented their own Report 

to Parliament in November1966 and shortly afterwards the House of Lords debated 

the two Reports on 23rd Nov 1966.  

 

2.2 The Law Commission’s Report– Reform of the Grounds of Divorce, 
The Field of Choice 
As Cretney24 and others have observed, the Law Commission emphasised that it 

was for Parliament to decide on the form that the new divorce law should take and 

they were only acting as lawyers to point out the practicalities of each alternative 

(hence the name of their report). They pleaded objectivity and neutrality but 

throughout the report their own opinion is evident. 

2.2.1 The Report 
Introductory Remarks 

Several interesting facts emerge from the Report’s introductory remarks to the Lord 

Chancellor, Lord Gardiner.25 Firstly the Report suggests that the Law Commission 

                                                             
22 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123 p.36 
23 Minutes of Putting Asunder group, meeting 11th February 1966, p. 160. 
24 Stephen Cretney, Law, Law Reform and the Family, (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1998), p.58. 
25 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.5.  
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members were not referred to the Putting Asunder Report until it was published at 

the end of July 1966, whereas in fact they had been sent a copy in advance of 

publication and through meetings with the members of Putting Asunder as far back 

as the beginning of the year had an idea what that group would be recommending.  

Secondly they say that their function is to point ‘out the implications of various 

possible courses of action’26  which others had advocated through the Morton 

Commission 1956, Putting Asunder and others, but it becomes clear later in the 

report what their own preferences were.  

Thirdly they did not compile their own evidence as the Putting Asunder Report did 

but used the evidence of other bodies. There is a limited amount of evidence 

included with five short appendices of statistics, but nothing near the comprehensive 

study of previous reports and this leads them to work more from their own 

experience and to make certain working assumptions which are not necessarily 

supported by evidence.27 They state that they have 

 restrict[ed] this Report to a consideration of what appears from a lawyer’s 

point of view to be practicable28 

and this included the recommendation that undefended divorces should be heard in 

the county court as advocated by the Government and that this would not mean any 

essential change because presently these cases are heard by county court judges 

already sitting as divorce commissioners.29 Thus they straightaway rejected the 

Putting Asunder idea that all divorce cases should be heard by high court judges.   

                                                             
26 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.5.  
27 See p.77 below 
28 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123 p.5   
29 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123 p.6 
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Body of the Report 

The introduction was followed by a section entitled ‘Background: The Rise in the 

Divorce Rate’. Immediately the Report starts to give a world view of the state of 

marriage and strikes an optimistic tone that ‘Marriage…is in a fairly healthy state…’30 

and a change in divorce law is unlikely to lead to more family breakdown though it 

admits there is no conclusive evidence. Legal aid and longer marriages are, in their 

view, more significant factors in the rise in divorce than a weakening of morals led by 

divorce law. 

They then move on to formulating the objectives of a divorce law. In drawing these 

up the Report pointed to the Morton Report and Putting Asunder Report as a 

justification for its own objectives of ’a good divorce law’ 

(i) To buttress, rather than to undermine, the stability of marriage; 

(ii) When regrettably, a marriage has irretrievably broken down, to enable the 

empty legal shell to be destroyed with the maximum fairness, and the 

minimum bitterness, distress and humiliation.31 

The Report then proceeds to list the strengths and weaknesses of the matrimonial 

offence test against these objectives. Whilst at first sight these look objective, the 

pros of keeping the matrimonial offence are half a page whilst the cons run to nearly 

two pages with the conclusion that 

 …we are impressed by the strength of the case against the retention of the 

present basis.32  

                                                             
30 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123 p.7. 
31The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.10. 
32The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.15.   
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and later  

It seems clear that the present law does not adequately achieve the 

objectives of a good divorce law…33 

and use the conclusions of the Putting Asunder Report to support this.  

The Report then analyses in more depth four ‘major problems’34 which the present 

law does not sufficiently deal with – reconciliation, stable illicit unions, divorce and 

justice to wives, and the position of children. In no less than eight places in nine 

pages of discussion the report refers to the Putting Asunder Report to support its 

proposals.  

Thus the Report is clearly written by those who seek reform and their case is helped 

considerably by the Church of England’s similar conclusions. In fact any idea that the 

law should not be reformed from the matrimonial offence is confined to one 

paragraph and additionally the penultimate paragraph of the Report. Whereas the 

Putting Asunder Report concluded that if the new basis of divorce was not 

implemented by a procedural change ie the full inquest, then the law should not be 

reformed.  

The heart of the Report comprises 26 pages setting out the different options for a 

reformed divorce law with their strengths and weaknesses but before this on page 26 

of the report the writers lay out some basic assumptions (though with no footnoted 

evidence) and these include assumptions that the public would not be happy with an 

increase in expense on divorce proceedings.35 This points to them not agreeing with 

                                                             
33The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.16.    
34The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.17.    
35The Lord Chancellor, took the same view in the parliamentary debate on the two reports in 
November 1966, HL Deb, 23 Nov, 1966, vol.278, col. 241 
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the Putting Asunder suggestion of all divorce cases being in the high court, and 

additional court time and court officers to make a full investigation into divorce cases. 

In fact in paragraph 52 it is admitted that the test as to whether a proposal is 

practicable will be judged against these assumptions and later in paragraph 62 the 

report dismisses the Putting Asunder Report’s idea of breakdown with inquest as 

contrary to these assumptions.36  

 ‘Breakdown with inquest’ 

The Report relies heavily on the Putting Asunder Report to outline the advantages of 

the breakdown principle over the matrimonial offence. In the disadvantages it points 

to the advantage of the savings of time and cost (present undefended cases only 

took ten minutes, while breakdown with inquest would take at least three times as 

long and the increase in cost would be considerable. ) Again, the seemingly neutral 

pros and cons are set up to point to the conclusion that the there is ‘a strong case’37 

for the breakdown principle but later that only breakdown without inquest is the better 

way forward. 

‘Breakdown without inquest’38 

This would have the advantage of not requiring ‘an elaborate, time-consuming and 

expensive investigation’ which was regarded as the ‘basic weakness’ of the Putting 

Asunder Report’s recommendations39 but breakdown could be evidenced by a 

period of separation. If breakdown was to be the only ground for divorce the period 

of separation would have to be no longer than six months, otherwise parties 

                                                             
36The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123 p.31. 
37 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123 p.33. 
38 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.36. 
39 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.36. 
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stranded in marriages, where their spouse had committed ‘outrageous conduct,’40 

would have no relief. If a longer period was needed to prove breakdown this ground 

would have to be used alongside other grounds.  

Divorce by consent 

Again, whilst listing the arguments for and against their opinion was that  

…introduction of Divorce by Consent would be a less effective reform than the 

introduction of the principle of breakdown.41  

On the positive side it would give legality to what happened in reality as already 93% 

of cases were undefended ie in reality both parties wanted a divorce, but it would not 

cover all cases where the marriage was dead (as one of the couple might not give 

consent).It might allow divorces in some cases where the marriage had not 

irretrievable broken down. They noted that it would be a stumbling block to the 

Church of England as not being compatible with an intention of the parties to lifelong 

marriage. The only way divorce by consent could operate was if it was placed 

against other divorce grounds and followed a period of separation. 

Separation Ground 

This is the ground that had been the subject of most discussion in Parliament as an 

additional ground to the matrimonial offence and was underpinned by the idea that 

this demonstrated irretrievable breakdown. Separation without consent was the only 

way to solve the issue of stable illicit unions and they quoted Putting Asunder as 

saying this was a ‘social evil that calls for remedy’42 However, this would need to be 

                                                             
40 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.38. 
41 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.39. 
42 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.44. 
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a longish period to establish irretrievable breakdown of marriage if there was no 

consent. If separation was to be an attractive alternative for people who presently 

used the matrimonial offence (and it might well be because divorce would be 

achieved with less hostility and bitterness) it would have to be for a shorter period. 

The conclusion of the Law Commissioners was that as in New Zealand (where the 

reformed law has not led to a great increase in divorce43) there should be two time 

periods, a shorter period where the respondent consents and a longer period where 

there is an objection by the respondent.44  

Safeguards 

 The Commissioners appreciated that safeguards might be required if new grounds 

for divorce were introduced. To fulfil the objective of buttressing marriage the existing 

waiting period of three years before divorce proceedings could be brought would 

continue to apply.  In addition the court would be given the power to adjourn a case if 

there was a real possibility of reconciliation, though it was recognised that a similar 

provision in Australian law was only used fifteen times in a five-year waiting period.45. 

These were recommendations also made in the Putting Asunder Report46. The 

Commissioners agreed with the Putting Asunder proposals that safeguards should 

be put in place to ensure the arrangements for the children were satisfactory and to 

prevent financial hardship to the respondent. The second of these should be a 

discretionary bar, not an absolute one, and so again the courts would look to balance 

the financial hardship of a respondent being an ex-spouse with the hardship of the 

                                                             
43 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.49. 
44 These periods of separation became the foundation of s5(1)(c) and (d) of The Consensus – see 
Appendix 1 
45 The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123 p.18. 
46 Putting Asunder Report, p.116. 
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petitioner not being granted a divorce.47 However, they indicated that they did not 

expect many cases to fall into this hardship category as the law governing financial 

matters was to be reformed to meet the needs of a divorced spouse in most cases. 

They were more cautious about the public interest defence that Putting Asunder had 

advocated as being difficult to interpret and if this was included it should be very 

narrowly worded. In any case the public interest was served by a balance between 

not making divorce too easy and ending ‘empty ties’ 48  

They agreed that the court should have a duty to enquire into the facts alleged, as 

far as it reasonably could. Yet, the Commissioners must have realised that such an 

enquiry would be very limited, given that undefended cases were dealt with at ten 

minute hearings.  

Thus the Law Commission Report generally agreed with the move to the irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage ground for divorce, but only if it could be achieved without 

each case needing an inquest and proved by some other facts, such as a period of 

separation. They rejected any ideas that would increase the costs of divorce 

proceedings, in particular that all cases, even those undefended, should be heard in 

the High Court. Also the cost of personnel, who would be required for a full 

investigation, on the basis that the public would not accept this. Cost and efficiency 

were high on their agenda.  

 

2.3 Negotiations                                                                                               

A parliamentary debate was held in the House of Lords on 23rd November 196649 on 

                                                             
47 Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123, p.21. 
48 See the reference to Lord Walker’s recommendations in The Field of Choice, Cmnd 3123 p.53.  
49 HL Deb, 23 Nov, 1966, vol.278, col. 241 
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the two reports, the conclusion of which was that the two groups should meet to see 

if they could devise a formula which would be the basis of a draft bill. 

The papers of Gordon Reginald Dunstan50  provide evidence of discussions between 

Bishop Mortimer and Scarman towards the end of 1966, following the parliamentary 

debate, which were a prelude to a full meeting of both groups on 17th February 1967. 

They also, interestingly, refer to opposition to the Putting Asunder proposals by other 

sectors of the Church of England expressed in the editorials of the Church Times. 

Mortimer found this opposition ‘very annoying.’51 What emerges from the archives is 

evidence of a man who had invested much time and energy into the process of 

developing a new model of divorce reform and wanted to see it culminate in a 

change in the law, even if it meant compromises. He might also have taken the same 

view as Anderson that this was the best that could be achieved. To an enquiry by 

Dunstan whether Bishop Mortimer’s discussion with Scarman had gone well in a 

letter dated 5th December 1966, Bishop Mortimer said that he had had an interesting 

discussion and commented 

The Commission has agreed to reformulate its proposals to see whether they 

can find a way of bringing everything under the breakdown of marriage 

principle without leaving such a wide discretion to the Judge as the proposals 

in Putting Asunder would do. The Commission impressed us with the fact that 

there are 150 Divorce Court Judges and that in consequence our proposals 

would give rise to the maximum of uncertainty and make the work of solicitors 

in advising their clients practically impossible. 52 

                                                             
50 He was a member of the Putting Asunder Group – see p.23 above. His papers are archived at 
Lambeth Palace Library, MS4503. 
51 Dunstan Papers MS4503, f. 214 Letter Bishop Mortimer to Dunstan, 8th December 1966, f.214 
52 Dunstan Papers, MS4503 f.214. 
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It is noteworthy that Bishop Mortimer used the term ‘its proposals’ in referring to the 

Law Commission. The Law Commission’s Report53 bent over backwards to ensure it 

did not use this language but said it aimed to set out a number of different 

alternatives (hence its title) and then to point out which of these it felt was more 

practical. In the summary of the report it states  

It is for Parliament to decide whether any, and if so which, of the solutions 

summarised in para 120(6) is to be adopted.54 

and a little further on in para 122  

If Parliament should indicate a clear preference for one or other solution and 

the matter were then referred back to the Law Commission for action, we 

have no doubt that we could work out detailed legislation.55 

Why is there this discrepancy? Was the Law Commission disingenuous in 

suggesting it had no view on how the law should be reformed in its report? Cretney 

thinks that whilst in public the Law Commission sought to adopt a stance of 

neutrality, the ‘Commissioners concerned were determined to achieve reform of the 

divorce laws’.56 Certainly the Law Commission had the task of drawing up the 

negotiated agreement. They, rather than the Putting Asunder Group, suggested the 

original wording of the five marital situations that were the basis of the presumptions 

of breakdown.57 The Putting Asunder Group had not put their minds to these 

                                                             
53 Field of Choice, Cmnd. 3123  
54 Field of Choice, Cmnd. 3123, p.56. 
55 Field of Choice, Cmnd. 3123, p.56. 
56 Stephen Cretney,Law, Law Reform and the Family, (Oxford: Oxford University Press,1998), p. 61. 
57 They drew up a draft document entitled Reform of Grounds of Divorce – Basis for discussion 
between the Archbishop’s Group and the Law Commission dated 56/70/01, Ramsey Papers vol. 117, 
fols.316-319. This document is not contained in this file of papers but its terms become apparent from 
the minutes of meetings and correspondence.  
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presumptions when writing their Report, as their recommendations for establishing 

breakdown in their Report were very different. 

The reformulated draft was sent to Mortimer in a letter of 15th December and at its 

centre  

Breakdown becomes the sole ground of divorce but the court is assisted by a 

number of presumptions which will enable most cases to be disposed of 

without a lengthy slanging match and with reasonable consistency.58 

These presumptions were largely based on the old matrimonial offences originally 

contained in the Matrimonial Causes Act 1937 and subsequently contained in the 

Matrimonial Causes Act 1965– adultery, cruelty but without the element of injury to 

health and without the opprobrious name, and desertion but the period now reduced 

from three years to two years. The other ground for divorce contained in the 1937 

Act, unsoundness of mind, would no longer be a separate ground but would fall 

within cruelty or within a new presumption based on separation for two years where 

the respondent consented to the divorce, what was referred to as situation (d).59 The 

fifth presumption was based on a five year period of separation and here the 

respondent’s consent was not required. These periods of separation came from the 

ideas contained in the section on separation contained in the Law Commission 

Report.60  

The Putting Asunder Group were troubled by the first presumption being based only 

on a single act of adultery which would be no different from the old matrimonial 

offence, which they were trying to move away from. In response to this concern the 

                                                             
58 Dunstan Papers, MS4503, f.215. 
59 Dunstan Papers, MS4503, ff.215-6. 
60 See p.78 above. 
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Law Commission suggested that this section could either be omitted or that there 

should be added  

…not only that the Respondent had committed adultery but also that the 

Petitioner himself could not reasonably be expected to continue or resume 

cohabitation.61 

 The Putting Asunder Group thought that one act of adultery was capable of being 

forgiven and did not necessarily show breakdown of marriage. If a divorce could be 

secured by one act of adultery then the new concept of breakdown of marriage 

would not necessarily be decisive in the new law. Given the assumption made today 

by lawyers and the public that an uncontested divorce, based on adultery, is a 

guarantee of securing a divorce it is hard to imagine that the Putting Asunder Group 

genuinely thought that this first presumption would be overturned by a court. Yet, 

perhaps a community which had as its central doctrine forgiveness, could envisage a 

situation where a couple could be reconciled after one act of unfaithfulness.  

One of the new presumptions of breakdown, suggested by the Law Commission, 

was based on a period of separation with consent.  Norman Anderson expressed a 

concern over the assumption that breakdown would be proved if the parties  

…ceased to cohabit for a continuous period of at least 2 years and the 

Respondent…did not object to the grant of a divorce.62 .  

But his hesitation appears to be about the time period which he thought was too 

short and which he would prefer to be three years. It is extraordinary that, unless the 

                                                             
61 Dunstan Papers, MS4503, ff.218-219, Letter from Law Commission to Bishop Mortimer 10th 
January 1967 
62 Dunstan Papers, MS4503, f.220 Letter from Norman Anderson to G. R. Dunstan 8th May 1967 
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files are not complete, the Putting Asunder Group did not discuss this proposal more 

fully or object more strongly to the concept of consent creeping into the proposals. In 

their Report they had particularly given reassurances to the possible objections to 

the doctrine of breakdown, that it would allow divorce by consent. They themselves 

had highlighted and denounced the abuse in the present law of the matrimonial 

offence of desertion being a cover for divorce by consent63 and yet now, it seems, 

they were not objecting to this being transported into a new divorce law but only 

raising the issue of the length of that separation. 

 In a letter to Bishop Mortimer dated 4th January 1967 Norman Anderson summed up 

the situation with the Law Commission as he saw it, 

For the rest, it seems to me that this draft would certainly provide a basis on 

which our Group could pursue discussions with the Law Commission. But I 

feel we should do our best to ensure that we do not swing like a pendulum 

from an alleged position of insisting on a full inquest on each and every 

occasion to a position in which almost everything is presumed with little or no 

attempt to investigate. This would get very close to what we so strenuously 

resisted – namely divorce on the basis of the matrimonial offence (with a mere 

change in nomenclature) plus divorce on the grounds of the breakdown of 

marriage.64 

                                                             
63 It was possible for a couple who agreed to divorce to use a strategy by which, say, the petitioner 
wife could show evidence of desertion by writing a letter to the respondent husband asking him to 
resume cohabitation with her and the husband writing a reply refusing to do this. He would then be 
deemed to be in desertion and after a three year period the wife could petition for divorce. This was 
tantamount to separation by consent the very same thing that was being advocated as one of the 
presumptions of breakdown. 
64 Dunstan Papers MS 4503, ff.221-222, Letter from Norman Anderson to Bishop Mortimer, 4th 
January, 1967 
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In this letter Anderson recognised the paradoxical position that the Putting Asunder 

Group found themselves in and this may explain why they were a little too ready to 

accept the assurances of Scarman in his letter to the Bishop Mortimer that the 

presumptions could be fairly easily rebutted. 

I am writing to you in some haste because the letter which Mr Justice 

Phillimore sent you yesterday, with a copy to me, has shown me that we have 

failed to make our proposals clear. The matter is too important for me to 

accept the risk that any of our main suggestions may be misconstrued.65  

The presumptions listed in para 5 (1)66 of our proposals are only prima facie 

presumptions in the sense that evidence tending to show that the marriage 

has not broken down can be used to rebut them.  

Bishop Mortimer replied to Scarman on 30th January 1967 after the Putting Asunder 

Group had met to discuss the Law Commission’s proposals contained in 

correspondence and the memo of 15th December.  As regards the para 5(1) he 

commented 

We welcome the statement in your letter of January 18th that the 

presumptions listed in this para are ‘only prima facie presumptions in the 

sense that evidence tending to show that the marriage has not broken down 

can be used to rebut.’ We think that the fact that these presumptions are 

rebuttable must be made clear in any draft Bill.67  

                                                             
65 Dunstan Papers, MS4503, ff. 223-224, Letter from Scarman to Bishop Mortimer, 18th January 1967. 
The letter referred to from Mr Justice Phillimore is not in the archive. 
66 These presumptions, with some alterations, became the basis of s2(1) of the Divorce Reform Act 
1969 and were later consolidated into s1(2) of the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973. 
67 Dunstan Papers, MS 4503,f.225, Letter from Bishop Mortimer to Scarman, 30th January 1967 
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He then went on to give detailed feedback on the proposals as follows:- 

First on para 5 (1)(a) which later became s 1(2)(a) Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 – 

that the Law Commission proposal be changed to  

…that the respondent has committed adultery and that an intolerable situation 

has arisen, as a result thereof, in which the petitioner cannot reasonably be 

expected to continue or resume cohabitation.68 

As regards s 5(1)(b)69  

…that the conduct of either or both of the parties to the marriage has 

produced an intolerable situation in which they cannot reasonably be 

expected to continue or resume cohabitation - the question of whether or not 

the conduct has created an intolerable situation will be covered in the 

pleadings.70 

In both these proposed amendments the Putting Asunder Group used a primarily 

objective test, that of the intolerable situation following adultery or conduct. It was 

extremely important, in their view, that it should be the court who decided if this 

marriage had broken down and not the couple themselves as this would amount to a 

kind of divorce by consent and marriage then amounting to no less than a personal 

contract between two people.  

Paras 5(1) (c) desertion and 5(1)(d) separation with consent were agreed with no 

further discussion.  Mortimer did not seem to anticipate the Archbishop’s later 

                                                             
68 Dunstan Papers, MS 4503, ff.225-226 Letter from Bishop Mortimer to Scarman, 30th January 1967 
69 Now MCA s1(2)(b) 
70 Dunstan Papers, MS 4503, ff.225-226 Letter from Bishop Mortimer to Scarman, 30th January 1967 
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objections to para 5(1)(d) which was the main obstacle to him not voting for the 

subsequent bill.71  

The Putting Asunder Group felt that para 5 (3) was of absolute fundamental 

importance – this is the section that indicated that the above presumptions could be 

rebutted by evidence to the contrary.  

And as regards Para 6 (b) 

 We welcome this paragraph and take it to mean that in all cases of doubt the 

court will be required to investigate the conduct as well as the intentions of the 

parties in order to determine whether it would be wrong to dissolve the 

marriage.72 

Mortimer placed a great deal of reliance on these provisions as proof that the new 

law was not just the old matrimonial offences dressed up in new terms and that a 

judge could refuse a divorce, after an investigation, if he believed breakdown had not 

been made out. He raised this in the meeting between the Archbishop’s Group and 

the Law Commission on 17th February 1967.73From a look at the minutes of this 

meeting it is clear that Mortimer realised that there was a danger that the proposals 

could simply be the matrimonial offences under another guise. He believed this 

would happen if it was not clearly stated that the presumptions could be rebutted. It 

was agreed that this would be made clear in the redrafting. He was looking for a 

formulation as regards the adultery fact which would allow a judge to decide whether 

                                                             
71 See p.127 above 
72 Dunstan Papers, MS 4503, f. 226 Letter from Bishop Mortimer to Scarman, 30th January 1967 
73 Dunstan Papers, MS 4503, f. 235 Minutes of a meeting between representatives of the 
Archbishop’s Group on divorce and the Law Commission, 17th February 1967. 
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there was a likelihood of this particular couple coming together again and this would 

mean an objective decision by the judge not just a decision by the couple. 

 As regards para 5 (1)(b) this should be reformulated to cover the present cruelty 

cases even where both spouses were at fault (as again this was now about evidence 

of breakdown and not about proving a matrimonial offence committed by the guilty 

spouse to which there was a remedy for the innocent spouse) but it should not be so 

widely formulated as to cover cases where the marriage had broken down because 

of incompatibility. Such cases should only be brought under s 5(1)(c) and (d) (the 

grounds where a period of separation was required) and these two paragraphs were 

agreed. It appears that the Putting Asunder Group did not appreciate what might be 

the consequences of rewording the presumption in s5(1)(b). Given their adherence 

to the principle of breakdown they may have had no option but to agree this, as to 

restrict this presumption to cruelty would lend itself to reinforce the idea of the 

matrimonial offence. However at this stage they were arguing for a more objective 

test74, by including the phrase ‘intolerable situation’. This wording became part of 

The Consensus agreement75, but the test was later changed when the Bill was 

drafted and this phrase was dropped. This meant that in the draft Bill, which was 

presented to Parliament, the behaviour was judged on reasonableness dependent 

on the parties’ characters.76   

                                                             
74 See para 81 Putting Asunder Report. p.66. The Report itself states that the ‘intolerable situation 
test’ was not entirely objective as it would take into account what was intolerable to a particular 
petitioner. However, this extra word would almost certainly have strengthened the objective element of 
the test.  
75 See Appendix 1 s5(1)(b) of The Consensus 
76 See Appendix 2, s2(1)(b) 
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The minutes of this meeting also mention proof of breakdown on the basis of five-

year separation77 and Bishop Mortimer’s wish that provisions for divorced wives’ 

pensions could be made a precondition of a divorce being granted on this basis. This 

presumption of breakdown also created difficulties for Archbishop Ramsey at a later 

stage due to the issue of justice, that an innocent party could be divorced against 

their wishes. Yet, if the Church of England was to advocate the principle of 

breakdown it must surely accept that a marriage, where the parties had lived apart 

for such a long period, was for all intents and purposes dead and would be so, even 

if there was a full inquest into the marriage.  

However, as regards rebutting the presumptions, the following was agreed 

…that if, at the hearing, one of the situations mentioned in para 5 was 

established, the court would have to grant a decree (subject to the power to 

adjourn and the safeguards in para 6), unless there was evidence before the 

court suggesting that there was no irretrievable breakdown. The judge would 

not be empowered to refuse a decree merely because he was not certain that 

the breakdown was irretrievable; this might be a reason for adjournment, but if 

the adjournment did not result in reconciliation, the court would have to grant 

a decree, accepting the fact that failure of the reconciliation attempt was 

sufficient evidence of breakdown.78 

                                                             
77 Dunstan Papers, MS 4503, f. 235, Minutes of a meeting between the Putting Asunder Group and 
the Law Commission, Friday 17th February at 10am, para 11. 
78 Dunstan Papers, MS 4503, f. 235, Minutes of a meeting between the Putting Asunder Group and 
the Law Commission, Friday 17th February at 10am, para 12. 
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It was agreed that the Law Commission would incorporate the decisions of the 

meeting into a second document and that ‘there appeared to be no difference in 

principle between the Group and the Commission’.79  

What the Putting Asunder Group seemed not to appreciate was that presumptions in 

law generally carry a lot of weight and, though they can be rebutted, are likely to be 

so only on a very few occasions, particularly where time and resources for hearings 

are limited as in undefended divorce cases.  They had perhaps not sufficiently 

thought through what evidence could be brought in rebuttal as this had not been part 

of their initial recommendations in their report which was based on an inquest into 

the whole course of the marriage and its breakdown. Lack of an attempt to reconcile 

was not likely to be sufficient. What is startling is the way the Putting Asunder Group 

gave up one of the central tenets of its recommendations so quickly, that their 

recommendations were dependent on a new procedure, a full inquest into the history 

of the marriage, to determine whether it had broken down.  As Cretney has pointed 

out there was a whole section in the Putting Asunder Report devoted to the 

exposition of ‘why the principle of breakdown must not be introduced into a law 

based on the matrimonial offence’ yet rapidly that is what the Putting Asunder Group 

were moving towards in these negotiations.80 

Subsequent to the meeting Scarman wrote to Mortimer  

I was greatly heartened by the most encouraging meeting which we had on 

17th February.81  

                                                             
79 Dunstan Papers, MS 4503, f.235 Minutes of a meeting between the Putting Asunder Group and the 
Law Commission, Friday 17th February at 10am, para 13. 
80 Stephen Cretney, Family Law in the Twentieth Century: A History, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2003), p.358, footnote 247. The Putting Asunder Report made this clear in para 84 
81 Dunstan Papers, MS 4503, ff.227-228, Letter from Scarman to Bishop Mortimer, 1st March 1967 
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He indicated that members of the Law Commission were working on a new draft 

which he hoped would be the basis of an agreed document which they could present 

both to the Archbishop and the Lord Chancellor. This would include a reformulation 

of s 5 (1)(a) and (b). 

The new arrangement is intended to make it absolutely clear, first, that 

breakdown can be established only by proving one or more of the prescribed 

matrimonial situations … and secondly, that even if they are proved the 

inference of breakdown is rebuttable – a point which I know you regard as of 

vital importance.82 

The agreed document, known as The Consensus83, was completed and submitted to 

Parliament on 2nd June 196784at which point Scarman expressed to Bishop Mortimer 

At the end of the discussions between the Group and the Law Commission, I 

should like to record the pleasure felt by all here in having to deal with such 

an agreeable and reasonable bunch.85 

 

2.4 Summary of the changes made to the Putting Asunder Report’s 
proposals as a result of the negotiations 
The key change was that instead of an inquest, where the court would investigate 

the whole marriage to see if it had irretrievably broken down, there were now five 

presumptions of breakdown. These were originally drafted by the Law Commission, 

as the Putting Asunder Group had not put its mind to specific situations in its report.  

                                                             
82 Dunstan Papers, MS 4503, ff.227-228, Letter from Scarman to Bishop Mortimer, 1st March 1967 
83 See Appendix 1  
84 See Appendix 1 
85 Ramsey Papers vol. 117 f. 327 Letter Scarman to Bishop Mortimer, 2nd June 1967 
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However the Putting Asunder Group did make some suggested amendments. The 

fact of adultery now had the additional element of intolerability, due to the Putting 

Asunder Group’s intervention. The Group also thought they had firmed up the need 

for the court to investigate further if they thought the marriage was not broken down, 

despite one of the presumptions being made out. What was agreed though was that 

the court had a duty to grant a divorce unless it had evidence before it that 

suggested there was no irretrievable breakdown of marriage and that would severely 

limit its powers to investigate further.  

 

2.5 The Archbishop’s Response to the Consensus 
Archbishop Ramsey was not party to these negotiations but was being kept informed 

of progress by Bishop Mortimer. In a letter to Archbishop Ramsey dated March 

196786 he says a suggestion has been made that Scarman and he sign the 

documents on behalf of their groups and then submit these to Archbishop Ramsey 

and the Lord Chancellor. He asks whether this suggestions meets with the 

Archbishop Ramsey’s approval or whether he does not want to be so closely 

associated with it. 

The Archbishop responded on 22nd May that he did not want to receive it publically 

but would comment on it privately.87 

 I think, however, that a public submission of the document to me would put 

me in a wrong position, as the document will not have been produced by a 

                                                             
86 Ramsey Papers vol. 117, f.322, Letter Bishop of Exeter to Archbishop, 17th March 1967 
 
87 Ramsey Papers 117, f.323, Letter Archbishop Ramsey to Bishop Mortimer 22nd May 1967  
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body appointed by me and awkward questions might be asked about my 

place in the matter.88 

Several slants could be put on this decision. The Archbishop was either concerned 

not to take responsibility for negotiations which he had not been party to just in case 

they were criticised at a later stage; or he was getting cold feet at the way the 

negotiations had developed; or it was a masterstroke of strategy, that the Church 

could almost guarantee the best they thought they could get but the Archbishop had 

the option of pleading for amendments in Parliament in the hope of improving the Bill 

which was based on The Consensus. The negotiated agreement had the advantage 

of being backed by the Law Commission but the disadvantage of tying the Putting 

Asunder Group to a watered down and amended version of the proposals they had 

originally set out in the Putting Asunder Report. In having the Archbishop acting as a 

trump card in Parliament their options for pleading their original position might be 

kept intact.  

However there is no evidence that this third possibility was a thought through 

strategy. The Archbishop was now in the odd position of being alone in supporting 

the original proposals of the Putting Asunder Report, while the group he had 

appointed were signed up to The Consensus now.  It did allow him subsequently to 

argue for some amendments but with little success. In an article in the Sunday Times 

5th February 196889 these were summarised, his objections being that while he 

approved of the principle of breakdown, the way of proving it allowed three ways 

which were wider than the current matrimonial offences90and two new ways, one 

                                                             
88 Ramsey Papers 117, f.323, Letter Archbishop Ramsey to Bishop Mortimer 22nd May 1967  
89 Ramsey Papers vol 117, f.113 
90 This analysis seems strange as the way of proving irretrievable breakdown by adultery in the Bill 
should be more difficult given the added element of intolerability. 
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which amounted to divorce by consent and one which allowed for divorce against a 

person’s wishes without sufficient safeguards. Why then did he not he stop Bishop 

Mortimer from signing up to this negotiated position? Presumably because he 

realised that the Church’s position was not strong and accepted the Bishop 

Mortimer’s analysis of the situation 

The Law Commission have produced a Memorandum containing proposals 

and notes which we consider to be the most satisfactory compromise 

attainable.91 

a view that Professor Anderson expressed the following year to the Archbishop in 

response to some of the Archbishop’s criticisms of the Bill 

I am myself convinced that the Bill itself is the best bit of legislation on the 

subject we can hope to get, although I should have preferred some minor 

amendments here and there.92  

The difficulty for the Archbishop was that although his position as regards The 

Consensus allowed him to criticise the Bill as it went through Parliament, in private 

correspondence and in the press, he could not offer a viable alternative to the 

negotiated agreement in any substantive way. He could not reconcile his theoretical 

adherence to the principle of breakdown, which he was so wedded to, as it was 

compatible with his belief in life-long marriage, with the practicalities of implementing 

this. Given that the Law Commission has dismissed the inquest as being impractical, 

both in terms of giving too wide a judicial discretion and too costly, he was in a 

stalemate. There is no evidence that he ever argued to defend the full inquest. This 

                                                             
91 Ramsey Papers 117, f.322 Letter Bishop Mortimer to Archbishop Ramsey, 17th March 1967  
92 Ramsey Papers 138, f.38 23rd Jan, 1968 
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meant neither he nor the Putting Asunder Group were able to defend the initial 

proposals of the Putting Asunder Report which had taken so long to produce and 

which relied so fundamentally on a new procedure.  

 

2.6 Other Church Groups’ Responses to the Consensus/Draft Bill 
It is not the intention of this work to make a detailed appraisal of other Church of 

England groups’ responses to The Consensus. Whatever their position they would 

have less influence than the Putting Asunder Group with its published report and 

relationship with the Law Commission or the Bishops and Archbishops who could 

speak in the Lords. However, it is worthwhile to consider the role of the Mothers’ 

Union due to their being the most significant Church of England lobbying group who 

had opposed divorce reform previously.93. The organisation had given evidence 

before the Morton Commission. Leo Abse had regarded its opposition as being key 

to the defeat of his bill. The Mothers’ Union now supported the approach of the 

Archbishop that the proposals contained in The Consensus had introduced divorce 

by consent and this did not uphold the principle of life-long marriage; and that five-

year separation would lead to grave injustice to women. They also upheld the 

original view of the Putting Asunder Report that investigators should be employed to 

assist the court in making findings of irretrievable breakdown.94  

 

2.7 Conclusion 
In just a few months the Putting Asunder Group and the Law Commission had 

reached a compromise known as The Consensus and the Church had conceded its 

                                                             
93Ramsey Papers vol.138, f.149, Memo from Mothers’ Union to Archbishop Ramsey, 7th February 
1968. This memo was sent to all MPs. 
94 See chapter 4 for more analysis of the Mothers’ Union attitude to the Parliamentary Bill. 
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key safeguard of a full inquest in all divorce cases, if the law was to be based on 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage. They did so because Bishop Mortimer had 

become convinced that the provisions which allowed for a rebuttal of the 

presumptions would be effective. This is so despite Lord Justice Scarman’s 

correspondence with him at the beginning of the negotiations which indicated that 

most cases could be dealt with ‘without a lengthy slanging match and with 

reasonable consistency.’95 He also convinced himself that he was not conceding 

divorce by consent. In a letter to Lord Justice Scarman the following year, he 

described the Archbishop’s concern that this was the case as ‘facile’.96The 

amendments sought by the Putting Asunder Group in the negotiations tinkered round 

the edges, rather than dealing with the fundamental issues.  

It may be that Bishop Mortimer was flattered by the attention that the Law 

Commission gave to him and was convinced of his better understanding of the 

issues, even than the Archbishop. Or he may have come to the conclusion that this 

was the best outcome that the Church of England could secure and was thus selling 

the rightness of it to himself and others. He never justified his position in publications 

in the way others on the Group did.97 

The Church of England did have the option of pulling out of the negotiations. It would 

have  been justified in doing so, given that it was asked to concede its key 

recommendation, that irretrievable breakdown of marriage should only be pursued if 

it was accompanied by a change of procedure.98 In its own Report it had stated 

                                                             
95 Dunstan Papers MS4503, Letter Scarman to Bishop Mortimer, 15th December, 1966 
96 National Archives, BC3/378, Letter from Bishop Mortimer to Scarman, 20th January 1968  
97 For instance Norman Anderson and Helen Oppenheimer, see chapter 1 above. 
98 Putting Asunder Report para 84 p. 67 
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emphatically that if an inquest was not possible then the law should remain based on 

the matrimonial offence.99  

…we wish to make it clear that what we recommend…must be regarded as 

conditional upon certain procedural changes; for we believe that to alter the 

law while leaving the method of its administration just as it is now would be to 

make divorce easier to obtain without any compensating advantages. 

But it did not choose to do this. This can be explained for a number of reasons 

already explored at the beginning of this chapter but also by the fact that there was 

still much that it liked about the new concept, the not laying blame on either party or 

the desire to look at the substance of a marriage not just its form.100 Thus 

‘…the principle of breakdown might make secular divorce in some respects less 

offensive to Christian sentiment than it is now.’101 

This was coupled with Bishop Mortimer’s growing belief that the present law was so 

bad that anything was better102 and a fear that a divorce law could emerge that was 

far more offensive to the Church than the one proposed and agreed to.  

 

 

  

                                                             
99 Putting Asunder Report para 84 p. 67 
100 Putting Asunder Report p. 60 
101 Putting Asunder Report p. 61 
102 Ramsey Papers vol.138, f.112, Article in Daily Mirror 2nd February 1968 where Bishop Mortimer is 
quoted as saying, ‘I dislike the existing marriage laws so much that I think almost anything would be 
an improvement’.  
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Chapter 3: Political Developments 1967-1969 
 

3.1 General Introduction  
Chapter 1 outlines the recommendations made by the Putting Asunder Report as a 

result of the deliberations of the Putting Asunder Group as to how the law should be 

changed, abandoning the matrimonial offence basis of divorce law and replacing it 

with the concept of irretrievable breakdown of marriage. In each case this would be 

established by an inquest and thereby avoid divorce by consent and ensuring 

opportunities for reconciliation and protections for those being divorced against their 

will.  Chapter 2 records how these proposals were adapted as a result of 

negotiations with the Law Commission into recommendations known as The 

Consensus1 removing the need for an inquest and replacing it by five factual 

situations by which the parties could show a presumption of irretrievable breakdown 

of marriage. Provisions for reconciliation and protection of the respondent would 

remain.  This agreement, with some minor but crucial amendments, became the 

basis of two consecutive bills, the latter of which eventually emerged as the Divorce 

Reform Act 1969. This chapter will chart the passage of the two bills through the 

parliamentary process but giving particular attention to the second of these bills, the 

one which succeeded in becoming an act, identifying how far the Church of England 

influenced its success and whether any amendments made were due to specifically 

Church of England influence. It will identify how far the Act which resulted differed 

from The Consensus.  

It is not, therefore, the intention of this work to give a general account of how the Bill 

became an Act. This is very thoroughly and ably done by B. H. Lee who used his 

                                                             
1 See Appendix 1 
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skills as an academic lawyer, politician and his experience in the newspaper 

business to write his report only a few years after the events in 1971; this was 

subsequently published in 1974.2 It is the aim of this study to trace the progression of 

the Bill through Parliament, looking specifically at the Church of England input in the 

debates.  However, this must be considered against a backdrop of what the Church 

of England’s position was. The Church of England did not speak with one voice. The 

debates should be set against the background of theological differences and 

innovations in the Church of England. The term “Two Christianities” has been used 

to describe the split in the Church of England between the radicals proposing a ‘new 

theology’3 and in consequence a ‘new morality’ with those who remained 

consevative4, whilst elsewhere the categories of conservative, liberal and pragmatist 

have been used to illustrate the different approaches to public policy by members of 

the Church.5 Neither describes, sufficiently, the complexities of the different views 

and strategies of members of the Church of England. What can be said is that the 

emergence of this ‘new theology’ occurred at the same time as a move towards an 

acceptance of a pluralist society.6 From this stemmed a growing body in the Church 

of England which, whilst adhering to traditional morality on marriage for its own 

members, took the view that it was not possible to achieve this morality in the 

secular law and a more humanist, pragmatic approach should be taken towards 

public policy. Nevertheless some theologians, such as Helen Oppenheimer, did give 

                                                             
2 B.H.Lee, Divorce Law Reform in England, (London, Peter Owen Ltd,1974) 
3 This new theology has been identified with the book by John Robinson, Honest to God, (London: 
Society for Christian Mission, 1963) 
4E.R. Norman, Church and Society in England 1770-1970: A Historical Study, (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1976) p.417.  
5 Hugh McLeod, The Religious Crisis of the 1960s, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 
pp.215-239. 
6 E.R. Norman, Church and Society in England 1770-1970: A Historical Study, (London, Oxford 
University Press, 1976) p. 417. 
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some theological justification for this shift.7It was not only the Church of England 

which was moving in this direction. The Methodist Church and the Church of 

Scotland had already signed up to divorce law based on irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage.8  

 This variance of opinion was reflected in the contribution by members of the Church 

of England in the debates but it is difficult to categorise these contributions. For 

instance, Hugh MacLeod identifies Bishop Ramsey as a pragmatist, which is a fair 

assessment to a degree, yet ultimately he did not vote for the Bill, due to principle, it 

seems.9 

The Putting Asunder Group’s membership represented a wide range of Church of 

England churchmanship with both those from evangelical, catholic and liberal 

theological backgrounds and therefore could present itself as incorporating the 

opinion of much of the Church of England. Its pragmatic approach to parliamentary 

strategy resulted in an agreement with the most prominent law reform body, the Law 

Commission. This chapter will demonstrate how the influence of The Consensus 

dominated in Parliament due to its perceived authority. It was the Archbishop himself 

who had appointed this working group, a group which appeared to have had long 

deliberations and to have heard much evidence, and had allowed it to enter 

negotiations with the Law Commission, consisting of eminent lawyers. The 

Consensus was the result. However, not everyone agreed with this compromise. The 

                                                             
7 See p.30 above 
8 The Lord Chancellor, Lord Gardiner made reference in his speech to the fact that this was the case. 
The Catholic speakers in the House of Lords also were not entirely against divorce law which they 
saw as inevitable. Lord Longford said he might have followed the Church of England lead if it was 
settled. ‘Therefore, I certainly do not feel that we are in the position of having to pay very great 
attention to what might be called an agreed Church of England view’. 
9 See  p.127 below 
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most obvious example of this was the Bishop of Leicester10 who also rejected the 

original findings of the Putting Asunder Report. Archbishop Ramsey, himself, only 

went as far as supporting the Putting Asunder Report and not The Consensus. 

However these and other Church of England voices were diminished because of the 

two high profile law reforming groups who supported The Consensus, which formed 

the draft Bill.  

The three most obvious ways that the Church of England could influence the 

parliamentary debates were in the House of Commons, through Christian MPs, in 

the House of Lords, by the speeches of the Bishops and others who held religious 

convictions and in both Houses by members referring to the thinking, writing and 

stance of the Church of England in seemingly official documents such as the Putting 

Asunder Report. The Report was initially only intended to be advisory but had taken 

on a semi-official status since Archbishop Ramsey permitted its publication.11 In 

contemplating the weight of these various contributions usually the speech of the 

Archbishop in the House of Lords would bear most weight. However, here the 

contribution of the Putting Asunder Group would far outweigh other contributions 

including his, especially as the Archbishop took no further part in the parliamentary 

process following the Second Reading. In contrast Bishop Mortimer, the chairman of 

the Putting Asunder Group, did. MPs of all backgrounds, faiths and philosophical and 

political beliefs referred to the fact that there was agreement between the Putting 

Asunder Group and the Law Commission to support and justify their reforming 

stance. Thus the Putting Asunder position, post The Consensus, which was argued 

by its chairman, Bishop Mortimer, was supported by Christians and those of no faith 

                                                             
10 See below pp.130-131 below. 
11 Cretney, Family Law in the Twentieth Century, p.359, footnote 252. 
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alike. It is not surprising that those without church allegiance were able to 

recommend the Church of England position because of its appeal to the humanist 

approach.  

 The theological differences in the Church of England are most clearly reflected in 

the speeches of the three Bishops who spoke in the Second Reading of the Bill in 

the House of Lords. Whilst all three Bishops upheld a Christian doctrine of life-long 

marriage for the Church of England’s own members, they differed in their opinions 

on the secular law. They were able to speak according to their conscience in this 

regard and did not necessarily adhere to the conclusions of the Putting Asunder 

Report in its original form or its negotiated form, even though it was a group 

appointed by the Archbishop. There was no official Church of England party line as 

such even though the Church Assembly had accepted the principle of irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage in 1967.12 This was made most obvious because the 

Archbishop himself, whilst upholding the conclusions of the Putting Asunder Report, 

had expressed doubts about The Consensus which formed the basis of these bills.13 

Other bishops, who did not necessarily speak, had varying views and this is reflected 

in how they voted. However, the fact that there had been a consensus between two 

significant law advisory groups meant that this influence was felt in the House of 

Commons as well as the House of Lords and held much more weight than the 

arguments of individual Anglicans. 

                                                             
12This was the Church’s equivalent of a parliament, which preceded the General Synod. In 1967 it 

passed a motion, welcoming the conclusions of the Putting Asunder Report, and also one asking the 
Convocations of Canterbury and York to reconsider whether divorcees could remarry in church. In 
some respects a divorce law based on irretrievable breakdown of marriage would give the Church 
greater flexibility in deciding who might qualify to remarry in church, as the court would no longer 
categorise divorcees as innocent or guilty.   
13 Article in the Sunday Times 5th February 1968, Ramsey Papers vol 117, f.113 
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Traditionally the most important anti-reform lobbying group in the Church of England 

was the Mothers’ Union. 14The Mothers’ Union was established in 1876 by Mary 

Sumner to support and encourage women in their task of teaching the Christian faith 

to their children. From around 1909, when the presidency of the Union changed 

hands, the Union also became a campaigning and lobbying group and gave 

influential evidence to the Royal Commission on Divorce and Matrimonial Causes, 

known as the Gorell Commission in 1912.15 Its view was anti-reform and it not only 

pleaded this cause but implemented it in its membership policy, so that that the 

defining qualification for membership was marriage and divorce disqualified a person 

from membership at this time.  

This opposition to divorce reform held for half a century. Whilst it was accepted that 

this could lead to ‘some hard cases’ it was thought ‘that for the greater good the law 

needed to be based on the Christian ideal’.16 Whilst closely connected and regarded 

as ‘the handmaid’ of the Church of England the Union’s opinion did not always 

correlate with the Bishops – the Mothers’ Union were against the Matrimonial 

Causes Act 1937 whilst Archbishop Cosmo Lang distinguished between his religious 

and secular duty in a way that the Mothers’ Union did not and abstained from the 

vote.  

By the 1960s, however, as with many others in the Church of England, due to a 

number of factors which Cordelia Moyse identifies as  

                                                             
14 For a comprehensive history of the Mothers’ Union see Cordelia Moyse, A History of the Mothers’ 
Union: Women, Anglicanism and Globalisation, 1876-2008 (Woodbridge:The Boydell Press, 2009) 
15 Gorell Barnes Comission, Report of the Royal Commission on Divorce and Matrimonial Causes, 
1912, Cmd 647;  Moyse, A History of the Mothers’ Union, (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 2009) 
p.118. 
16 Cordelia Moyse, A History of the Mothers’ Union, p.118 
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The combination of ecclesiastical leadership, theological teaching and 

pastoral care took the Mothers’ Union from a stance of total opposition to the 

extension of secular divorce facilities to the adoption of a more nuanced 

approach.17 

 These factors and the close personal links that the Mothers’ Union had with the 

Putting Asunder Group18 meant that the Mothers’ Union ultimately fell in line with the 

Putting Asunder approach to the Bill, aiming to uphold the Christian doctrine of 

marriage with the allowance of a more permissive secular divorce law. The Mothers’ 

Union used its campaigning zeal, instead, to oppose s2(1)(d) and (e) but without 

success. Yet it but did have the satisfaction of seeing improvements to women’s 

financial protections which were achieved, to an extent, by the Matrimonial 

Proceedings and Property Act 197019.  

 

3.2 The Divorce Reform Bills - Preliminaries 
The two consecutive bills that entered Parliament in 1967 and 1968 were based 

heavily on The Consensus agreed between the Putting Asunder group and the Law 

Commission.20Thus from the start the bill was shaped by this agreement. However, 

some changes were made to The Consensus in the drafting process21 and on these 

changes the Church of England seemingly had no influence. 

                                                             
17 Moyse, A History of the Mothers’ Union, (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 2009) p190. 
18 Moyse, A History of the Mothers’ Union, (Woodbridge, The Boydell Press, 2009) p192. In particular 
Quentin Edward’s wife served on the Mothers’ Union marriage group. 
19  Moyse, A History of the Mothers’ Union  p193 
20 See Appendix 1 
21 The drafting was done by a Law Commission draftsman, though Lord Justice Scarman asked 
Bishop Mortimer to keep this confidential, in a letter dated 25th January, 1968, Law Commission 
papers, BC3/378, f. 82A. 
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As regards proving irretrievable breakdown of marriage by behaviour under s2 (1)(b) 

the wording of The Consensus stated: 

(b) the conduct of the respondent had been so intolerable that the petitioner 

could not reasonably be expected to continue or resume cohabitation22 

Whilst the version that entered Parliament was as follows  

S2(1)(b) that since the celebration of the marriage the Respondent has 

behaved in such a way that the Petitioner cannot reasonably be expected to 

live with the respondent.23 

The explanation note in The Consensus said 

 In effect, the test is the same as that at present required for cruelty, except 

that it is not necessary to prove actual or apprehended injury to health. In this 

case it must be for the judge, and not for the petitioner alone, to decide 

whether the conduct is sufficiently grave to make it unreasonable to expect 

the petitioner to endure it (otherwise mere incompatibility would be let in.) On 

the other hand, as at present, in testing the gravity of the respondent’s 

conduct, the judge must consider its effect on the particular petitioner and not 

on some hypothetical ‘average reasonable husband or wife’.24 

 The Putting Asunder Group’s hope was that the test for behaviour divorces would 

remain of the same gravity as for the old ground of cruelty without the necessity ‘to 

prove actual or apprehended injury to health’25 which had proved inconvenient in 

                                                             
22 The Consensus s5(1)(b), Appendix 1 
23 1968-69 (128) Divorce reform. A bill [as amended by Standing Committee B] to amend the grounds 
for divorce and judicial separation; to facilitate reconciliation in matrimonial causes; and for purposes 
connected with the matters, aforesaid. Appendix 2 
24 See Appendix 2 
25 The Consensus, Appendix 1, note 3 
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requiring medical evidence and that it must rest with the judge whether the behaviour 

was sufficiently bad.26Thus in the drafting process the gravity of the behaviour was 

downgraded and made much more dependent on reasonableness. There is no 

evidence that members of the Church of England tried to re-instate this wording in 

the subsequent parliamentary debates, perhaps because they could not envisage 

this ground moving away from the standard of cruelty in the way it did or because 

their attention was on other matters.  This made it easier for judges, in subsequent 

case law, to interpret this section to the benefit of petitioners and had far reaching 

consequences for a change that did not even go through Parliament. 

The other most obvious change was the change from a general defence contained in 

s7(b) of The Consensus where conduct and the parties’ interests required it, to one 

that was more specifically drafted where there was ‘grave financial or other 

hardship.27The inclusion of this defence in The Consensus came from the Putting 

Asunder Report’s desire for justice to be done in any case which required it. 

However, the changed wording in the draft bill was not such a departure from The 

Consensus wording as it might seem in that 7(b) was never intended to make 

granting a divorce discretionary. It was emphasised, in the accompanying notes that 

a divorce should be granted where financial safeguards were adequate for the 

respondent.28During the passage of the Bill through Parliament there was some 

attempt to rephrase this defence but the Act emerged relatively unaltered, except 

that it became a defence only to divorce on five year separation, and this is 

something Bishop Mortimer approved of.29  

                                                             
26 The Consensus, Appendix 1, note 2. 
27 S4 Divorce Reform Bill, Appendix 2. 
28 The Consensus, Appendix 1, note 7 
29 See below para 3.5.2, House of Lords, Third Reading, 13th Oct 1969 
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3.3 Promoters of the Bills 
All three promoters of the Bills, Mr Wilson in the 1967 Bill, Mr Alec Jones and his 

right hand man, Leo Abse in the 1968 Bill and Lord Stow Hill in the House of Lords 

used the Putting Asunder group’s recommendation and subsequent agreement with 

the Law Commission to argue that the matrimonial offence should be confined to 

history and irretrievable breakdown of marriage should be the undergirding principle 

of the new divorce law. 

  

3.4 Mr Wilson’s Bill 
The first Bill was introduced by Mr William Wilson (Labour MP for Coventry South) 

on 29 November, 1967.  The Bill completed its second reading and committee stage 

in the House of Commons but then ran out of time. Mr Wilson, as would Alec Jones 

in the subsequent bill, referred to the conclusions of the Putting Asunder report in his 

opening speech to argue for the demise of the matrimonial offence and for a reform 

based on irretrievable breakdown of marriage. In fact no-one in the course of this 

debate defended the matrimonial offence, nor was there any discussion on the new 

concept. It appeared taken for granted that the irretrievable breakdown of marriage 

concept was the principle that had to be worked around and the debate was 

dominated by matters which presented themselves from this central concept - 

objections on the grounds of justice, where there was divorce by compulsion and 

financial safeguards, thought particularly needed for women respondents.  

During its passage various opinions on the Bill emerged. National opinion polls 

indicated that public opinion had changed in the last decade and the majority of 
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people supported the Bill.30 The Second Reading in the House of Commons provides 

evidence that the majority of MPs were in favour.31 The Divorce Law Reform Union 

and Humanist Society were also in favour, as were various women’s groups if 

sufficient safeguards could be given to protect women’s financial position on 

divorce.32 The Church of England was split with the Mothers’ Union and the 

Churchman’s Union only prepared to go as far as the Putting Asunder proposals, not 

the compromised proposals, but the Putting Asunder members being in favour of the 

negotiated agreement with the Law Commission. However, this left very few 

Christians in Parliament supporting the matrimonial offence. In the Second Reading 

debate many of the speakers had some religious affiliation and Church of England 

members, alongside other Christians, expressed the overriding view, as the Putting 

Asunder Report had done, that Christians could no longer impose a Christian 

framework for divorce on a secular society. However, where Christian principles 

were acceptable to others, such as the stability of marriage being good for society, 

these should be guiding principles.  

Mr Richard Wood, a member of the Church of England, expressed it like this 

The issue today is not and cannot be, the achievement of a divorce law based 

on the Christian concept of marriage. But I suggest that any reform of the law 

must pay close attention to the importance of the stability of both present and 

future marriage. The stability of marriage, although supported by Christian 

principles, is accepted as an ideal, beneficial to our society, by the large 

majority of the nation.33  

                                                             
30 B. H. Lee, Divorce Law Reform in England, (London: Peter Owen,1974), pp.96-97. 
31 Lee, p.103  
32 Lee p. 99 
33 HC Deb, 9th Feb 1968, vol 758 c. 831 
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The Bill did not get as far as the Upper House and therefore it is not possible to know 

how the Bishops would have spoken or voted.34 

3.5 Mr Jones’s Bill  
The second Bill, which eventually became the Divorce Reform Act 1969, was 

introduced by a Labour MP from Wales, Mr Alec Jones, as a private members’ bill on 

27th Nov 1968. It was substantially the same as the Wilson bill and thus based on the 

agreed principles of The Consensus between the Putting Asunder Group and the 

Law Commission with some amendments. Interestingly he was an active member of 

the Church of Wales but as a new MP looked to Mr Leo Abse, another Welshman, 

for advice on how he should proceed.35 and Mr Abse was a key speaker in the 

debate. A Baptist Conservative MP, Mr Bruce Campbell QC, became the biggest 

opponent of the Bill36 but not because he was anti-divorce by consent, which he 

accepted, but because he vehemently objected to divorce without consent.  

 

 

  

                                                             
34 Though presumably in a very similar way to how they voted for the Jones Bill. 
35 Lee, p.117. 
36 Lee, p.117. 
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3.6 The use of the Putting Asunder Report and The Consensus in the 
Parliamentary Debates 
 

3.6.1 House of Commons  
(i) The Second Reading – 6th December 1968 

Supporters of the Bill 

The leading promoters of the Bill, Mr Jones and his adviser Leo Abse, referred to the 

central importance of the Putting Asunder Report to dismiss the matrimonial offence.  

For example, early on in his bid to move the Bill for its second reading, Mr Jones 

referred to the Putting Asunder Report as giving an ‘objective criticism’ 37of the 

current law and quoted its conclusion verbatim.  

That the law as it stands is unsatisfactory, all the judges and lawyers who 

gave evidence agreed, however much they differed concerning the remedies 

to be applied. We are far from being convinced that the present provisions of 

the law witness to the sanctity of marriage or uphold its public repute in any 

observable way, or that they are irreplaceable as buttresses of morality either 

in the narrower field of matrimonial and sexual relationships or in the wider 

field which includes considerations of truth, the sacredness of oaths and the 

integrity of professional practice: as a piece of social mechanism, the present 

system has not only cut loose from its moral and judicial foundations it is quite 

simply inept. 

He goes on 

                                                             
37 HC Deb, 6th December, 1968 vol 774, col. 2036 
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 Those are not my words but the words of Putting Asunder.38  

 In his summing up he referred to it as a consensus bill, rather inflating the 

discussions that had occurred between the Putting Asunder Group and the Law 

Commission. 

… it is unashamedly a consensus Bill, it is supported by Members on both 

sides. Its structure and fine balance are the result of long discussions 

between churchmen, lawyers and politicians.39 

Leo Abse reinforced this idea referring to the fact that all those who gave evidence to 

the Putting Asunder Group found the law ‘unsatisfactory’40  and secondly that the Bill 

‘faithfully embodied the agreement reached’41 between the Law Commission and the 

Archbishop of Canterbury’s Group, without acknowledging that there had been some 

changes in the drafting process.  

 Mr Daniel Awdry, conservative MP for Chippenham, a solicitor and described by Lee 

as an active member of the Church of England,42 used the fact of the Putting 

Asunder Report to counter Mr Campell’s  and others opponents’ views. Mr Campbell 

had argued that the public’s desire for divorce was overstated, divorce would be 

made easier by the Bill, it would allow a person to benefit from their wrong, that the 

safeguards were inadequate and that the disadvantage for illegitimate children could 

be dealt with in a better way.  

Mr Awdry in response countered 

                                                             
38 HC Deb 6th December 1968, vol.774, col 2036 
39 HC Deb 6th December 1968, vol 774, col 2043 
40 HC Deb 17th December1968, vol 775, col 1124 
41 HC Deb 17th December1968, vol 775, col 1125 
42 Lee p.128 
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It ignores the fact that many distinguished lawyers and leaders of the Church 

also want to see a major reform made in the divorce law. It ignores the 

Church’s report, ‘Putting Asunder.’ It ignores the report of the Law 

Commissioners. The people who helped to write those reports are not guilty 

people. They were sensible, humane people who realise that the present 

divorce laws are neither fair nor just.43  

He also referred to several meetings that he had had with clergy in his constituency 

and found  

…almost universal support for the ideas in the Bill. Practically all the 

clergymen agreed that the concept of the matrimonial offence was out of 

date.44  

Opponents of the Bill 

Those who opposed the Bill, including Campbell, did not do so because they 

objected to the concept of the irretrievable breakdown of marriage. In fact Campbell 

felt that clause 1, making irretrievable breakdown of marriage the sole ground for 

divorce, added nothing and in reality thought that the first three facts were restating 

the matrimonial offence. They were much more concerned with what they 

considered were the two new grounds for divorce, two year separation with consent 

and five year separation.45  

Mr Marcus Worsely, a prominent Anglican, pointed out the difference between the 

Putting Asunder Report and the Bill – the Putting Asunder Report, in his opinion, was 

                                                             
43 HC Deb 17th December 1968, vol 775, col 1091 
44 HC Deb 17th December 1968, vol 775, col 1092 
45 Both he and Sir Lionel Heald thought that some sort of divorce by consent was inevitable but were 
adamantly opposed to divorce by compulsion. 
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a ‘…brilliant, stimulating and well-written report…’46  but because its 

recommendations of an inquest were thought to be impractical the Bill in reality 

resorted to the matrimonial offence principle, as well as introducing two new grounds 

for divorce, based on separation.  

Some MPs objected on the basis that not enough thought had gone into the Bill. Sir 

Leonard Heald referred to the ‘steamroller approach’.47 This was countered by the 

promoters by pointing to the long discussions of the Putting Asunder Group.  

As with the Wilson Bill many who spoke against the Bill had some Christian affiliation 

but the majority were not Anglican.48 In any event these speakers downplayed their 

faith and spoke with a more secular reasoning.    

Analysis 

Thus in the Second Reading the Putting Asunder Report was used cleverly by the 

main promoters to dismiss the matrimonial offence and embrace irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage whilst minimising the Report’s other conclusion that the 

matrimonial offence should only be dispensed with, and be replaced by irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage, if a full inquest procedure was adopted. Due to The 

Consensus reached with the Law Commission it was now impossible for the report to 

be used effectively from the point of view of all its original conclusions. The 

promoters of the Bill could refer to having official Church of England support, 

whereas the opponents could not. Additionally, as the opponents took the view that 

                                                             
46 HC Deb 17th December, 1968, vol 775, col 1060 
47 HC Deb 17th December, 1968, vol 775, col 1066 
48 B.H.Lee, Divorce Law Reform in England, (London: Peter Owen Ltd,1974), p.132. 
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clause 1, the principle of irretrievable breakdown of marriage, added nothing they did 

not argue against it as a concept.  

The overall impression gained from reading the debates in the Second Reading is 

that the Church of England’s views, though mentioned, are not of decisive influence. 

Many who spoke in the debate made no reference to the Putting Asunder Report. 

Yet the promoters of the Bill thought it necessary to refer to the Report, not only to 

show that the Church of England believed that the law needed reforming, but that 

they had also been actively involved in the law’s new format. The divided nature of 

the Church of England’s views, as corroborated by the research done by Richards, 

discussed in the next paragraph, meant that The Consensus surfaced as the main 

Church of England view.  

At the end of the Second Reading the Bill went through with a clear majority (Ayes 

183, Noes 106) which was not surprising, as Mr Wilson’s bill had shown that the 

House of Commons was clearly in favour. There is an interesting analysis of how 

MPs voted, according to certain characteristics, described by Lee in Divorce Law 

Reform in England. These are based on research done by Peter G Richards in his 

book Parliament and Conscience.49 It reveals that Roman Catholic Christian MPs 

were largely opposed to the Bill, while Free Church Christians were mostly for it. 

Anglicans were more equally divided with 21% for the Bill and 25% against and the 

remainder not attending the division. (this included Church of Scotland and Church 

of Wales members). 66% of known atheists and agnostics were for the Bill. The 

other categories reveal that the biggest factor in determining how an MP would vote 

was political party and age. Those who were members of the Labour Party (though 

                                                             
49 Peter G. Richards, Parliament and Conscience, (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1970) 
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there was no party whip as this was a moral issue on which MPs had a free vote) 

and those who were young were more likely to vote in favour. Therefore, however 

the Church of England influenced the Bill at this stage, it suggests that in the years to 

come a generation of MPs would emerge who had less religious affiliation and had 

more liberal leanings, indicating that under a Labour leadership reform was 

inevitable. This may well have been a factor which influenced the Church of England 

to compromise at this stage. 293 MPs joined the vote while 332 were absent.50  

The Second Reading established the basis on which the detail of the Bill would hang 

– irretrievable breakdown of marriage. The detail of the Bill would be considered at 

later stages. That the Church of England appeared to endorse this concept was 

highlighted by the key promoters of the Bill. The procedural requirement of an 

inquest that the Putting Asunder report had insisted on was never discussed.  

 

(ii) Committee stage, Report Stage and Third Reading  

Committee stage 29th January 1969 to 26th March 1969 

At the Committee stage the Anglican lawyers intervened with many suggested 

amendments but nothing of significance was changed. The principle of irretrievable 

breakdown which had been established in the Second Reading, was now firmly 

rooted as the core of the reform. There were several minor amendments, the most 

important of which was to give the court greater powers to adjourn the case where a 

reconciliation was possible. The Consensus had restricted this to three months. This 

was supported by Christians and non-Christians alike.  

                                                             
50 B.H.Lee, Divorce Law Reform in England, (London: Peter Owen Ltd,1974), p.133. 
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The Report Stage  

The Report stage was long and drawn out and required many sittings. A number of 

different amendments were tabled. One was by Michael English, (MP for 

Leicester)51,proposing a distinct, specifically religious marriage for those with a 

religious conscience. This had never been advocated by either Archbishop Ramsey 

or the Putting Asunder Group. In fact they had endeavoured to come up with a 

formula for divorce which retained the ideal of life-long marriage both for those 

entering marriage by a civil ceremony as well as a Christian ceremony.  This 

amendment provoked a discussion as to whether the Bill was a departure from the 

Christian understanding of marriage. Mr Delargy thought it was whilst John 

Mendelson referred to a clergyman in his constituency saying it was not and that the 

Church of England supported it. The discussion reveals the division or perceived 

division in the Church of England’s view and the confusion over what the Church of 

England stood for. 

Ultimately the House was persuaded that Christian conscience could be protected in 

other ways, in particular by the clause 4 defence of ‘grave financial and other 

hardship’52and the amendment was negated. Mr Wood, however, suggested that the 

court should make a thorough enquiry into the issue of ‘hardship’ when this defence 

was raised similar to that envisaged by the Putting Asunder Report into all divorces.  

Another amendment brought by Richard Body (MP for Holland with Boston), a 

Quaker,53 and supported by the Catholic MP Simon Mahon (MP for Bootle) sought to 

                                                             
51 HC Deb 12th June 1969, vol 784, col 1925 
52 See Divorce Reform Bill, Appendix 2. 
53 http://www.history of parliamentonline.org/volume/oral-history/member/body-richard-1927 accessed 
19.9.2016  

http://www.history/
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fortify s2(1)(b)54 by changing the phrase ‘reasonably be expected to live with the 

respondent’ to ‘health of the petitioner has been or is likely to be injured’. The 

Solicitor-General explained that the idea of the original phrase was to reflect the law 

in the current case law,55 to retain evidence of cruelty but to move away from the 

‘…matrimonial offence, with all its emotional overtones and implications’.56  

Mr Abse summed up the discussion 

The formula used here originally emerged not out of careless thought but from 

the consensus which came from the long meeting between the Church 

Committee which had sat under the Bishop of Exeter and the Law 

Commissioners. I mention this because the House should know that this 

formula is one upon which the thoughts and attention of both those bodies 

have been deployed.57 

He omitted to say that the formula in The Consensus was stronger using the term 

‘Intolerable’ but that this had been lost at the drafting stage.  

The amendment was overwhelmingly beaten, ayes 37 and Noes 121, revealing little 

desire in the House to return to any sense of blame in divorce law. Again the 

argument was put that two key institutions in the process the Church of England and 

the Law Commission were for the original wording.  

  

                                                             
54 See Appendix 2 
55 He was referring to such cases as Gollins v Gollins [1964] AC 644 (HL) and Williams v Williams 
[1964] AC 598 
56 HC Deb 12th June 1969, vol 784, col 1909 
57 HC Deb 12th June 1969, vol 784, col 1914 
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Third Reading 

In the Third Reading similar sentiments were expressed, as at earlier stages, that 

religious belief and morals could not be enforced by law, but were better taught by 

the Church and educators and that the Church of England agreed with this. Thus 

there was a general acceptance of the principle of irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage that all the law could do was ascertain the current state of marriages and 

should not be the judge of who was to blame for a marriage breaking down. 

However, concerns were again raised about financial matters for those divorced 

against their will.  

Leo Abse summed up 

But I have been anxious throughout to do nothing to destroy the agreement 

reached between the Archbishop’s Group and the Law Commissioners, since 

I believe that that agreement is the best basis for a more rational and 

compassionate divorce law. 

And Mr Emery another supporter of the Bill commenting that the Bill ‘…seems a 

major step forward which today even the Church is willing to accept.’ 

In the final analysis the Bill’s successful passage through the House of Commons 

probably had more to do with factors such as the Labour majority, lack of 

Conservative MPs voting in the Third Reading and a change of public opinion than 

the Church of England’s influence. Both promoters and opposers appeared to accept 

the principle of irretrievable breakdown of marriage and no-one argued for a return to 

the matrimonial offence.  Amendments tabled by those of faith, in an effort to make 
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divorce less easy, were overwhelmingly defeated.58 Even a united Church of 

England or Christian opposition would probably have made no difference. The final 

vote was 109 votes for the Bill and 55 against. Yet, the fact that promoters of the Bill 

in the House of Commons still emphasised the findings of the Putting Asunder 

Report and The Consensus so much suggests that the Church of England was still 

regarded as a powerful force in family law policy. The fact that the Report not only 

dismissed the matrimonial offence, but also promoted the irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage principle, made life very much easier for the reformers. The Church of 

England no longer led or co-ordinated the opposition in the way it had done for 

previous divorce bills.  

 

3.6.2 House of Lords 
(i) Second Reading59 

Main Promoter of the Bill – Lord Stow Hill 

It was in this House that the reformers could expect more opposition to the Bill given 

the presence of Church of England Bishops and the general conservative nature of 

the House.  Certainly the promoters of the Bill were anxious to get the Bishops on 

board.60 They were still, in a sense, regarded as guardians of morality and had 

mustered opposition to defeat previous bills. Yet the authority of the Bishops’ 

speeches were diminished due to them not arguing from a common front and 

                                                             
58 Amendment 35 was defeated 37 to 121 and amendment 10 was defeated 36 to 109. 
59 The Second Reading is recorded in HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 303 beginning at col 296 
60 The Bishop of London reported to Robert Beloe that he had talked to Stow Hill in the House of 
Lords who took the involvement of the Bishops in the debate very seriously “Stow Hill was very 
anxious to do anything he could to make it possible for the Bishops to support the Bill – short, of 
course, of altering it!” (Ramsey vol.162,f. 60) 
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because attention was diverted from them to the findings of the Putting Asunder 

Report and the compromise made with the Law Commission.  

For instance, Lord Stow Hill who introduced the Bill, in a similar way to Alec Jones in 

the House of Commons, pointed to the fact that this Bill was the outcome of work by 

two committees comprised of churchmen and lawyers and with minor alterations was 

based on the agreement of these two bodies.61 He also used the respectability of the 

Archbishop’s group to decry the label of ‘Casanova’s charter’ that had been attached 

to the Bill. Lee describes how the House laughed at the suggestion that the Church 

of England would agree to such a bill.62 

Later Lord Stow Hill used the fact that the Archbishop’s Group believed in the 

replacement of the matrimonial offence by the concept of irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage to reassure the House, ‘If this change is in principle right, the rest of the Bill 

follows from it’.63He then gave evidence of how this principle pervaded the whole Bill, 

in particular giving justification to s2(1) (the presumptions), which was the main 

concession made by the  Putting Asunder Group in their negotiations with the Law 

Commission, and how that allowed more opportunities for reconciliation in particular. 

But, my Lords, the basic objective of the Archbishop’s Group, that real 

breakdown should be the test, is preserved in many provisions of the Bill, 

notably in the requirement in Clause 2(3), that the court is to grant a decree 

on such proof only if the evidence viewed as a whole points to the marriage 

having in a real sense floundered; and in a further provision in Clause 3(2), 

that if the judge thinks at any stage in the proceedings that there is the hope 

                                                             
61 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 3033, col 296 
62 Lee p.172. 
63 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 3033, col 298 
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of reconciliation he may adjourn the proceedings for as long as he thinks right 

to give that hope a real chance of maturing into a reconciliation between the 

parties. Further, Clause 3(1) requires the petitioner’s solicitor, before any 

petition for divorce is launched, to discuss - and later to certify to the court that 

he has discussed - with the petitioner the possibility of a reconciliation, and 

has given him or her the names of persons, such as marriage guidance 

advisers, who might be of help.64 

In going on to discuss the separation grounds no mention is made of the Putting 

Asunder Report’s recommendations but, in rebutting the opposition argument that 

five year separation without consent allows the wrongdoer to benefit from his wrong, 

he cleverly creates the image that he contemplates the thinking of the Putting 

Asunder Group in its move away from the matrimonial offence to irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage, 

When I hear it, I always think how wise the Archbishop’s Group was in 

advising us to travel away from 1857 to 1969 and to dump the matrimonial 

offence and all the antiquated junk that goes with it beneath the waves for 

ever.65 

                                                             
64HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 3033, col 299. He then went on to give an example of this and to explain 
in more detail how the proof of irretrievable breakdown of marriage by adultery meant that the 
petitioner not only had to prove an incident of adultery but that in addition had to prove that ‘married 
life with the respondent is unthinkable'. And continued ‘This again is an indication of how anxious was 
the Archbishop’s Group, so far from drawing up a “Casanova’s charter”, to insert in the Bill every 
possible safeguard to hasty, ill-considered divorce, with a view to strengthening and reinforcing 
respect for the institution of marriage.’ 
Later he discussed clause 3 subsections (3), (4) and (5) provisions which allow an attempt at 
reconciliation up to six months without prejudicing the Petitioner’s using the facts of adultery, 
intolerable behaviour, desertion or separation. ‘I cite this provision as yet one more effort by the 
Archbishop’s Group to save marriages where there is the least chance of putting the pieces together 
again. It is a valuable provision, because it means that the petitioner’s solicitor can advise him or her 
with complete safety to go to the extreme limit to see whether, after all, a last-minute reconciliation 
may not be possible.’ 
65 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 3033, col 303 
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 Thus, again, the role of the Putting Asunder Group was used to good effect to 

support the view that the matrimonial offence should go, without the proviso 

contained in the Putting Asunder Report itself that it should only be abandoned if the 

new principle of irretrievable breakdown of marriage was linked to a full inquest.  

 

Main Opponent of the Bill – Baroness Summerskill 

There was an attempt, by some members, to point out that not all the Church of 

England was in agreement with the Bill. Baroness Summerskill, the first opposing 

speaker in the debate, observed 

Frankly, I think it was a little unfair to quote on so many occasions the 

Archbishop’s Committee. What the noble Lord said almost indicated that the 

Church in this country is wholly behind this Bill. I have had a colossal post on 

this subject and I must say that the letters I have had from the clergy did not 

indicate to me that the whole of the Church supports this Bill.66 

 However, her own opposition was not centred on irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage being wrong in principle, but rather concentrated on the two separation 

grounds and the financial hardships that could result for a wife who is divorced on 

the fact of five year separation. She did flag up that it was very likely the two year 

separation with consent clause was the reason the Archbishop had criticised the Bill 

when it was published. So, despite revealing the divisions in the Church of England’s 

view at many levels she did not counter the Putting Asunder Report’s adherence to 

the breakdown principle. 

                                                             
66 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 3033, col 307 
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The Speeches of the Bishops 

Nothing reflected the divided position of the Church of England over the Bill as much 

as the speeches of three of its leaders. Bishop Mortimer, the Bishop of Exeter and 

chairman of the Putting Asunder Group spoke for the Bill (largely The Consensus  

position);  the Bishop of Leicester, Ronald Williams, spoke against it and defended 

the matrimonial offence (the current law position);  and Archbishop Ramsey who 

announced that he would abstain.67 Archbishop Ramsey, whilst he was for the 

principle of irretrievable breakdown in general and supported the findings of the 

Putting Asunder Group could not support the Bill based on The Consensus position 

due to ‘matters of justice and principle’.68  All three underlined the Church’s teaching 

of life-long marriage but differed in their approach to how that should influence the 

divorce law.  

  

                                                             
67 The Archbishop was uncertain how to vote and sought the advice of the Archbishop of York in a 
letter of 13th May 1969, Ramsey Papers, vol 162, f.28) though there is no evidence of a reply.  
66 The Bishop of Bristol raised the issue of whether the Bishops would have a common approach in 
April 1968 at the time the Wilson bill was going through Parliament and a meeting of Bishops, who sat 
in the House of Lords, met on 25th June 1968. ( see Archbishop Ramsey’s correspondence in Ramsey 
Papers, vol 162, ff.. 249-268) However a common approach was not adopted during the passage of 
the Jones bill through Parliament.  
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Ramsey’s speech69 

He opened by reinforcing the teaching of the Church of England, saying that 

 I approach the subject we are discussing…from the starting point of the 

Church’s belief that marriage is the lifelong union of a man and a woman…. 

He recognised the dilemma of having compassion for those in unhappy marriages 

and the stigma for illegitimate children with the law’s need to educate. His chief 

concern was therefore, 

 Does the proposal tend to weaken the institution of marriage in the eyes of 

those who are approaching marriage, or does it encourage those who are 

approaching marriage to have a lower view of its lifelong obligation? 

                                                             
69HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 303, cols 338-342 It is well documented in the Ramsey Papers that the 
Archbishop, whilst accepting the findings of the Putting Asunder Report itself did not agree entirely 
with The Consensus agreed between the Putting Asunder Group and the Law Commission. In an 
Evening Standard article on 19th January 1968 he criticised several aspects of the Wilson Bill which 
he intimated were based on proposals made by the Law Commission. (Ramsey Papers vol 117, 
f.189). This created a storm of protest from the Law Commission who did not want to be perceived as 
making proposals and surprise by members of the Putting Asunder Group who did not seem to realise 
the Archbishop’s reservations. This led to Mortimer, Anderson and Bentley having to do damage 
limitation and led to an apology from the Archbishop to Lord Justice Scarman (Ramsey vol 117. f. 222 
19/2/68) to set the record straight that the Bill came out of joint proposals. (However see chapter 2 on 
negotiations – the Law Commission did take the initiative and do the drafting). In correspondence with 
Canon Bentley (Ramsey vol. 117 f.203 15th Feb,1968) he explained his relationship to the Putting 
Asunder Group and the later negotiation. 
‘As to my attitude to the proposals which emanated from the discussion between the Law 
Commission and some of the authors of Putting Asunder, I have never regarded myself as involved in 
these proposals. I demurred to the group reporting formally to me as it was not a group responsible to 
me or me to them. I had encouraged the discussions of this joint-group but regarded their findings as 
something for the public to consider on their merits, and there was no question of bringing the findings 
to any Church body. Before the findings were finalised I expressed dissatisfaction on two matters. 
I am very sorry if the authors of Putting Asunder were surprised by my view of the Bill. I have on my 
part a bit of a grievance, though I do not know exactly with whom and therefore I do not treat it as a 
grievance, that propaganda for the Bill before its publication made out that it was supported by the 
Church of England on the assumption that anything said by some of the authors on Putting Asunder 
necessarily carried the support of the Archbishop of Canterbury and the support of the Church 
generally. That fallacy had to be broken up. 
On the total merits of the Bill I find it very hard indeed to judge as to whether the total law proposed is 
or is not better than the total law as it is now. It is possible to criticise the proposed Bill from the 
standpoint of arguments contained within Putting Asunder, the thesis of which I welcomed and 
supported whole-heartedly though with a feeling that if these were altered at all it might be 
insupportable.’ 
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 due to the 

 …educative effect of the law.70 

In general terms he did not believe that the concept of irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage would if the ‘blemishes’ could be dealt with.71  

However, he did not explicitly plead to go back to the original proposal of the Putting 

Asunder Report that there should be an inquest or criticise in general terms the idea 

of presumptions. In theory he was for irretrievable breakdown of marriage but was 

not able or willing to set out how this would look in practice to his satisfaction. His 

position was not clear cut and this, coupled with the fact that he took no further part 

in parliamentary proceedings after the Second Reading, meant his influence was 

limited. 

Bishop of Exeter72 

The most surprising aspect of the Bishop of Exeter’s speech is his admission that he 

had moved from a belief in the indissolubility of marriage to one of adherence to life-

long marriage. Whilst the change might not make much sense to a lay observer, it 

meant that he could now argue for a secular divorce law, in a way that would not 

have been compatible with his earlier position as an indissolubilist.73This move 

                                                             
70 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 338. 
71HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 338. These three blemishes related firstly to the presumption of 
breakdown based on a two year period of separation rather than three where there was consent 
(though this Bill could not be criticised as introducing consent any more than was operating under the 
old law;) secondly the financial safeguards in the case of unilateral divorce after five year separation, 
as only needing to be the ‘best that can be made in the circumstances’ and not necessarily needing to 
be ‘reasonable and fair’ and thirdly the seeming weakness of the wording of the public 
interest/interests of justice defence where one party had behaved so badly that it would be inequitable 
to grant them a divorce. 
72 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol.303,cols.375-380  
73 His position as an indissolubilist is clear in his revision of T.A. Lacey’s book, Marriage in Church and 
State (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1947) 
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seems likely to have occurred prior to him taking up chairmanship of the Putting 

Asunder Group, which had as its terms of reference the search for a new principle of 

divorce.74 He himself, confessed he found this change puzzling.  

 His speech makes more sense with the knowledge of this change in his theological 

stance. He also referred to scripture that, in reality, anyone divorcing and remarrying 

was committing adultery. That the ideal for a society is one in which monogamy is 

adhered to. Yet for current society, where you cannot make people monogamous,  it 

was more realistic to follow the concession given by Moses in the Old Testament 

that divorce should be possible because of ‘the hardness of heart’ of the people.75 

He did not believe, thereby, that the new law would weaken the ‘institution of 

marriage’ or ‘damage society’ because the law could not stop people deserting their 

marriages even if it could stop them doing so legally.  

He put a lot of belief in the court’s ability to make a judgment on irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage in addition to the petitioner proving one of the five facts and 

the presumption of breakdown being very rebuttable and not conclusive 

…the courts must take seriously their duty to inquire into all the facts alleged 

and be quite sure that they are satisfied that the marriage has irretrievably 

broken down. In other words, the evidence of the matrimonial offence as proof 

of irretrievable breakdown of the marriage must be treated as rebuttable, and 

not as conclusive, evidence.76 

                                                             
74 Putting Asunder, A Divorce Law for Contemporary Society (London, SPCK, 1966), p.ix 
75 This was the scripture used in the Putting Asunder Report to justify the Church of England 
accepting a secular law which fell short of the biblical ideal 
76 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 303, col.379 
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and the desire of most couples in the majority of cases not to put blame on the 

other.77 

He recognised the paradox of the concept of irretrievable breakdown of marriage 

and the possible injustice of someone being divorced against their consent but felt 

the damage was done more at the point of separation than at divorce.  

The Bishop of Leicester78 

He did not support the Bill and more forcefully than Ramsey had expressed his 

concern at the 

 educative force of the law…Houses of Parliament convey in a subtle way to 

the people, that, after all, marriage is not so very permanent and 

indissoluble.79  

He was concerned that the breakdown of marriage concept which ‘…has swept 

through the thoughtful world almost like an epidemic.’80 was aiding this. 

If there is no such thing as a matrimonial offence, is there not the implication 

that there is no such thing as a matrimonial standard?81 

Other Key Church of England Speakers82 

Lord Denning was the most significant of these, a renowned Christian judge, who 

spoke for the Bill based mainly on the reasoning that irretrievable breakdown as a 

                                                             
77 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 303, col.376 
78 HL Debate 30th June 1969, vol 303, cols.402-406  
79 HL Debate 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 406 
80 HL Debate 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 403 
81HL Debate 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 403  
82 HL Debate 30th June 1969, vol 303, cols 398-400 
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concept was already used by the courts to ensure those who wanted to be divorced 

could do so. 

Other speakers 

Other speakers in the debate referred to the Putting Asunder Report to support the 

view that the matrimonial offence should be eradicated. Lord Sandford, in asking the 

question whether the present law was bad, said that those who gave evidence to the 

Putting Asunder Committee were in a good position to judge that it was – they 

included the President and two judges of the Probate, Divorce and Admiralty Division 

of the High Court.83 Lord Ilford also referred to the Putting Asunder Group 

condemning ‘the retention of the matrimonial offence’.84 Viscount Dilhorne mentioned 

the Primate’s views several times in that the present law ‘seems to foster hostility 

between the spouses’ and ‘that our present law on divorce is in a wholly 

unsatisfactory state’.85 Lord Platt quoted Bishop Mortimer as saying the present laws 

were ‘unpleasant and discreditable’.86Lord Silkin said the Primate had condemned 

the present law ‘in even stronger terms’ than others.87Moreover, some pointed to 

churchmen as advocating the irretrievable breakdown of marriage principle. Lord 

Denning was pleased that his support of this principle ‘conforms with the views of 

many people on the Episcopal Bench’.88 

There was also, however, criticism of the Putting Asunder Group’s approach. Lord 

Longford, a Roman Catholic, anticipating the speech of the Bishop of Exeter, spoke 

                                                             
83HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 332. This statement ignored the fact that those giving evidence 
to the Putting Asunder Group had different views and were not uniformly in favour of a new law. 
84 Though he himself was against the Bill being read for a second time. HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 
303 col 359 
85 HL 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 364 
86 HL 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 401 
87 HL 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 407 
88 HL 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 400 
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of him having ‘ratted’ on his earlier ‘magnificent view’. Six years ago the Bishop of 

Exeter had said, in the context of a parliamentary debate on divorce by consent and 

unilateral divorce, that provisions for the wife were not sufficient.  

We believe that once it is established by law that marriage can be brought to 

an end either by the mutual consent of both parties or even by a single 

unilateral act of will of one, you strike a blow at the stability of marriage and 

thereby run the risk of creating far more unhappiness than this clause would 

cure.89 

The debate went on for over seven hours with twenty-eight speakers. About half of 

these referred to the Church of England’s stance, with most of these using the 

Putting Asunder Report as supporting the demise of the matrimonial offence and a 

few as supporting the principle of irretrievable breakdown of marriage. Twice as 

many spoke for the Bill than against it, even though some who spoke for had some 

reservations and made some criticisms. However, there was an overwhelming sense 

that if the principle of irretrievable breakdown of marriage was agreed, the detail of 

the bill could be dealt with in committee. Whilst the Archbishop abstained, because 

of the ‘blemishes’90  in the Bill, he was seen as supporting the abolition of the 

matrimonial offence and upholding the central new principle of the irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage. No-one, not even the Archbishop argued from the point of 

view of the original Putting Asunder Report that the inquest was the only real way of 

determining irretrievable breakdown of marriage. Therefore whilst other Christian 

                                                             
89 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 373 
90 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 342 
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views were expressed, particularly that this change in principle would erode moral 

standards in marriage and the Earl of Longford pleaded 

Therefore, I certainly do not feel that we are in the position of having to pay 

very much attention to what might be called an agreed C of E view.91 

Lee is correct in stating 

Nevertheless, ever since the Church of England had accepted the principles laid 

down by Putting Asunder, a systematic opposition against the Bill had been 

lacking.92 

In any event the vote in favour of the Bill was overwhelming – contents 122 and non-

contents 34. Bishop Mortimer acted as a teller. Five bishops voted for and three 

against with the Archbishop abstaining. Whilst the Bishops, who did not attend the 

vote on such a major social change, could be criticised for their absence, it would 

have made little difference to the final result. 

(ii) Committee Stage  

The proceedings and the way the Bishops voted reveals in more detail what they 

were trying to achieve, given that the irretrievable breakdown of marriage concept 

had now been accepted. Did they stand for the original Putting Asunder Report 

position or for The Consensus position? The Archbishop took no part in these 

proceedings and there is no evidence to indicate what advice, if any, he gave to 

other bishops who were involved. Bishop Mortimer did take a full part. It is difficult to 

see an entirely consistent pattern of involvement and voting by the Bishops but this 

                                                             
91 HL Deb 30th June 1969, vol 303, col 373 
92 B.H.Lee, Divorce Law Reform in England, (London, Peter Owen Ltd, 1974), p.117. 
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is not surprising as not all the same bishops were present at the same sittings. There 

appears to be a general support for The Consensus position but at times a wavering 

back in favour of the Putting Asunder original position where this seemed 

achievable. This demonstrates their anxiety that the law should really have 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage at its centre and not be a cloak for the old law of 

matrimonial offence.  

Committee – 10th July 1969 

Lord Ilford’s Amendment – Amendment 293 

This would have effectively done away with the presumptions on which irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage was based in the draft Bill and reverted back to the approach 

of the Putting Asunder Report that irretrievable breakdown of marriage should be 

proved by an inquest style investigation into each marriage. This was to do away 

with the ‘dilemma’ of the ‘inconsistency’ of the Bill as it presently stood, with the 

paradox of the irretrievable breakdown of marriage principle on the one hand but the 

need to prove this by facts which mirrored the old matrimonial offences.94 It was, in 

effect, a re-run of the negotiations between the Putting Asunder Group and the Law 

Commission, with, in the end, pragmatism overcoming principle. Whilst all the 

speakers appreciated this inconsistency to an extent, most felt that this must be lived 

with to avoid  

…endless expense, endless delay, and inquiries into intimate human 

behaviour that…it is [not] appropriate or right for a court to inquire into.95 

                                                             
93 HL Deb 10th July 1969, vol. 303, col 1214 
94Lord Goodman HL Deb 10th July 1969, vol 303, col 1216 
95 Lord Goodman HL Deb 10th July 1969, vol 303, col 1217 
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The Bishop of Durham whilst ‘sympath[etic]’ to the amendment wondered in the end 

whether the formula was inconsistent, as the presumptions were ‘helpful criteria’ and 

required more than the matrimonial offence under the old law.96 None of the Bishops 

who attended defended the original Putting Asunder Report position. The 

amendment was withdrawn bringing to an end any hope that the recommendations 

of the Putting Asunder Report would be reverted to wholesale. 

Other amendments relating to irretrievable breakdown of marriage 

The voting of the Bishops in respect of other amendments did show a desire to move 

back to the original Putting Asunder Report to an extent. For instance all six Bishops 

present voted for Viscount Hodson’s amendment.97 This would make the proof of 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage a positive requirement for the petitioner in 

addition to proving one of the five facts, rather than irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage being presumed from a proving of a fact.  Similarly all five Bishops present 

voted for Lord Vilhorne’s98 amendment (amendment 3) and Bishop Mortimer spoke 

for it.99  This would have the effect of removing s2(1)(a), where irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage could be proved on adultery and intolerability. Strange as 

some other members of the House found this,100 it was consistent with the principle 

of irretrievable breakdown of marriage with as much enquiry by the court into the 

facts as possible, as these cases would now come under s2(1)(b) behaviour cases. 

                                                             
96 HL Deb 10th July 1969, vol 303, col 1218 
97 Amendment 14 HL Deb 11th July, vol 303, col 1314 
98 Amendment 3, HL Deb 10th July, vol 303, col 1221 
99 Amendment 3, HL Deb 10th July, vol 303, col 1229 
100 Lord Goodman pointed out to the Bishops that marital fidelity was at the heart of marriage and the 
divorce law should emphatically declare this by retaining adultery as evidence of breakdown. 
Baroness Summerskill was also amazed that the Bishops should suggest ‘that we should dispense 
with the guidelines for adultery.’ 
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It would also be consistent with their desire to move away from using a fact which 

smacked of the old matrimonial offence doctrine.  

Amendments relating to periods of separation 

Baroness Summerskill – Amendment 7101 

Two such amendments were tabled on these clauses of the Bill. These sections 

were the most controversial as they introduced for the first time the possibility of 

establishing the ground for divorce based on periods of separation either by consent, 

after two years separation, or without consent, after five years. The first amendment, 

moved by Baroness Summerskill, would extend the period of separation for the 

purpose of s2(1)(d) from two years to three years. This was one of the blemishes 

that the Archbishop had talked about as preventing him from voting for the Bill. The 

Bishop of Blackburn and the Bishop of Lichfield spoke for the amendment, Bishop 

Mortimer against. His reasoning was that divorce could not be initiated in the first 

three years of marriage anyway, so that in practice three years had to elapse. He 

was also mindful that a longer period of separation might encourage couples to use 

a matrimonial offence type fact instead, that is s2(1)(a-c). Three bishops voted for 

this amendment and one bishop against. Bishop Mortimer spoke but did not vote, 

presumably as he did not want it to appear that he was in favour of making divorce 

easier, even though by his own logic it would not.   

  

                                                             
101HL Deb 10th July 1969, vol 303, col 1251 
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Lord Reid’s amendment – Amendment 10102 

Lord Reid’s amendment proposed to leave out s2(1)(e) altogether – the presumption 

that the marriage had broken down after five years separation even if the 

Respondent did not consent.  

Similar concerns were raised as in the Second Reading, of the justice of this 

presumption and whether the financial protections for someone divorced against 

their will were adequate. None of the Bishops spoke on this but three bishops voted 

for the amendment and two bishops, including Bishop Mortimer voted against, 

presumably because such a long separation, where one person thought the 

marriage was at an end, came within the spirit of irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage. Lord Denning made a heartfelt plea to let these dead marriages end, 

reiterating the point that ‘the principle of this Bill is the irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage,’103  and asking Parliament to trust the judges to do financial justice 

between the parties.  

Amendments relating to reconciliation104 

These were dealt with on 11th July 1969. Some amendments were tabled concerning 

clause 3, reconciliation provisions but no changes were made.  

Amendments relating to defences 

These were largely dealt with on 15th July.105 The Bishop of Leicester took an active 

part in these as whilst he had voted against the irretrievable breakdown of marriage 

                                                             
102 HL Deb 10th July 1969, vol 303, col 1281 
103 HL Deb 10th July 1969, vol 303, col 1301 
104 The debates on 11th July are recorded in HL Deb 11th July,  vol 303, cols 1313-87 
105 The debates on 15th July are recorded in HL Deb 15th July 1969, vol 304, cols 140-240 
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principle in the Second Reading, he now accepted that it had been agreed as the 

main principle and that religious people can have ‘deep and most sacred convictions’ 

about their marriage ‘without always claiming that those sacred matters should be 

embodied in full in the law of a society which has become pluralistic’.106 He spoke 

during the discussion of amendment 27107 which would remove the word ‘grave’ from 

the clause 4 defence. The advocates of this amendment recognised that if the word 

grave remained, the defence would only be used in exceptional cases. However, 

those against pointed to this being counter to the irretrievable breakdown of marriage 

principle. He proposed that this defence only made sense if it related solely to 

s2(1)(e) divorces, to safeguard those who were being divorced without their consent 

after five years separation.  Ultimately he did not vote. Only one bishop is recorded 

as voting for this amendment.   

Through support of several amendments Bishop Mortimer made an attempt to bring 

back a more general public interest defence to divorce which went beyond financial 

protections. He desired to see a defence where a petitioner had behaved so 

despicably that he should not be granted a divorce as a matter of justice. This would 

maintain a certain standard of moral in marriage. However, this was not achieved. 

In fact, little was changed at this stage and it was pointed out by several speakers, 

referring to the examination of the issue of divorce since the Royal Commission 

which included the Putting Asunder investigation and Report and negotiations with 

the Law Commission as well as the Second Reading debate 

                                                             
106 HL Deb 15th July 1969, vol 303, col 146 
107 The debate on this amendment starts at HL Deb 15th July, vol 303, col 147.The Bishop of 
Leicester’s main contribution is at HL Deb 15th July 1969, vol 303, col 158. 
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…that the matter has been examined, re-examined, investigated and 

discussed in the country.108  

 

(ii)The Report Stage109 

Much of the Report stage was dedicated to discussing s2(1)(e), the five year 

separation fact and whether the period of separation should only count if one party 

made it known that the separation was ‘on account of matrimonial difficulties’.110 

(amendment 6). The Bishop of Exeter spoke against this amendment due to the 

pressure it would put on couples to declare the marriage had broken down at an 

early stage of a separation111. Several other speakers referred to his speech, even 

those who disagreed and supported the amendment thought his words had 

‘considerable force’112 and ‘a cogent argument’. Those who agreed with him thought 

he had put ‘his finger directly on the point’.113 Lord Hodson thought that the 

interpretation of living apart could be left to the judges. The amendment was 

defeated by 24 votes, three Bishops voting for it and two against, including Bishop 

Mortimer.  

Lord Sandford, in the course of the debate, observed about the five presumptions of 

breakdown, including the one under discussion 

This is not, we all agree, the ideal way to establish breakdown, and it is not 

the way that the Archbishop’s Group has recommended. It is agreed, 

                                                             
108 Hl Deb, 15th July 1969, vol 304, col 238 
109 The Report stage is recorded in HL Deb 24th July 1969, vol 304, cols 1079-1164 
110 See amendment 6 moved by the Earl of Cork and Orrery at HL Deb 24th July 1969, vol 304, col 
1082 
111 See his speech at HL Deb 24th July 1969, vol 304, col 1092  
112 Lord Sanford, HL Deb 24th July 1969, vol 304, col 1100 
113 Lord Stow Hill, HL Deb 24th July 1969, vol 304, col 1120 
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however, to be the only practicable way, and the Bill has been drafted 

accordingly. These are crude, rough-and-ready indicators.114  

Amendment 9 was also reintroduced, which would limit the ‘grave financial and other 

hardship’115defence to s2(1)(e) divorces only and not to the other presumptions. The 

Bishop of Exeter spoke in favour of this, saying it had always been the intention 

when the bill was first drafted.116The amendment was withdrawn on the basis that 

this section would be narrowed and discussed again at the Third Reading stage.117  

 

(iii) Third Reading – 13th Oct 1969118 

This was relatively short and though objections to the Bill were still made there was a 

palpable feeling that all discussion had been had and that the Bill, however 

imperfect, should now be passed. 

The Bishop of Leicester and Bishop Mortimer both spoke, supporting an amendment 

to clause 4 that the ‘grave financial and other hardship’ defence was always intended 

to, and should only apply to s2(1)(e), the five year separation presumption and not to 

all the other four presumptions. Again this support by the Bishops of an amendment 

to narrow the defence, whilst a broader defence applying to all the presumptions 

                                                             
114 HL Deb 24th July 1969, vol 304, col 1122 
115 HL Deb 24th July 1969, vol 304, col 1134 
116 This is an interesting comment and suggests the Bishop of Exeter had some part at the drafting 
stage. There is no evidence of this in the papers. The Consensus only refers to a general public policy 
defence. Certainly there was a change in this defence to the ‘grave financial and other hardship’ 
wording in the draft Bill but it was not specific to s2(1)(e) divorces at this stage. Cretney says the Bill 
was drafted by parliamentary draftsman in the Law Commission, though their part in this was 
confidential.(see letter Scarman to Bishop Mortimer, 25th January 1968, National Archives BC3/378, 
82A). It is of course possible that Mortimer was consulted about the final wording of the draft Bill even 
if there is no documentary evidence.  
117 HL Deb 24th July 1969, vol 304, col 1143 
118 HL Deb 13th October 1969, vol 304, cols 1253-88 
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might lead to a few less divorces, might be surprising. Their approach does make 

sense, however, in that the amendment was more in the spirit of irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage, which particularly the Bishop of Exeter saw as his guiding 

principle.  The amendment was agreed to without a division. 

The Lord Chancellor in the penultimate speech at this stage, in congratulating Lord 

Stow Hill in guiding the Bill through the House made this observation 

So far as credits are due, it was your Lordships’ House which started this, with 

the long debate on Putting Asunder, the publication of the Committee 

appointed by the most reverend Primate, which came out firmly in support of 

the proposition that instead of having a divorce law based on the view that 

marriages break down only because somebody commits a matrimonial fault, 

we should altogether abandon that view and provide as the sole ground of 

divorce the fact that the marriage has irretrievably broken down.119  

The Bill was read for the third time without a division. 

  

                                                             
119 HL Deb 13th October 1969, vol 304, col 1285 
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3.7 Conclusions 
The influence that the Church of England had on the Bill is not easily quantifiable.120 

It is impossible to say emphatically that divorce law would not have been achieved 

without Church of England support. However, the prominence which the Putting 

Asunder Report and The Consensus had in the debates suggests the Church of 

England was still regarded as an important player in family law policy and their voice 

counted.  

The difficulty in analysing the Church of England influence is particularly the case as 

the Church of England’s position was confused by the difference of opinion reflected 

in the speeches from the church leadership. Despite the Archbishop’s reservations 

about the Bill based on The Consensus he did not discourage Bishop Mortimer from 

taking a central role in supporting the Bill. Many people wrote to the Archbishop 

during 1968 and 1969 asking him to clarify his position and expressing confusion on 

what the Church of England’s position was. In his many replies he did outline his 

own view that he believed in irretrievable breakdown of marriage but had 

reservations about what the draft Bill was trying to achieve this.121He had started the 

process of the Church moving to divorce by irretrievable breakdown of marriage but 

failed to translate his theoretical support for the new concept of divorce into 

legislation to his satisfaction. Neither did he consolidate or lead the Church in his 

own position. Perhaps like others he thought this Bill was the best that could be 

achieved, but wanted the freedom to argue for amendments to see if improvements 

could be made. This is more probable than a strategy concocted between Mortimer 

and Ramsey to have two bites of the cherry, Ramsey to argue for a more Putting 

                                                             
120 Similar conclusions have been reached by Matthew Grimley on the decriminalisation of 
homosexuality issue, see Mathew Grimley, ‘Law, Morality and Secularisation: The Church of England 
and the Wolfenden Report, 1954-67’ The Journal of Ecclesiastical History 60.4 (Oct 2009) 725-741 
121 See for instance the Ramsey Papers vol. 138, ff. 4-10 
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Asunder Report position but, if this was not achievable, for Mortimer to plead The 

Consensus position. There is no correspondence to suggest they were working 

together.  

This left the Putting Asunder proposals, as compromised by the negotiations with the 

Law Commission, as the dominant influence. The Putting Asunder Group’s 

pragmatic approach to settling with the Law Commission was the most crucial factor. 

Almost certainly divorce reform without the Church of England involvement would 

have emerged in a different form. The Act that emerged was striking in its similarity 

to The Consensus agreed between the Putting Asunder Group and the Law 

Commission. It was the agreement with the Law Commission which was the decisive 

influence and this became the basis of the Bill .The most important changes that 

occurred to the Bill, in its passage through Parliament, were the change in the 

wording of the s2(1)(b) divorce, taking out the phrase which would have required the 

behaviour of the respondent to be intolerable as well as being behaviour that the 

respondent could not reasonably be expected to live with; and the change to the 

defence in respect of s2(1)(e) divorces - in The Consensus this had been a general 

public interest defence in all cases, where all the circumstances of the case, 

including the conduct of the parties required it, whereas in the Act it became the 

specific defence to s2(1)(e) 

…grave financial or other hardship to the respondent and that it would in all 

the circumstances be wrong to dissolve the marriage… 

These changes were made at the drafting stage, by the Law Commission draftsman, 

rather than in Parliament, except that the ‘grave or financial hardship’ defence was 
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amended to relate to only s2(1)(e) cases in the House of Lords at the committee 

stage. Bishop Mortimer pointed out that this was a mistake in the drafting.122 

 In both Houses the idea that the Church of England supported the concept of 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage was firmly established from early on and the 

condition of a full inquest, that the original Putting Asunder Report made this 

dependent on, was lost. No-one in either House advocated the return of the inquest 

and an amendment by Lord Ilford in the House of Lords which would have brought it 

back was not ultimately supported by any of the Bishops.123 Where it might have 

reappeared by the backdoor, where a defence under s4 was pleaded, Parliament 

decided to leave in the word ‘grave’ so that this defence could only succeed in 

exceptional cases.124   

The Church of England’s input in the House of Lords was led by Bishop Mortimer 

who took a full part in the debates and demonstrated a detailed understanding of the 

issues raised by the Bill. He worked immensely hard during the debates to largely 

support The Consensus that had been agreed with the Law Commission. He 

supported the concept of irretrievable breakdown of marriage passionately with an 

optimistic view that the five presumptions could be rebutted, and sufficient 

safeguards were in place to protect the innocent spouse. He almost invariably voted 

with the reformers and only voted against them and for amendments when he 

                                                             
122 The stronger wording of s2(1)(b) divorces ie those based on behaviour in The Consensus was 
watered down from ‘so intolerable’ to ‘behaviour that the petitioner could not reasonably be expected 
to live with’ but this happened at the drafting of the Bill stage before the Bill was presented to 
Parliament. The Consensus also stated in s7(b) that the public interest was generally served by 
ending dead marriages. This reflected the overall spirit of the irretrievable breakdown of marriage 
principle, the principle that Bishop Mortimer had become so attached to. This central guiding ethos 
determined the later interpretation of the defences (see chapter 4, para. 4.7) and was one of the 
reasons they were so often unsuccessful. 
123 See p.135 above 
124 See p.141 above – only one bishop voted for the amendment to take the word ’grave’ out and the 
Bishop of Leicester abstained.  
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thought that these would sure up the principle of irretrievable breakdown of marriage. 

The Bishop of Leicester was the only Bishop who spoke against the concept of 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage but though he was on the losing side in the 

Second Reading, he continued to take part in the Committee Stage and there 

conceded the change in principle.  

He summed up the dilemma over the reform 

The two particular tides, which have been often in conflict, are a tide of 

compassion for those who are in a difficult position and are wanting to 

regularise their marriages as soon as possible; and, on the other hand, a tide 

of compassion for those who are likely to suffer emotionally or financially 

through the coming into force of this Bill.125 

This is why it was described by the promoter of the Bill Lord Snow Hill as ‘a 

delicately balanced system which emerges.’126 

This is very likely why the Church of England had struggled to find a satisfactory 

position. They had responded out of compassion and used a more secular 

understanding of what was best, a balancing act between interested parties rather 

than adhering to theological principles.127 

In the final analysis the Church of England’s influence in the House of Commons and 

House of Lords did little to change the Bill, though it almost certainly eased its 

passage.  Most of the clauses in The Consensus emerged in a very similar form in 

                                                             
125 HL Deb 15th July 1969, vol 304, col 232 
126 HL Deb 15th July 1969, vol 304, col 165 
127 Helen Oppenheimer would dispute this. She says that the agreement to the breakdown principle 
was not due to secular pressure but was based on a theological understanding that marriages can 
breakdown. 
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the final Act. It was agreeing to The Consensus which, for better or worse, that was 

the real point of influence and during the debates, particularly in the House of Lords, 

the Church of England speakers repeatedly referred to the fact that this was the 

Church of England’s position.  
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Chapter 4: The influence of Putting Asunder in 
the ten years after the Divorce Reform Act 1969 
 

4.1 General Introduction  
What remained of the Putting Asunder ideals, following the negotiations with the Law 

Commission and the Divorce Reform Bill’s passage through Parliament, was 

primarily a statement at the beginning of the Act that the sole ground for divorce was 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage and five facts, any one of which, if proved, 

compelled a court to grant a decree, unless all the evidence pointed to the contrary.1 

The facts themselves had been drafted in the spirit of this irretrievable breakdown 

principle, in an effort to differentiate them from the old fault based grounds. However, 

only time would tell if the judges in the early cases would interpret the statute with 

irretrievable breakdown as a pervading influence or whether they would lapse into 

treating the facts like matrimonial offences, following pre 1969 legislation case law. 

Ultimately the statutory interpretation was entirely out of the Putting Asunder group’s 

hands. As Leo Abse MP, the sponsor of the Bill, and a lawyer commented  

As every lawyer knows, no matter how keen the scrutiny of a Bill by the 

legislature, each Act creates new ambiguities that ultimately can be resolved 

only by the judges adjudicating upon litigation brought before them. 

Legislators are poor prophets and their capacity to anticipate and guard 

against future contingencies is limited.2  

                                                             
1Divorce Reform Act 1969 s1, s2 and s2(3), now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s1(1), (2) and s1(4). 
The Divorce Reform Act 1969 was later consolidated with the Matrimonial Proceedings and Property 
Act 1970 into the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973. For cases in 1971 and 1972, where judges refer to 
the Divorce Reform Act, the footnotes will also give the equivalent reference to the Matrimonial 
Causes Act 1973, which is the current law.  
2 Leo Abse, Private Member, (London: MacDonald, 1973), p.183. 
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Secondly, the desire of the Putting Asunder group, that there should be an enquiry 

into the facts of each case in depth, was now limited to the court having a duty to do 

this ‘…as far as it reasonably can.’3 Given that undefended cases continued to be 

heard at a ten minute hearing, how far the courts could reasonably enquire into the 

facts, in practice, would be very restricted.4  

Thirdly, one of the main reasons for the Putting Asunder report recommending a 

move to the irretrievable breakdown of marriage principle was to allow for more 

opportunities for reconciliation for couples. These opportunities were provided for by 

s3, making it a requirement for a solicitor to certify whether he had discussed with his 

client the possibility of reconciliation5, (though this did not amount to the solicitor 

having a duty to discuss this in every case.)6 The court also had the power to 

adjourn any case where it considered there was a reasonable possibility of 

reconciliation.7 Additionally the Act made provision for a couple to attempt 

reconciliation for a period or periods up to six months without prejudicing the use of 

one of the facts to prove irretrievable breakdown.8 The crucial question is whether 

these were theoretical high-minded ideals or whether they would make any 

difference in practice?  

Lastly, the Putting Asunder Group, along with others, wanted to protect a spouse 

who was divorced without his or her consent after a five year separation; 

                                                             
3 Divorce Reform Act 1969 s2(2),now Matrimonial Causes Act s1(3) 
4 Professor Cretney’s research suggests that hearings for undefended divorces were normally dealt 
with in ten minutes and anecdotal evidence by from Judge Derrick Haddesley suggest that they were 
sometimes dealt with in as little as five minutes. This evidence was provided to the writer in private 
conversations with both the above persons.  
5 Divorce Reform Act 1969 s3 now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s6. In any event s3 only applied 
when a solicitor was on the court record as acting. Where clients were being advised under the so 
called green form scheme or where the petitioner was acting in person, there was no such duty.   
6 The wording that a solicitor should discuss reconciliation in every case was defeated in Committee 
during the Bill’s passage through Parliament. 
7 Divorce Reform Act s3(2), now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s6(2) 
8 Divorce Reform Act 1969 Act s3(3)(4)and (5) now contained in Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s2 
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consequently a protection was written into the Act. The wording was that the petition 

could be dismissed in circumstances that it would ‘result in grave financial or other 

hardship to the respondent’ but went on ‘and that it would in all the circumstances be 

wrong to dissolve the marriage.’9 The first part was to address the situation of, say, 

an older wife who might lose a widow’s pension as the result of divorce but the latter 

part reflects the general principle, also contained in the thinking behind the 

irretrievable breakdown concept, that it is good to end dead marriages. The early 

interpretation of this provision by the courts would determine how often this provision 

could prevent a divorce.   

What follows is an analysis of the early cases, which gave judicial interpretations of 

these provisions, to reveal whether the statutory provisions, which the Putting 

Asunder group had fought so hard for and put so much trust in, made any difference 

in their practical application.   

 

4.2 Irretrievable breakdown of marriage 
The way the statute dealt with this concept was threefold. First it was stated to be the 

sole ground for divorce10, secondly that this could only be established in one of five 

ways11, and thirdly that the presumption of breakdown, once one of the five facts was 

established, could be rebutted only if the court found on all the evidence that the 

marriage had not irretrievably broken down12.  In the High Court case of Richards v 

Richards in 197213 the decree was refused as the judge could not find that the 

                                                             
9 Divorce Reform Act 1969 Act s4, now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s5 
10 Divorce Reform Act 1969 Act s1, now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s1(1) 
11Divorce Reform Act 1969 Act s2(1)(a)-(e), now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973s1(2)(a)-(e) 
12 Divorce Reform Act 1969 Act s2(3), now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s1(4) 
13 Richards v Richards [1972] 1WLR 1073. See also the later case of Buffery v Buffery [1988] 2 F.L.R. 
365 which reinforces this approach. 
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marriage had irretrievably broken down legally as there was not sufficient evidence 

that one of the facts had been proved. However, based on the parties’ evidence, he 

did find that the marriage had irretrievably broken down in reality.14 The case 

demonstrates the tension in the new law between the general concept of irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage and the limiting of this concept by requiring it be proved in 

only one of five defined ways. Such a position was the direct result of the 

compromise between the Putting Asunder Group and the Law Commission. It is 

interesting to speculate on whether this case would have been decided differently 

had it been dealt with in the way the Putting Asunder Group had envisaged, with a 

fuller enquiry into the marriage, but irretrievable breakdown of marriage not 

determined on specific facts. It may be that according to the Putting Asunder formula 

a decree would have been allowed in this case, as the court felt that the marriage 

had broken down.  Alternatively they might have required more proof that the couple 

had attempted reconciliation, to establish irretrievable breakdown of marriage rather 

than temporary difficulties, after what appeared seven years of satisfactory marriage, 

(the wife’s complaints were limited to the last year of cohabitation and the wife did 

not attempt reconciliation after the couple separated in 1971 despite the husband’s 

pleas for her return.)  However, ultimately it would have been left to the judges’ 

discretion to decide on the individual facts of the case and not the law makers.  

Nevertheless, the Putting Asunder Report preference for a full enquiry may well have 

safeguarded the court hearing itself, as the finding of irretrievable breakdown, in 

                                                             
14 The wife’s evidence was that there was ‘no prospect of a reconciliation’ and the husband’s, given by 
his lawyer in his summing up, was forced to agree with this, though the husband had not stated this 
directly in his evidence during the hearing.  
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itself, had to be judged and could not be based on presumptions and therefore was 

harder to reduce to a paper process.15 

Conversely the 1969 Act required a court to withhold a decree where, despite the 

fact being proved, the marriage had, on all the evidence, not irretrievably broken 

down.16 However, the presumption of breakdown was a strong one, once the fact 

had been proved,17 and the early cases reveal only one example of this in a case of 

adultery. The facts of the case were unusual and exceptional and not a case where 

the respondent had defended on this basis.18 

 

4.3 Adultery cases 

4.3.1 Cleary v Cleary 1973 Court of Appeal19 
It is essential to consider the first adultery case, in the Court of Appeal, as it 

established the court’s approach to three of the issues which were of concern to the 

Putting Asunder Group.  

The background to the case was that the wife had originally petitioned on fact B20, 

that the respondent had behaved in such a way that petitioner could not reasonably 

be expected to live with the respondent. The husband had defended the allegations, 

though he admitted, in his Answer, that the marriage had irretrievably broken down. 

He cross-prayed on his wife’s adultery, which she admitted. The case proceeded on 

                                                             
15 See Special Procedure,  p.169 below. 
16 Divorce Reform Act 1969 Act s2(2), now s1(4) Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s1(4) 
17 See the comments of Ormrod J in the case of Pheasant v Pheasant [1972] Fam.202;  
18 In the case of Biggs v Biggs & Wheatley [1977] Fam 1 there was no finding of irretrievable 
breakdown of marriage despite the fact being proved. However, this case is based on circumstances 
where the couple had lived together for over 6months following decree nisi and were still living 
together at the time when the wife applied for a decree absolute. The original petition had not been 
defended by the husband and it was the court that rescinded the decree nisi when the wife applied for 
the decree to be made absolute.  
19 [1974] 1 W.L.R. 73;  
20 Divorce Reform Act 1969 s2(1)(b) now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s1(2)(b) 
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an undefended basis, on the fact of adultery, but the trial court judge dismissed the 

case because he took the view that the intolerability had to be in consequence of the 

adultery. In this case the adultery had been forgiven and it was later events that the 

husband based his intolerability on. The husband appealed. 

 The issue of the appeal was whether, for the purposes of s2(1)(a), the two elements 

of adultery and intolerability should be interpreted as linking two ‘severable and 

independent’21 facts or whether the word and really meant in consequence. In other 

words, was the intolerability founded on the Petitioner not being able to tolerate life 

with the Respondent in a wider sense, or must the intolerability be a consequence of, 

or as a result of, the adultery. Two different judges in two High Court cases had 

come to opposite conclusions.22  

The Court of Appeal decided that the statute should be given the first interpretation 

and thus allowed the appeal. This interpretation, which has bemused some family 

law writers, can be explained as the Court of Appeal wanting to make a paradigm 

shift to a law now having at its heart a concept of irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage, and not a single event, such as one act of adultery. The added ingredient 

of intolerability changed the law whereby the court now had to look at the ‘state of 

affairs’23of the marriage. The Putting Asunder Group would have endorsed this 

interpretation and, in fact, Bishop Mortimer had tried to throw out the adultery fact 

                                                             
21 Cleary v Cleary v Hutton [1974] 1 W.L.R. 73 [76] (Lord Denning MR) 
22 The first of the High Court cases was the case of Goodrich v Goodrich [1971] 1 W.L.R. 1142 and 
the case whose interpretation Denning preferred. This being the first case heard by the High Court on 
this issue, the judge did not refer to previous case law but did refer to an analysis by the editor of 
Rayden on Divorce 11th edition who took the view that the two concepts should be treated 
independently.The judge agreed with this view particularly by pointing to the provisions which allow 
reconciliation up to six months, without prejudicing a petition based on adultery, as supporting this 
approach. In the other case, a year later, the case of Roper v Roper and Porter [1972] W.L.R.131; the 
judge, Justice Faulks, rejected this approach and held that the intolerability had to be in consequence 
of the adultery.   
23 Cleary v Cleary v Hutton [1974] 1 W.L.R. 73 [78] (Scarman LJ) 
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altogether, as a means of demonstrating irretrievable breakdown of marriage, at the 

Committee stage in Parliament, as he feared judges would not move on from the old 

style adultery cases.  

It may be no coincidence that the leading judgement was given by Lord Justice 

Denning and that one of the other judges in the case was Lord Justice Scarman. 

Thus at least two judges, out of three, would be very aware of the aims of the Putting 

Asunder Group; Lord Denning, due to his Church of England’s credentials and the 

part he played in the parliamentary debate in the House of Lords and Lord Justice 

Scarman, as head of the Law Commission at the time of the negotiations with the 

Putting Asunder Group.24 

In the words of Lord Justice Stamp, the third judge in the Cleary case, in agreeing 

with Lord Denning 

I find it easier to come to this conclusion bearing in mind, as I have said, that 

the sole ground for divorce is that the marriage should have broken down 

irretrievably, and that s2(1) merely specifies a number of matters which have 

to be shown before the court can hold the marriage to have broken down 

irretrievably. The mere fact that the respondent has committed adultery is not 

enough to satisfy the test of irretrievable breakdown to which para (a) is 

directed unless the situation is also such that the petitioner finds life with the 

respondent intolerable.25  

                                                             
24 Lord Denning was a committed member of the Church of England and had voted for the legislation 
in the House of Lords. 
25 Cleary v Cleary and Hutton, CA, [1974] 1 W.L.R. 73 [77]  
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Lord Justice Scarman, who was last to speak, agreed with the other judges re-

iterating that s2(1)(a-e) sets out five different states of affair in the marriage which 

may embrace several events, one of which is adultery 

A situation of irretrievable breakdown can, and often will, exist when the 

petitioner truly finds life with the respondent intolerable, though, for reasons 

other than for her adultery. I agree, therefore, that s2(1)(a) does not require to 

be construed so as to introduce the words ‘in consequence’ after the word 

‘and.’26 

Evidence of the Petitioner’s ‘intolerability’  

The Court of Appeal also considered the duty of the court to enquire into the facts 

alleged by the parties contained in s2(2) of the 1969 Act and decided, per curiam, 

that as regards the finding of intolerability, despite its subjective nature, it was not 

enough for the Petitioner merely to assert this.  

It is necessary to make a closer examination of the two High Court cases that the 

Court of Appeal referred to in its judgment, to assess how much of an enquiry into 

intolerability courts made – the cases of Roper and Goodrich.27 The High Court 

judges in these cases were guided by Rayden on Divorce 11th edition, that there 

needed to be some evidence or explanation of intolerability for the court to fulfil its 

duty to enquire as far as it reasonably could into the facts alleged. In these cases 

there is some evidence that the court took its duty seriously. In the Roper case the 

judge referred to Leo Abse’s comment in the parliamentary debate (though he 

accepted he was not allowed to) that the court should accept a petitioner’s word but 

                                                             
26 Cleary v Cleary and Hutton, CA, [1974] 1 W.L.R. 73 [78] 
27 Roper v Roper and Porter [1972] 1 W.L.R. 1314 and Goodrich v Goodrich [1971] 1 W.L.R. 1142 
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responded ‘I am not having that’.28 He concluded that a petitioner saying that she 

found it intolerable to live with her husband was not the same as her finding it 

intolerable. In fact the judge did not accept the wife’s evidence of intolerability, based 

on a conversation she had had with her husband, at the time that she confessed 

adultery. He had invited her to make a fresh start which she did not accept.    

In the Goodrich case the judge noted that matrimonial history had been closely 

examined. These were both defended cases. But what would the evidence be in an 

undefended case such as Cleary? Lord Justice Scarman, in the Cleary case, 

emphasised the duty of the court to inquire into the facts alleged but admitted, that in 

an undefended case such as this, there was not much evidence. However, there was 

some. Rather strangely he then went on to say that there was good evidence of 

irretrievable breakdown, in fact ‘If there is stronger evidence of an irretrievable 

breakdown, I have yet to find it’.29 Yet the evidence he was referring to was simply 

the court asking the petitioner why he did not want to live with the respondent to 

which he replied ‘Because there is no future for the marriage at all.’30 Thereby it 

seems he accepted the bare assertion of the petitioner. Given the subjective nature 

of this legal concept it is hard to know what additional evidence could be given. 

Reconciliation 31 

In the Goodrich case the court also reflected on a solicitor’s requirement to certify 

whether he has broached the issue of reconciliation with his client under s3(1)32 This 

                                                             
28 Roper v Roper and Porter [1972] 1 W.L.R. 1314 [1317] 
29 Cleary v Cleary [1974] 1 W.L.R. 73 [79] 
30 Cleary v Cleary [1974] 1 W.L.R. 73 [79] 
31 In another undefended case, the case of Carr v Carr [1974] 1 W.L.R. 1534 the finding of 
intolerability was initially based on the straightforward question ‘Could you bring yourself to live with 
him again?’ To which the answer was ‘No’ though the reason for the intolerability then needed to be 
teased out by one or two further questions.  
32 Divorce Reform Act 1969 s3(1), now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s6(1). 
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came in two forms, firstly discussing the possibility of reconciliation and secondly 

providing the names and addresses of persons qualified to help with reconciliation. 

Did the solicitor need to do both to provide evidence to the court that a reconciliation 

was out of the question? The court decided that, where there was evidence of both 

parties not wanting a reconciliation, the court could make this decision, 

notwithstanding that the solicitor had only done the first and had not provided contact 

details for the second. The impression given by the court is that the judges were 

happy to leave issues of reconciliation to the discretion of a petitioner’s legal adviser.  

Desire to do justice on the facts of the case and other matters which 

influenced the courts’ decisions. 

The interpretation of fact A,33 given by the courts, allowed for more flexibility in 

granting divorce decrees. In the Goodrich case it allowed the court to make a decree 

on the husband’s assertion of adultery and intolerability which were not connected 

rather than the dubious fact B petition of the wife.34 In the Roper case it allowed the 

court to grant a decree on the husband’s petition based on the wife’s adultery rather 

than the other way round, which seemed fairer given that the wife committed 

                                                             
33 Divorce Reform Act 1969 s2(1)(a), now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s1(2)(a)  
34The Goodrich case had been initiated by the wife’s petition on the husband’s cruelty which the court 
did not find convincing. The husband denied the allegations, sought a reconciliation but when this was 
not forthcoming asked for leave to petition on the wife’s adultery which she admitted. The cases were 
consolidated and heard together. It is not surprising that the court wanted to find in his favour and 
could do so if they distinguished intolerability from the adultery which the husband had forgiven 
initially.   
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adultery first.35 In the Cleary case it allowed a decree to be granted without the 

necessity of a disputed behaviour suit.36 

 

4.4 Behaviour cases 
The second group of cases where the issue of irretrievable breakdown of marriage 

was disputed were those brought under s2(1)(b), that the respondent has behaved in 

such a way that the petitioner cannot reasonably be expected to live with the 

respondent.37 These are all High Court cases. This way of proving irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage was a derivation of the former matrimonial offence of cruelty. 

Behaviour that amounted to cruelty or constructive desertion under the old law would 

be sufficient but there was not an exhaustive list of behaviour, even under the old 

law, and in each case it would be about fact and degree. However, in the case of 

Katz v Katz, in 1972, Sir George Baker still referred to the behaviour needing to be 

‘of such gravity that the wife cannot reasonably be expected to live with him.’38  

However, in comparing this case, with the case of Williams v Williams39 in1964, 

                                                             
35 In the Roper case the wife had first committed adultery with the next door neighbour and only 
subsequently the husband had committed adultery with the next-door- neighbour’s wife. The wife 
petitioned for divorce on the husband’s adultery and the husband cross-petitioned on the same fact. 
The only evidence for the wife’s assertion of intolerability was a statement that she made to the 
husband to this effect when he asked her to make a fresh start with him after she confessed to 
adultery. The court did not accept this as sufficient evidence preferring to grant a decree on the 
husband’s petition.  
36 In Cleary both of the parties had petitioned for divorce, the wife on the basis of the husband’s 
behaviour and the husband on the wife’s adultery. The wife’s proceedings were stayed as the 
behaviour was not admitted and the matter proceeded on the husband’s undefended petition. An 
interpretation of intolerability which was separate and distinct from the adultery, based on the wife’s 
subsequent behaviour, would allow these two people who wanted to be free to reach that position 
sooner rather than later, as the adultery had been forgiven. Moreover, the court may have been 
influenced by the particular facts of the case in that the subsequent behaviour was linked with the 
adultery, in that it was  continuing correspondence with the man she had committed adultery with, 
before she finally left with the children to stay with her mother. Whilst the judges referred to the 
principles behind the new concept of irretrievable breakdown of marriage they were also surely 
influenced by the facts which pointed to the wishes of the parties.  
37 The concept of reasonableness had previously been used in cases of constructive desertion – in 
determining whether a person was reasonably justified in leaving the Respondent.  
38 Katz v Katz [1972] 1 W.L.R. 955 [960]  
39 Williams v Williams 1964 A.C. 698 
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under the old law of cruelty, he altered the test propounded by Lord Reid in that case 

to  

…the character and gravity of his behaviour was such that the petitioner 

cannot reasonably be expected to live with him. 

rather than that they 

  were such as to amount to cruelty,40  

thus recognising the difference. 

Unlike the adultery cases, the test of whether the behaviour was serious enough was 

primarily based on an objective test (not subjective as in the adultery fact) but as in 

the pre-legislation cases41  the court could consider this in the light of the 

personalities of the parties and the effect on the petitioner.  Bagnall J in Ash v Ash, 

the first case under the new law, encapsulated this idea into a general question that 

should be asked  

 …can this petitioner, with his or her character and personality, with his or her 

faults and other attributes, good and bad, and having regard to his and her 

behaviour during the marriage, reasonably be expected to live with the 

respondent?42 

 and this opened the door, increasingly, for the subjective element of the test to be 

emphasised. However, a state of mind or a dislike of the other’s personality was 

                                                             
40 Katz v Katz [1972] 1 W.L.R. 955 [961] 
41 See for instance the judgment of Lord Reid in Gollins v Gollins [1963] W.L.R. 176, where he talks 
about ‘…the character and physical or mental weaknesses of the spouses’ as a factor to be 
considered in addition the nature of the conduct and knowledge and intention of the Respondent and 
the injury caused to the petitioner. 
42 Ash v Ash[1972] 2 W.L.R. 347 [140] (Bagnall J) 
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insufficient, there had to be conduct43 not mere incompatibility.44 However, the 

subjective element of the test gave the judges greater flexibility in deciding whether 

to grant a decree nisi. The judges were clear that the decision was theirs.  

It is for the judge not the petitioner alone to decide whether the behaviour is 

sufficiently grave …Also it is for the judge to say whether the marriage has 

irretrievably broken down.45 

 and  

 Simple assertion either way, …,cannot suffice.46  

There is evidence that the court took this task seriously and genuinely considered 

whether the marriage was at an end, particularly as most respondents defended not 

only on the basis that they had not behaved in this way, but also on the basis that 

the marriage had not irretrievably broken down. 

The case law reveals that the majority of cases were found in favour of the Petitioner 

even though judges expressed different opinions on how much the legislation had 

changed the law. The judge in Ash v Ash in 1971 pointed out that the new law was 

not “…simply to make divorce easier…’ but quoted the Law Commission report that it 

was ‘to buttress, rather than to undermine, the stability of marriage…’ and it was only 

when a marriage had irretrievably broken down that the divorce law should operate 

to end the ‘empty shell’ marriage as painlessly as possible.47 However, 

                                                             
43 Katz v Katz [1972] 1 W.L.R. 955 [960] 
44 The Consensus between the Putting Asunder Group and Law Commission (see Appendix 1) had 
suggested the wording ‘the conduct of the of the respondent had been so intolerable..’ but this was 
altered during the drafting of the Bill (see Appendix 2). This original wording would have emphasised 
the objective level of behaviour required more.  
45 Katz v Katz [1972] 1 W.L.R. 955 [960]  
46 Ash v Ash [1972] 2 W.L.R. 347, [141] (Bagnall J) 
47 Ash v Ash [1972] 2 W.L.R. 347, [140] (Bagnall J) 
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notwithstanding this statement and generally preferring the evidence of the husband 

over the malevolent wife, he was constrained to find that the wife had proved the 

allegations of drunkenness and violence, primarily because the husband had 

admitted them, and in assessing her character and ability to live with the Respondent 

came to the conclusion that she could not reasonably be expected to do this. The 

husband had also defended on the basis that the marriage had not irretrievably 

broken down under s2(3)48 and that the difficulties in the marriage were temporary. 

The judge re-iterated that a mere assertion by the wife that, in her view, the marriage 

had irretrievably broken down was not sufficient, the evidence must be looked at, but 

only in a general way. In this case it was not established that the marriage had not 

irretrievably broken down and thus a decree should be granted. The case does 

demonstrate an engagement, by the court, with the idea of irretrievable breakdown 

of marriage. However, the examination of the issue under s2(3) did not appear to 

take the matter further than the preliminary finding on the factual situation itself.  

In Katz v Katz49 the judge recognised that the law was no longer based on a finding 

of cruelty but on behaviour that a petitioner could not reasonably be expected to live 

with and that the matter should not be dealt with by the approach taken under the 

matrimonial offence regime. He found that there was such behaviour despite the fact 

that this was due to the respondent’s mental illness.  

The trial judge in the case of O’Neill50 pointed to the Book of Common Prayer as the 

test and behaviour had to exceed what was considered ‘for better or worse’. His 

conclusion was the ‘Marriage is far too serious a thing to have it thrown out on 

                                                             
48 Divorce Reform Act 1969, now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s1(4) 
49Katz v Katz [1972] 1 W.L.R. 955 
50 O’Neill v O’Neill [1975] 1 W.L.R. 1118; [1975] 3 All E.R. 289  
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trivialities’.51 This level of objective conduct was doubted by the appeal judge who 

regarded the words of the statute as requiring a lesser standard and the trial judge 

had erred  by quoting the vows contained the Marriage Service in the Book of 

Common Prayer. Professor Cretney is correct in saying that the problem with this 

test is that it requires a consensus about what a person can reasonably be expected 

to put up with. It places judges in deciding that rather than the Marriage Service.  

Certainly it is ironic that the Church of England, whilst pursuing a divorce compatible 

with life-long marriage, had now aided the law in diminishing the quality of that 

marriage from the standard of the marriage vows. 

In Thurlow v Thurlow52 in 1975 the judge appeared to accept the Queen’s Counsel’s 

argument for the petitioner that the Divorce Reform Act 1969 had ‘transformed 

matrimonial law’53 in the sense that Parliament had rejected the words agreed by the 

Law Commission and the Putting Asunder Group that  ‘the conduct of the 

respondent has been so intolerable that the petitioner could not reasonably be 

expected to continue or resume cohabitation’.54He believed that Parliament had 

moved away from the old law and much of the pre-1969 case law on cruelty was 

irrelevant. 

Thus by the mid-1970s the subjective element of the test was becoming well 

established and the courts allowed a decree on the basis of a series of conduct in 

                                                             
51 O’Neill v O’Neill [1975] 1 W.L.R. 1118 [1125] 
52 Thurlow v Thurlow [1975] 3 W.L.R. 161 
53 Thurlow v Thurlow [1975] 3 W.L.R. 161 [34] 
54 This wording suggested behaviour which was sufficiently serious in each case and might have 
provided a protection against a more liberal interpretation. As the law now stands it could not limit the 
kinds of behaviour cited and is not limited to ‘grave and weighty’ conduct under the old cruelty ground. 
(see per LJ Buchler v Buchler [1947] P. 25, 45 (as footnoted in Cretney  Principles of Family Law, 
p.107.) In addition the behaviour fact is not about the unreasonableness of the behaviour but whether 
the petitioner can reasonably be expected to live with the behaviour.Thus at first sight, though an 
objective test, this test has to be applied in the light of the petitioner’s personality which brings in a 
subjective element.  
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the case of Livingstone-Stallard55which under the old law would not have been 

regarded as sufficient. By 1975, in Thurlow, negative behaviour, as a result of the 

wife’s mental illness, was sufficient though the court emphasised that it was not 

blameworthy. The judges in these cases came to these conclusions due to the effect 

of the behaviour on the petitioners. Thus in the same year as the case of 

Livingstone-Stallard, Rayden on Divorce 12th edition in 1974 set out the test thus 

The words ‘reasonably be expected’ prima facie suggests an objective test. 

Nevertheless, in considering what is reasonable, the court (in accordance with 

its duty to inquire, as far as it reasonably can, into the facts alleged) will have 

regard to the history of the marriage and to the individual spouses before it, 

and from this point of view will have regard to this petitioner and this 

respondent in assessing what is reasonable.56 

Or as in the words of the judge in the Livingstone-Stallard case 

 Would any right-minded person come to the conclusion that this husband has 

behaved in such a way that this wife cannot reasonably be expected to live 

with him, taking into account the whole of the circumstances and the 

characters and personalities of the parties?57   

This being said, were the judges also influenced by other factors? For instance, in 

the Livingstone-Stallard case, by the fact that the respondent’s first wife had divorced 

him on the grounds of cruelty and in the Thurlow case, the husband’s desire to marry 

                                                             
55Livingstone-Stallard v Livingstone-Stallard  [1974] 3 W.L.R. 302 
56 O’Neill v O’Neill [1975] 1 W.L.R. 1118, para.1121 
57 Livingstone-Stallard v Livingstone-Stallard  [1974] 3 W.L.R. 302 [54] 
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again, might mean it was easier for the court to conclude that the divorce facts had 

been made out and the marriages had irretrievably broken down. 

 

4.5 Desertion 
This fact was the same as the old law but the period of desertion required was 

reduced by a year. Whilst some concern had been expressed by the Putting Asunder 

Group and others in the Church of England about the reduction in time, this had 

been conceded by the time of The Consensus between the Putting Asunder Group 

and the Law Commission. The statutory interpretation for this fact had been 

established under the old law and the new concept of irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage did not alter this – presumably if a person had deserted the other for a 

period of time both parties would consider that the marriage had irretrievably broken 

down and there was no difficulty in proving this.  

 

4.6 Two year separation with consent- Santos v Santos - Court of Appeal 
1972 
The case of Santos v Santos58 was an appeal case on the interpretation of ‘living 

apart’ for the purposes of s (1)(d) of the Divorce Reform Act 1969 – irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage, in this case, being made out on the basis that the parties to 

the marriage had been living apart for a continuous period of two years, immediately 

preceding  the presentation of the petition, and the respondent consented to the 

decree. The facts of the case were broadly that a wife returned to England, having 

left her husband in Spain where the parties had lived during their marriage. The 

question that the court addressed was whether a physical separation of two years 

                                                             
58 Santos v Santos [1972] 2 W.L.R. 889 
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was sufficient to establish ‘living apart’ as provided by s2(5) or whether a mental 

element was required to establish lack of consortium. The wife argued that physical 

separation itself was sufficient.  

The court took a different view, being influenced by pre-1969 case law, 

commonwealth case law, American case law, an obiter statement by Justice 

Wrangham in the case of Mouncer v Mouncer that the pre 1969 interpretation of 

living apart had not been altered by the 1969 legislation, a view expounded in 

Rayden on Divorce 11th edition.59  In addition their own logical deductions on the 

injustice that would be done if they reached the alternative conclusion.60 The English 

authorities would be known to the legislature and therefore the statement ‘living 

apart’ should be given the same meaning.  

Additionally they considered what the legislature intended, given that the sole ground 

for divorce was now irretrievable breakdown of marriage and that had to be 

considered, in the light of the state of affairs of the marriage, and not a legalistic 

adherence to one event.  

By using the term ‘living apart’ the legislature was contemplating a state of 

affairs. In determining whether that state of affairs, namely, the marital 

relationship, exists or does not exist the court must have regard to all the 

circumstances, including the state of mind of the parties. 

 And goes on  

                                                             
59 All these authorities were cited in the case itself. 
60 They gave the example of a man separated by his wife by external circumstances where the couple 
regarded themselves as married and the unfairness, if he was divorced on five years separation, if his 
wife did not wish him to return at the end of that period.   
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The test of whether the marriage has broken down irretrievably 

depends on the parties’ intention…so here the court has to determine 

whether the parties intend to continue the marriage.61 

 

In the course of the judgment Justice Wrangham referred to a number of matters that 

the Putting Asunder Group had been concerned about including the presumption of 

breakdown and the evidence required in cases under the new legislation 

 Presumption of breakdown 

The Putting Asunder Group, having conceded that there would not be an inquest into 

every divorce case, had fought hard for an inclusion of provisions that the 

respondent could rebut the presumption of breakdown, if one of the five facts in 

s2(1)(a)-(e) were proved. One of the appeal judges in this case, Lord Justice Sachs,  

noted that it was open for the Respondent to do this but that the presumption in s2 

(3) was ‘in practice a strong presumption.’62 

 Evidence 

However, having established in theory that in fact s2(1)(d) cases there had to be a 

mental element, the first instance judge had to give ‘…careful examination…’ to this 

point, particularly where the evidence relied upon was solely given by the petitioner. 

‘…automatic acceptance of her uncorroborated evidence…’ that she regarded the 

marriage as no longer existing …’would not be desirable’.63 

                                                             
61 Santos v Santos [1972] 2 W.L.R. 889 [252] 
62Santos v Santos [1972] 2 W.L.R. 889 [255]  
63 Santos v Santos [1972] 2 W.L.R. 889 [261] 
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In his concluding remarks at the end of the judgment he reiterated this need for good 

evidence 

It is clear from our examination of the issues inherent in petitions founded on 

heads (d)and (e) that the bulk of such cases need careful judicial scrutiny and 

ought not (as might else be suggested) to be determined on affidavit evidence 

or otherwise than by a judge. It has sometimes been said that the object of 

the Act of 1969 is to make divorce easy, but that hardly seems correct when 

in some instances it has made it more difficult – as witness head (a) and the 

reconciliation provisions of s3. It is more appropriate to say that whilst in 

practice additional grounds for divorce are provided by the Act of 1969, yet it 

is designed to assist maintenance of marriages other than those reduced to a 

mere shell. Whilst sympathising from experience with those judges who have 

to take the undefended list, it is still the case that the legislature, in our 

judgment, intended the procedure before them to involve judicial care as 

opposed to rubber stamping.64 

 

4.7 Protection for Respondents in five year separation cases 
The Putting Asunder Report did not specifically comment on s2(1)(e) divorces as, at 

the time the Report was written, the Putting Asunder Group was not recommending 

the five matrimonial situations which presumed breakdown. These later emerged 

during the negotiations with the Law Commission. However, they were concerned at 

the vulnerability of ‘innocent’ spouses, who under the irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage concept could be divorced against their will. Their concern was threefold – 

                                                             
64Santos v Santos [1972] 2 W.L.R. 889 [264]  
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financial loss from national insurance related benefits, particularly the loss of 

pension; loss of marital status; and injustice that a ‘guilty’ party could divorce an 

‘innocent’ party against their will. They believed that there should be safeguards to 

protect a spouse from financial loss and ultimately a decree should be withheld if 

sufficient financial provision could not be made for the respondent spouse and any 

children.65  

The Putting Asunder Group had accepted that, as regards the loss of status, it could 

not altogether avoid the damage brought about by a broken relationship which was 

bound to fall more on the spouse who did not want to be divorced. On balance they 

believed that ending ‘empty shell’ marriages still outweighed this damage particularly 

if there were children of a new relationship. As regards the third objection, the 

Putting Asunder Group had emphasised that the new law would now see things not 

in terms of guilt or innocence but a judgment would be made on the state of the 

marriage. Nevertheless where one spouse had ‘…treated the other party 

abominably…’and ‘…it just would not do to let the petitioner get away with it.’ there 

should be a public interest defence.66  

Due to their concerns, and those expressed by others, the Divorce Reform Act 1969 

included such safeguards for a spouse divorced after a five year separation against 

their consent where this would ‘result in grave financial and other hardship…and that 

it would in all the circumstances be wrong to dissolve the marriage67. Some of the 

circumstances to be looked at were contained in s4(2)(b).68   

                                                             
65 Some of the Group’s analysis on this issue is contained in the Putting Asunder Report, p.72. 
66 Putting Asunder Report, p.66. 
67 Divorce Reform Act 1969 s4, now Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s5 
68 Divorce Reform Act 1969 s4(2)(b), now s 5(2)(b) Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 
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The case law, demonstrates, however, that this defence was very difficult to make 

out. There are no reported cases where this defence has been successful either for 

financial reasons or otherwise. The grave financial hardship cases have mostly been 

argued on the basis of loss of social security benefits or loss of pension. Even before 

legislation came into force to amend the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973, to allow the 

court to make pension orders, the court tried to find alternative ways to compensate 

the respondent financially,69 even where this required an adjournment. Where, in a 

few rare cases, it was possible to establish financial hardship, another hurdle had to 

be overcome, that it would be wrong in all the circumstances to end the marriage. In 

the case of Brickell v Brickell the grave financial hardship was established, but due to 

the wife’s behaviour, the court found it was not wrong to dissolve the marriage.70  

The cases brought on grave other hardship have largely been argued on the basis 

that the respondent would be socially ostracised,71if divorced, and none have been 

successful. The cases have established that ethical objections alone are not 

sufficient to make this defence out and the grave hardship has to be as a result of 

the divorce, not separation. The respondent in the Rukat v Rukat case failed in her 

defence as she had been separated from her husband for many years and for lack of 

evidence that her family had knowledge of her marriage difficulties.  No case has 

been brought by a Protestant Christian and, given the part the Church of England 

had in changing the law, it would be almost impossible for a member of the Church 

of England to do so.72   

                                                             
69 See for instance Le Marchant v Le Marchant [1977] 1 W.L.R. 559 
70 The wife had an obsessive belief that the husband was having an affair with an employee in their 
business which had such a detrimental effect on the business that it shut down.  
71 See for instance Banik v Banik (No. 1) [1973] 1 W.L.R. 860 and Rukat v Rukat [1975] 2 W.L.R. 201  
72 The respondent in the Rukat v Rukat [1975] Fam 63 was a Roman Catholic. 
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4.8 The Special Procedure73 
Originally the Putting Asunder Group had made their recommendations only on the 

condition that the procedure for divorce was substantially changed, so that all 

divorces, including those that were undefended, should have an inquest style 

hearing.74 The Law Commission had dismissed this idea as unrealistic and 

eventually this had been conceded in negotiations.75 Yet the Group’s instinct that 

procedure was almost as important as the substantive law proved to be correct. For 

the first two years of the operation of the new divorce law, in all cases, there was a 

hearing before a judge, even if this was brief. But this was to change as 

incrementally, by a number of practice directions, a procedure was introduced for 

undefended divorces which is commonly known as the special procedure. This 

removed the need for the parties to attend court when the suit was undefended, the 

couple had no children and there was no issue of costs.76  

Initially the special procedure was introduced for divorces that were based on two 

year separation with consent under s2(1)(d) Divorce Reform Act 1969 and this 

cemented, in English law, in reality, divorce by consent, the thing the Putting 

Asunder Group most feared. There was no longer an opportunity for the court to 

examine the mental issue of when a couple considered the marriage to be at an end, 

as required by the case of Santos, or to broach the question of whether the marriage 

had irretrievably broken down under s 2(3), despite the separation and consent. Now 

a simple affirmative answer, to the question of consent, on a form provided by the 

court, would be sufficient evidence of the respondent’s consent. Subsequently, 

affidavit evidence on a standard form, sworn by the petitioner, was all the evidence 

                                                             
73 The procedural changes were incorporated  into the Matrimonial Causes Rules 1977 
74 See chapter 1  
75 See chapter 2 
76 These were consolidated into the Matrimonial Causes Rules 1977 
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the court required as to when the petitioner regarded the marriage at an end. This 

was despite the court, in the case of Santos, stating that the uncorroborated 

evidence of the petitioner, on the mental element, was not satisfactory. What the 

judge said about undefended lists was completely blown away in one sweep without 

recourse to Parliament.77    

By 1975 a further practice direction made the special procedure available to all the 

other divorce facts, except s1(2)(b), where the same conditions applied. This again 

meant that for divorces based on adultery and intolerability the bare assertion of the 

Petitioner that he/she found life with the Respondent intolerable was accepted in 

undefended cases and the law lapsed back into the pre-1969 position where in 

reality proof of adultery alone was sufficient for a decree of divorce. Even if 

previously the courts had not been able, easily, to dispute a petitioner’s assertion of 

intolerability, now there was no opportunity at all.  

Finally, in 1977, the process was extended to the last remaining factual situation and 

divorces under s2(1)(b) Divorce Reform Act 1969 were included in the same regime. 

This now meant that all undefended divorces were subject to this process. 

Specifically for s2(1)(b) divorces its consequence was that the district judge could 

still judge the objective element of whether the behaviour cited was sufficiently 

serious (though in undefended cases there was no way of knowing whether the 

assertions were true and if the petitioner was properly advised this presented little 

obstacle) but had no way of assessing the petitoner’s or respondent’s character. 

                                                             
77 Stephen Cretney, Principles of Family Law, 8th edn (London, Sweet & Maxwell, 2008) p. 292. 
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4.9 Legal Aid  
The modern legal aid scheme was brought in, in a very limited way, in 1949 by the 

Legal Aid and Advice Act 1949. By the 1970s undefended divorces were not covered 

by legal aid. A system of legal advice and assistance, generally known as the ‘green 

form scheme’, brought in by the Legal Aid Act 1974, allowed solicitors to give 

general advice to those seeking a divorce and to help draft court documents. Full 

legal aid was available for defended divorces, but this became increasingly difficult to 

secure in practice - an applicant would have to demonstrate that a successful 

outcome was likely. This, together with the legal profession’s common view that even 

if a divorce was defended a person would be divorced eventually against their 

consent under s1((2)(e), tended to discourage respondents from this course of 

action.  

The other effect of the ‘green form scheme’ was that solicitors were not regarded as 

acting for the client, for the purposes of the court record, and therefore had no need 

to certify whether they had discussed the possibility of a reconciliation with their 

client under s6(1) Matrimonial Causes Act 1973. 

 

4.10 Conclusion 
The judges in the early cases, who interpreted the new law, made a genuine attempt 

to incorporate the new concept of irretrievable breakdown into their judgements and 

to examine the evidence as far as they were able to. However, given the time 

restraints in undefended cases and the subjective elements written into the law, they 

were limited in how far they could enquire into the facts and often had to accept the 

evidence of the parties at face value. In s2(1)(b) Divorce Reform Act 1969 cases, 

their move away from the standard of behaviour envisaged in the vows of marriage 
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and their acceptance of divorce, even where there was no blameworthiness on the 

part of the respondent, flew in the face of the Putting Asunder Group’s desire for life-

long marriage and protection of the weak. Once the special procedure was 

introduced, the judges had even less opportunity to investigate the evidence. Only a 

handful of cases have ever been referred to the Queen’s Proctor for further 

scrutiny.78  

 

                                                             
79 The power of the court to refer the papers to the Queen’s Proctor where the judge thinks the case 
merits further investigation is contained in the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 s8. 
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Conclusion 
 

Observers of the Church of England’s influence over the Divorce Reform Act 1969 

have expressed surprise at their seemingly liberal stance so quickly after a period of 

conservatism and opposition to divorce reform. Yet the antecedents of a new 

approach to family law public policy can be seen in the 1930s where certain 

members of the Church of England started to conclude that the secular law could not 

be based on biblical teaching. Nevertheless, the Church of England wished to take a 

part in the process of divorce reform principally to safeguard, as they saw it, the idea 

of Christian marriage with its permanent nature. This is why it was imperative that 

there should not be a divorce law based on divorce by consent. The right to a 

divorce would be subject to an objective view given by the court and this was 

compatible with all married couples, whether married in church or in a civil 

ceremony, entering marriage with the intention of life-long marriage. The Christian 

doctrine of life-long marriage was at the heart of their strategy and remained so 

subsequently in relatively recent legislation such as their contrasting acceptance of 

civil partnership but not same sex marriage. However, this is not true of the Church’s 

approach to the Family Law Act 1996 where the Bishops accepted irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage without proof, thus accepting that the couple themselves 

could decide when the marriage had ended. This, in the view of the Putting Asunder 

Group would have been incompatible with the intention of life-long marriage.1 

The influence of the Church of England came primarily, but not exclusively, through 

a group set up by the Archbishop of Canterbury in 1964 to examine divorce law and 

                                                             
1 Two Bishops spoke in favour of the Family Law Bill, the Bishop of Worcester and the Bishop of 

Oxford. HL Deb, 30th November, 1995, vol 567, col 715 and 734 
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its report Putting Asunder. This was the first vital step of authorising a rejection of the 

matrimonial offence and giving credence to the new concept of irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage. This was not a concept that came out of a theological 

reasoning originally but a humanist view that a marriage, that was for all intents and 

purposes dead, should be allowed to end legally. Marriage was about substance and 

not form.2 The Putting Asunder Group’s task became how to ensure that this concept 

was compatible with upholding the ideal of life-long marriage. This led them to seek 

an objective process of judging whether a marriage had broken down so that the 

decision was not left to the parties. Thus they recommended an inquest style hearing 

which would have the advantage that it was for the judge to decide on whether the 

marriage had come to an end for all effects and purposes. It would also enable the 

court to look for opportunities to encourage reconciliation. Later they compromised 

on the process due to a negotiated agreement, known as The Consensus reached 

with the Law Commission. This was the first sign that once the Church of England 

approved the irretrievable breakdown of marriage principle they could not 

necessarily dictate how that concept was determined. They agreed that this should 

be done by a number of presumptions and relied heavily on the fact that these 

‘presumptions’ could be rebutted. The objectivity they hoped for was gradually 

watered down, by the compromised position, by the Law Commission draftsman, 

and by the subsequent statutory interpretation by the courts and change in 

procedure. In particular they failed to see the dangers in the interpretation of s2(1)(b) 

divorces which were already moving from the objective criteria of cruelty to the more 

subjective focus of the effect of that cruelty on the petitioner prior to the 1969 Act. 

                                                             
2 Though see Helen Oppenheimer’s theological justification for a divorce law based on breakdown in 

The Marriage Bond, (Leighton Buzzard:The Faith Press, 1976) 
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Post 1971, when the new law was implemented, it became increasingly easy to use 

this fact in almost any situation.3  

The idea of a Church group having such a major part in divorce reform is intriguing. 

In a century where church influence has increasingly waned why would anyone listen 

to a report by a committee set up by the Archbishop? Previously the Church of 

England had a representative on Royal Commissions in such matters but the Morton 

Commission did not, though it took evidence from church groups. By convening its 

own group it might seem that the Church of England was at the pinnacle of its 

influence, particularly when this Group’s report was taken seriously enough by 

politicians to suggest it entered negotiations with the new Law Commission.  

However, the Putting Asunder Group’s Report and the subsequent consensus were 

pivotal points. The Church might have seemed highly influential but only because it 

was adhering to the irretrievable breakdown of marriage principle which others 

already approved of. By the time it agreed The Consensus with the Law Commission 

its hands were increasingly tied to an amended set of proposals. Attempts to move 

back to a purer form of the Putting Asunder Report’s recommendations failed in 

Parliament. The Consensus position, given its approval by two highly influential 

groups of people in divorce reform, theologians and lawyers drowned out most other 

voices. Should either have had such a major influence? Whilst the Putting Asunder 

Group can be criticised for arguing outside its realm of expertise so could the Law 

Commission. The first did not appreciate the practicalities of time and expense in the 

court process but the Law Commission was not a guardian of morals or well-being.  

                                                             
3 Though in the very recent case of Owens v Owens, where the petition was defended, a high court 

judge refused to grant a divorce, regarding the behaviour cited by the wife as too flimsy. The outcome 
of her appeal to the Court of Appeal is awaited. The Times February 15th, 2017.  
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In her book Marriage4 in 1990 Helen Oppenheimer reflected on the law nineteen 

years on and realised that many of the Church of England’s aspirations had not been 

realised. In particular that the law effectively allowed divorce by consent. This was 

the thing that the Church had most tried to avoid. She suggested that in 

contemplating further law reform the law should go back to an irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage plus. She was particularly referring to how difficult it was for 

the presumptions, on which irretrievable breakdown of marriage was based, to be 

challenged. This was due to procedural changes, the lack of opportunities for 

reconciliation and how defences, to safeguard respondents’ financial position, had 

become a blunt instrument due to how narrowly they were applied by the courts. In a 

system which promoted the idea that empty shell marriages should be ended that 

was bound to be the case. Whilst theologians had helped shape the law, it was 

judges in a secular age that interpreted it and standing committees that changed 

procedure.  

Cretney asks if the Church of England would not have been better to accept an 

additional ground of seven years separation to the matrimonial offences which he 

says would have been more comprehensible. This, however, does not take into 

account the Putting Asunder Group’s passion for adhering to the concept of 

irretrievable breakdown of marriage in the law at all costs, even if in practice it added 

little. The academic nature of the Group’s members meant they would not tolerate a 

mixed economy.  

What is almost certain is that the inquest style hearing will never revive. The nearest 

the law came to achieving something similar was the period of reflection and 

                                                             
4 Helen Oppenheimer, Marriage, (London, Mowbray, 1990), chapter 8. 
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consideration included in the Family Law Act 1996 procedure of divorce. This was 

never implemented due to the projected costs of such a scheme. What also was 

proposed by this Act was a total move to divorce by consent or alternatively 

unilateral divorce, where the parties could establish irretrievable breakdown of 

marriage by a mere statement. This logical conclusion of the irretrievable breakdown 

of marriage concept, whilst so vehemently argued against by the Church of England 

in the 1960s, was not rebutted by the Bishops at all in the parliamentary debate in 

1996.  
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